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A detailed description

INTRODUCTION

the needs to which this collection cif resources

is responding, the background, the goal types, the goal codes, and the poten-

tial uses of this collection of course goals and their supporting materials

are to be found in the accompanying booklet, Course Goals General Introduction.

The aim of that booklet is to provide users of the course goal collections in

Art, Biolo gical and Physical Science, Health Education, Language Arts, hlathe

Music, Physical Education, and Social Science with a comprehensive

guide to the use, revision, and further development of these planning and

evaluation resources.

This brief additional introduction has the more practical goals of

presenting a brief orienting overview of the purposes, nature, and potential

uses of the products of the Goal Development Project, and (b) demonstrating

how to read and interpret the materials in this collection.

Following is a guide to the contents of the introduction:
11JVI

The purposes, nature, and potential uses of this Course Goal
collection:

Why do we need to state learning goals?

What kind of goals are in this collection?
2

How do program and course goals differ from
behavioral and performance objectives?

.

Where did the program and course goals come from? 5

What can the goals in this collection be used for?

Will help be available for evaluating attainment
of goals in this collection?

. . . . . . . .

Is this the final version of the program and
course goals?

10

How to read and interpret the materials in this collection
. 11

Points of special interest about the course goal
collection in Art . . . . . . .. . . . . . 19
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ILICIIM nature and «otential uses of this Course Coal collection.

0- do we need to state learnin :oals?

If the basic purpose of education is to help learners to ow andgr

change, then educators and learners must decide and communlcat..-! to ono

another what directions that growth should take and what changes are

possible and desirable. Parents, school boards, and the community also

have a role to play in influencing educational growth and change. This

responsibility can be exercised most raCionally if the proposed direc-

tions of that growth and change are shared with them in clear and expli-

cit goal statements.

This collection of program and course goals in Art is a nonprescrip-

Live resource for educators and boards of education who wish to design. and

execute learning plans and policies more efficiently and effectively. ft

is envisioned that school systems will select from this collection thwi,,

program goals they subscribe to; that schools within a system will soh,

those course goals they believe appropriate to the needs of their cow- if-

ties and students; and that teachers will devise experiences and tesf ;

methodologies to meet these goals that are appropriate to the inte N;LN

and abilities of their students.

What kind of foals are in this collection?

Two types of learning outcomes are included in this collection --

program goals and course goals. They differ in level of generality,

with program goals describing broader outcomes and course goals the

more specific outcomes relating to them. Also, they differ in the type

of planning for which they are suited. Program goals usually serve as

guides to planning and organizing programs at district and area levels.

Course goals usually serve as guides to planning courses in schools,

departments, and classrooms.



At the classroom teacher level the course goals must uadergo a

final translation into instructional goals and learning expert

Relying upon the professionalism of teachers, the Goal Development

Project has chosen not to intrude into this level, which is concerned

with the professional assembling and adapting of resources and method-

ology needed to achieve the course goals,

How do program r.nd course goals differ from behavioral and per formance

objectives?

Figure 1 is an illustration from the Art collection of four levels

of goals. Examples of behavioral and performance objectives have also

been added to show how they differ from the program and course goals

defined in the Project.

Note that program and course goals elearly specify a desired le -ft-

ing outcome. But the "behavioral objective" specifies the method of

measurement as well as the desired behavior, while "performance objec-

tive" adds prerequisites and proficiency level,

The Tri-eounty Goal Development Project has chosen to produce pig:

gram and course goals which are suitable for instructional planning,

without being constrained by the measurement demands of behavioral objec-

tives or the prerequisites and proficiency levels of performance objec-

tives. Thus, teachers and students are provided explicit statements of

possible learnings for which they can accept accountability in ways most

suitable to their instructional circumstances. The teacher and student

are free to select those methods of achieving selected outcomes which

seem most promising within the constraints of their resources and ea

bilities. This provides for more flexible teaching and learning than

teaching machines and other teaching systems based on behavioral and

performance objectives. Such an approach places greater demands on the



System Goal

Program Goal

Course. Goal

Instructional
Coal

Behavioral Objective
(Method of Measure-
ment Specified)

Performance Objective
(Prerequisites and/or
Proficiency Levels
Specified)

figure 1

The student understands and appreciates the value
of the arts and possesses the knowledge and skills
necessary to express himself in one or more of the
creative arts.

The student knows the major principles of artiscix
composition and is able to apply this knowledge in
the process of artistic creation.

K. The student knows the necessary steps in the care
and preparation of clay for ceramics (e.g., wecWn,,
reconstituting, drying).

The student is able to prepare stoneware clay -L,I=
use in making a bowl.

Given a pound of stoneware clay, the student twill
prepare it for use and make a bowl which will not
crack in firing.

Given a pound of stoneware clay and instructionfi
to prepare the clay, make a bowl from it, and fire
the bowl, 90% of the class will produce a bowl
that does not crack in firing.
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ingenuity and professionalism of teachers b-t_ has far g aLer potential

because of its consistency with motivational principles and its reliance

on the trained judgment of the professional on the scene.

Where did the program and coursosls come from'?

'flit- program goals were prepared by the Portland School District

Evaluation Department in consultation with administrators teachers, and

curriculum specialists throughout the metropolitan Portland area. The

course goals were developed by outstanding Leachers guided by such modlk

and guides as were available, and supported by tri-county and "'gOrt

State Board of Education curriculum and evaluation personnel.

More than'40 local school districts in the t-i- county area of metro-

politan Portland are active in the Project. This has been achieved tnron ,

the leadership of the intermediate education districts of the three

counties. Representatives from Oregon school districts outside the met.

politan Portland area, from Washington State, and from private school

systems have also made valuable contributions.

Its broad base of participation strengthens the Project in a r

of ways. First, it provides greater financial and personnel support L

any single participant could provide. Second, it makes it possible to

draw upon a large and nationally representative pool of teacher talent

in organizing goal development committees. Third, it provides a widely

representative testing ground for the theories and products of the Projecr

In less than two years there have already been substantial. payoffs.

Reports indicate that even the critique collections have been used enLco-

sively in curriculum development and evaluation the past year and surrilm..

School districts contribute services of teachers to the Project,

using local curriculum funds. Other current sources of support are th,-

Oregon Board of Education, the Small Grants Program of the Regional



Office the U.S. Off e of Education, and curriculum and evaluation

funds of the Multnomah, Clackamas, and Washington County Intermediate

Education Districts and the Portland Public Schools.

The contributions of the Oregon State Department of Education and

USOE are small in terms of the total budget of the Project, but the

involvement is significant. The Project's goals consistent with

the State's interests in better educational management practices and

instructional Improvement. State involvement has already proved _ Tor-

tent in diss inating products, and the Project has had an influeuce an

,state developments in PPBS and educational goals at the legislative

and state board level. Finally, USOE involvement provides future poten-

tials for national dissemination and involvement.

can the noels in this collection be used for

School systems may use the collections to

measure the ad s and ob ectives ahead- in use. Goals and

objectives of local courses of study and textbooks can be contrasted

with the goals in this collection to see how complete they are and how

well they provide for different interests, abilities, and levels of

achievement. They can also be evaluated for conciseness, clarity, and

accuracy using these course goals as models.

These kinds of studies can be undertaken by teachers from all levels

of a school system assure articulation and philosophic unity); across

grade levels, divisions, or high school departments (to assure agreement

as to goals and ways and means of_ttaining them) or by individual

teachers.

A related use of the goals is as_a star- oint or reviewing

e schools should teach and the feria e used to su- t

The logical sequence of discussions about what is important to teach

learn is to move from broad policy goals to program goals to course goals,
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with appropriate community - board- staff- teacher- student representations

at each level. The taxonomic classifications of this collection can

serve as a check on higher order goal formulations, and the goals them-

selves can function as generators of lower order objectives and instruc-

tional plans.

The project provides an important resource for improving the quality

and extent of participation of students, parents, teachers, school boards,

and other citizens in deciding the mission of the schools. An intensive

look at the roles of each participating group in generating, reviewing,

contributing to, and approving goals will be a future task of the Project.

Another use of the collection is to rovide a basis for teachin-

learning accountability. If a school approves all or part of the course

goals for its students, grade level, divisional, or departmental repres

tatives may choose from them those that are best suited to individual

group aptitudes and interests.

It is possible for teachers to review goals with each student and

contract for their attainment if a completely individualized program

desired. Or, it is possible to stake out a set of goals for target

(regular classes, special classes, mini-courses, etc.). In any event, the

goals themselves, are sufficiently explicit that means of teaching them ar,,,

of evaluating their attainment can be devised and applied individually or-

to groups to suit the needs of teachers and management.

Another use of the collection is the rewriting and development of

courses and curricula. By making curricular options explicit and sharabic,

the collection can help in the development of new or modified courses or

instruction and the design or redesign of curricular experiences.

important example of curriculum development fostered by this collectior

is cross-disciplinary education. Probably no concept is currently most



abused than "interdisciplinary education. While the goals of stal.

matter learning are at least implicit in the textbooks and other mareri

used by teachers, the goals of interdisciplinary education do not have

even that questionable point of tangible reference. The Tri-cou y

Project, through its extensive coding and retrieval systems, permits

selection of goals in terms of various combinations of subject m.

educational level, types of knowledge and process, career education pro-

gram goals, concepts and values, and index words. This system provides

important cues for interdisciplinary planning. The goals, although

printed in subject collections such as science, social science, mathe-

matics, music, etc., may be related and grouped in and across subjects

LI ough computer retrieval by requesting those gonis bearing one ur mu-

the seven code parameters. Thus, for eex:imple, a teacher interest ed ly

a unit on marine biology can request goals dealing with related concept.:

in science, social science, language, mathem or any other subject

field.

A final use of this collection is for Llas-":121gannintlein-
atic control of educational develo meat. The past few years in education

have demonstrated that few results of experimentation and development

are transportable. The inability of educators to define clear, unambigu-

ous statements of desired learning outcomes is an important underlying

cause. The Tri-county Project is establishing sefa of goals that may be

used consistently for instructional planning and evaluation. The sets

are open and are added to each time teachers or curriculum planners spe-

cify appropriate learnings not represented in the original collectlorw.

However, any statement admitted to the collection undergoes a rigorou-

process of statement definition, and coding to in that its util

to teachers is equal to goals already in the collection.

r-
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These collections will support all curriculum development activitier:

in the Portland School Sy e- within a year or two, and in many other

school districts in the tri-county area as well. The stability this will

provide educational experimentation and development is apparent. The

p -e- of the goal collections themselves in promoting good educational

planning and the ease and convenience it affords teachers in that plan-

ning is equally evident.

Other uses can be cited, but districts will discover these. lu all

of the above activities, districts are invited and encouraged to use the

collection selectively and to add their own goals wherever this collection

is insufficient to their needs. We hope that where they do add and modify,

they will use the feedback forms and contribute to the expansion and

improvement of the original collection.

Will help be available for evaluatin= the attainment the foals in

collection?

The principal measurement-related product sought by the project dcvi,...1-

opera is a set of test items related to each course goal. This set

be so comprehensive that any teacher who selects a course goal and trans-

lates it into one or more instructional goals will be able to retrieve

items, or at least examples of items, appropriate to assess the attainment

of his instructional goals.

The Project is beginning to define evaluation models appropriate for

assessment of goals in each of the classes of knowledge and process. Th

models will be used to guide both psychometricians and teachers in the

development of criterion referenced test items appropriate for measurin.

each type of knowledge and process. Teachers using the course goals &;--w

the period the items are being developed will be asked to supply eopi:

their periodic and final examinations to provide materials for a camp

sive set of test items. Teacher aids for test item development based on

t 11-
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the different goal types are being prepared to insure the quali

the item bank. As soon as theoretical formulations relating to values,

generalizations, and concepts are refined and consistent, work

will begin in developing evaluation models and items for those classes

of learning. This work should take two to five years to complete,

depending upon resources.

is this the final version the and course oals?

No. In the development of both the program and the course goals, an

effort was made to make them comprehensive, realistic, and immediately

applicable to schools as they are currently organized. At the same time,

these goals and the taxonomy are to be revised and improved as they are

subjected to use and scrutiny by teachers and curriculum personnel. This

is to be accomplished through the feedback instrument distributed with

these goals.

As time passes, new goals will be called for. For this reason a

provision is being made for the continual review and revision of the goals.

This will be largely dependent on feedback from the field. Thus I= is

being created i complete, dynamic, open system for goal-based learning

and evaluation. Such a system will be a useful resource to all those

seeking to improve their understanding of what should be learned, how

it should be learned, and how evaluated.



How to read and__- r4t the materials in this goal collection.

Followingjthis introduction there are four sets of indexes for retrieving

course goals '(indicated) by four different colors: subject matter taxonomy,

pink; knowledge and process classifications, yellow; subject area program goals,

blue; and career education program goals, green.

Codes on the course goals refer to the materials on the colored pages. The

colors are to help you find the meaning of a code found beside a course goal.

Below is a description of how to read and interpret a page of course goals and

its codes.

The bulk of the pages in this collection are taken up with the course goals

themselves and their codes. Since our aim here is to learn how to read, inter-

pret, and use these goals, let us look at and discuss a sample page of them

from the art collection. (Please see the following page.)

The number headings of the left hand column (4. Processes and Products,

4.5 Sculpturing, and 4.52 Methods) are those section_ and subsections of Lhe

subject matter taxonomy under which the goals on this page are classified. The

subject matter taxonomy which is to be found on the pink pages in the front of

of the book serves as a table of contents for this collection.

By looking through the taxonomy, a user can find what topics are covered

and can turn to those in which he is interested. Also, the headings may be

used along with one or more of the other codes to retrieve subsets of goals

from the computerized storage system. Finally, the taxonomies form a compre-

hensive but brief overview of the topics in each subject area judged important

in K-12 curricula. As such they form a valuable and convenient tool for

curriculum and materials review and planning.

The next thing we note in col (1) under the heading "4.521 Additive"

are the CourseGoals themselves. Some goals in this column have a bracket

their left. The goals inside the bracket are logically related and may be

viewed as a unit.

to
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4. Processes and Products
4.5 Sculpturing
4.52. Methods

COURSE GOALS

-12-

ART

4.521 Additive

The student knows that the additive
process in sculpture refers to building
up materials into a form or adding
materials to an armature.

P I U H K2
7

2a

4
3.14 1.

The student knows the characteristics
of the most commonly used additive
materials (e.g., clay and plaster).

P I U H K3

4.5211 Modeling

The student is able to create a sculp- P I U H P63 2a 4a 3.14 (C) Form
ture using a subtractive technique 4 4d 3.2 (V1 )Solf-
(e.g., carving wood, modeling clay). 5 5a expression

The student knows that modeling is done
by manipulating plastic materials with
the hands and tools in order to build
up the form.

P I U H K7 2a

4

5

(C) l:ompo-dtion
(v1 )t )

Liveness

4.5212 Construction

The student knows that construction in
sculpture refers to assemblages of
materials (e.g., welded metal sculpture,

U H K2 2a (VIM- d i

"pink" sculpture).

The student knows features and examples
of the most common assemblage techniques
(e.g., welding - Giacommetti; junk
datts Towers).

U H K3

The student is able to assemble mater- U H P76 2a 4a 3.14 (C) V rm
ials in various ways to create a sculp-
tural statement.

4

5

4d
5a

3.2 (V.t)Ci eativity
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The col-- on the page as we move from left to right is headed

"Level P/I/U/H" (primary, intermediate, upper, and higher). This code pro-

vides the teacher or curriculum planner an estimate of the level or levels at

which the learning is appropriate. Many times the nature of the goal suggests

continued learning over several levels, in which case all levels involved are

coded. These indications of level are suggestive only, for it is evident that

the appropriate time for learning varies with the interests and abilities of

students.

The third column (3) is headed "Knowled e or Process Classifications."

The classifications referred to are described at the front of the book on the

yellow pages. All goals are roughly'classified as knowledge or process depend-

ing upon whether they deal with something that is to be known or something the

student is able to do. All goals, therefore, begin with the words, "The stud,

knows..." or "The student is able to..."

The familiar knowledge/process distinction is further subdivided into

twelve knowledge and seventy-nine process categories to which all course goals

have been coded. It will be noted that these classifications owe a partial debt

to earlier researchers; notably, Benjamin Blo David Krathwohl, Robert Glaser,

Henry Walbesser, and Ralph Tyler in Education; Robert Gagne and Robert Miller

Psychology; Jean Piaget and Jerome Bruner in Child Development; and others.

At this point the reader may question the reason for the rather detailed

and elaborate system of classifying educational outcomes that has evolved durin

the Project. We have found that providing teachers with these classification

systems has resulted in a more critical approach to the writing of goals. A

teacher in attempting to place a goal in its appropriate category may find that

its intent is clearly related to one of the categories but its form of expre:-

sion does not immediately identify it with that category. By rewording the goal,

the teacher brings the true intent of the goal into sharper focus, and in almost

every instance improves its meaning and clarity. We have also found that to
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detailed classifying of knowledge and process goals provides insight into

alternative ways of using them for teaching and evaluation. _ example, the

K2 and K7 beside the first goal on page 12 indicate that it may be taught and

evaluated either as a definition or as a goal about the function and carrying

out of the additive process in sculpture. Work has already begun in analyzing

and suggesting to teachers h types of measurement appropriate for each Lype

of knowledge goal. This work will be extended to process learning as rapidly

as resources permit.

In addition to labeling process goals wherever they appear in the col

tion with the appropriate process classification, goals on the methods and

processes of art have been collected in section.3.3 "Approaches" and section

4. "Processes and Products."

Column (4) on the page is headed "Sub t A ea_Pro am Goals." in this

column we find the number of one or more of the program goals found in the

front of this book on the blue pages. The definition of this type of goal

and its relation to course goals was discussed earlier. Here it is enough

to recall that program goals are more general than. course goals and that a

set of program goals should constitute a description of the major overall

learning outcomes expected from a program. Each course goal is cross coded

to the program goal(s) to whose attainment it is most directly related.

Column (5) on the page is headed "Career Education Pro am_Goal " In

this column we may find the code of one or more of the Career Education pro-.

gram goals found in the front of the book on the green pages. Career educa-

tion, as envisioned by the coders, concerns the total life of an individual,

including .day-to-day living, vocation, avocation, and leisure. Nearly every

course goal bears at least an indirect relationship to career education viewed,

in th inner. Only those course goals, however, have a "direct" relation-

ship to a career education program goal have been coded to that program goal.



A "direct" relationship was inter-pre-red to exist between a course goal

and a career education program goal if a teacher could easily and naturally

attach some career meaning to the instruction relating to that course goal

and thus readily integrate the teaching of career education into teaching his

subject. The restriction of the codings to direct relationships as just

defined means that codings to careereducation program goals are relatively

rare in the goals written under the more detailed and technical parts of a

subject's taxonomy such as the composition and language of art sections of the

art taxonomy.

A reader should not assume that because a course goal is cross coded to

a career education program goal that he should make an effort to relate it to

career education in every ease. hat-is up to himself and the policies to

which he is respOnsible. This coding provides suggestions, not prescriptions

for curriculum planning and teaching.

A teacher may use this coding as a help in integrating a discipline and

career education and vice versa, by asking himself the following question:

"When I am teaching this goal, is there some aspect of career education t

can usefully and naturally be brought to the attention of my students?" The

cross coding, where it appears, suggests there may be and what the aspect is.

The career education code used with these goal collections makes them the

first operational resource for "integrating career education and the rest of

the curricula." Naturally a great deal of work has to be done to refine and

extend the-beginning which the present cross codings represent.

The relation of art and career education is dealt with somewhat differently

and more directly in the goals found under the "3.33 Artist-Work of Art"

and throughout 4. in goals relating processes and products to career

and commercial possibilities. The project will continue to explore the

validity and possible extensions of both the latter method of writing goals

specifying the relation of a subject area and career education, and also the
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former complementary approach of cross coding goals throughout the collection

to their point of contact= with career education.

The coding "Other Related Content_Taxonona!" under column (6)

is provided since goals Are often rightly classified under more than one sub-

ject heading. The numbers in this column afer to the taxonomy on the pink

pages at the front of the book. For purposes of computer retrieval, it is

possible to request all goals which deal with a particular subject heading,

and to extract not only the goals placed under that heading, but also all

other goals cross-referenced to it wherever they are located in the collection.

While this capability presently exists only within a subject field, it later

will be provided among subject fields.

Column (7) on this page is headed "(g112nELE,1/22±Value Words.

This form of code is one of the newest and potentially most useful ways to

describe and retrieve sets of goals, especially for interdisciplinary lea ning_

Although explicitly singling out the concepts and values dealt with in goals

is theoretically very interesting and useful, in practice it is very diffiLOL

since no valid lists of such concepts and values exist in the various subject

areas. Accordingly, the codings applied in this critique edition should be

viewed as experimental attempts made to solicit constructive criticism.

The paragraphs below describe briefly the definitions and procedures used

in applying this code.

Words chosen to characterize values and concepts represent residuals of

experience that influence the way individuals perceive and behave. Thus, the-

word freedom connotes certain behaviors associated with the ideal state. Like-

wise, a word like honesty characterizes a set of behaviors which viewed from a

societal perspective characterizes an individual as honest. From an educator's

point of view, the only resources available to help students acquire the

desired concepts and behavioral tendencies are the knowledge and process learn-

ings planned for and with students.
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The words designating the major concepts to which a goal relates are

written beside that goal in this fifth column. Words identifying concepts

are preceded by "(C)" to distinguish them from the value words found in the

same column.

A glance through the subject matter taxonomy on the pink pages at the

front of the book reveals many headings which themselves are concept words.

These headings have not been repeated as concept words on every goal under

that heading, but only on those which bear the most direct and general rela-

tionship to the concept designated.

Especially important in considering the nature of values is the distinc

tion between the instrumental processes of clarifying and forming valtes (V2)

and values as end products to be inculcated and strived toward (V1). The

curricular and methodological implications of teaching toward values as end

products are entirely different from those concerned with the processes of

value clarification and formation.

In helping students acquire and strive to attain values (VI), the educator

must rely upon teaching knowledge and skills that have a logical bearing upon

these values. Where he is concerned with the teaching of value clarification

and formation processes (V2), he must teach such conventional skills as veri-

fying information, relating information to criteria, and other methods of

clarifying personal and social values by which the clarification, interpreta-

tion, and internalization of information can be accomplished. These are the

same processes found in the Inquiry and Problem Solving Processes Classification

on the yellow pages at the front of the book and are coded in column (3).

The type of values coded in column (7) of this goal collection is type

(V1). Where a goal may be used to inculcate or help a student attain a valtic!,

the value is named in this column and a (V1)" is written in front of it.

Where a process related to value formation is dealt with in a goal, it will
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be a process goal. The process will be indicated by the process code in

column (3). Values have also been dealt ith explicitly in the several

sections of the art taxonomy and the goals indexed by them -- notably section--;

"1.4 Growth in Understanding," "1.5 Growth in Appreciation," "1.6 Judgmental

Growth (Evaluating)," "3.333 Attitude," and "5.1 Nature Design."

The attempt to with concepts and values provides another means

(along with the tri,nLnot of process as well as knowledge) by which this

collection can serve a3 a resource to those wishing to explore and respond to

the full range of approach' .3 and orientations being developed for teaching and

learning art.

Another useful code is the Index Word. Although it does not appear on

the printed page, it is keyed to each goal for retrieval in much the way docu-

ments are coded for retrieval in the familiar ERIC retrieval system. Users

will have available lists of index wards by discipline and across disciplines.

A most important set of materials in this manual is the Feedback Instru-

ment. This instrument calls for the minimum information we need from you, the

user, if we are to refine' and expand the collection and improve its value

all users. Additional input is welcomed by phone, word of mouth, carrier

pigeon, etc., after you have discussed and tried out this resource in your

district. Ultimately, the success of the Project is dependent on this input.

to
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Points of special interest about the course _goal collection in Art.

Organization: The taxonomy and goals have been organized in a develop-

mental sequence as much as possible, e.g., awareness and knowledge of

the elements (3.1), principles (3.2), and approaches (3.3) of art up-

port the products and processes (4.) which in turn are applied in the

"design for section (5.). Within major sub-divisions attempts

have been made to present the basic information at the beginning of

the section.

Co_ The authors have attempted to make it possible when appropria

to integrate awareness, historical and cultural orientations, and art

techniques into other areas by cross coding under "Other Related Content

Taxonomy Headings." Time limitations, however, have made it impossible

to completely cross code every goal as carefully as the authors would

have liked, it was also not always possible to ideally indicate all

the concepts and values dealt .ith in all the goals.

Coals: The goals in a- e areas are not as comprehensive as they could

be ( .g., "1. Developing and Using Awareness"). The headings and some

goals have been made available, however, and it is hoped that users

will suggest additional goals via Feedback Instrument II. One of the

uses of these collections is for teaching/learning planning. Teachers

in art will find the goals especially helpful for:

a. Organizing developmental sequences for
or segments.

b. Checking t make sure major points in each area are
covered.

overall Cu riculum

c. Filling in specific areas in which their own knowledge
is incomplete and directing them to information which
is useful.



SUBJECT MATTER TAXONOMY



ART 'TAXONOMY

Developing and using awareness

1.1 Sight (seeing)

1.11 Vision (process of seeing)

1.111 Contributions of other senses to via

1.12 nh!: rvational focus (what is seen)

1.121 Natural and man -made environments

1.2 Intuitive response

1.21 Attending (looking)

1.22 Physical and emotional reactions

1.3 Identification (perceiving)

1.31 Frame of reference

1.4 Growth in understanding

1.41 Interrelationships

1.411 Cultural

1.412 Environmental

1.413 Psychological

1.414 The artist/designer

1.42 Information

1.421 Media and education

1.422 Ekperience

1.423 Increased observation

M Growth in appreciation

1.51 Rational

1.52 Reactions (empathy)

1.6 Judgmettal growth (evaluating)



History culture oriention

2:1 Western culture

2.11 Prehistoric

2.12 Ancient

2.121 Egyptian

2.122 Mesopotamian

1221 Babylonian

2.1222 Assyrian

2.123 Cretan

2.124 Creek

2.125 Roman

2.13 Medieval

2.131 Western Europe

2.1311 Early Christian

2.1312 Romanesque

2.1313 Gothic

2.132 Byzantine

2.14 Renaissance

2.15 Post-Renaissance

2.151 Mannerism

2.152 Baroque

2.153 Rococo

2.16 Modern (19th to 20th century)

2.161 19th and early 20th century

2.162 Mid-20th century

2.2 Non-western cultures

2.21 African



2.22

2.221 Oriental

2.2211 Japanese

2.2212 Chinese

2.222 Indian

2.223 Near Fast

:!.2231 Islamic

2.2232 Persian

2.23 Native A e_ can

2.231 Central and South American Indian

2.232 North American Indian

2.233 Eskimo

2,234 Polynesian

Composition and language

3.1 Elements

3.11 Space

3.111 Open

3.112 Closed

3.12 Line

3.121 Line direction

3.122 Line quality

3.13 Shape 2- dimensional

3.131 Geometric

3.132 Free (amorphic)

3.133 Positive

3.134 Negative



3.14 el -dime usi (mai

314' (!eonietr'

3.142 Free amtrphle)

3.143 Mast.

3.15 Texture

3.151 Actiwi

3.15!' ,Ls a1

3.16 co,

3.16! Hue

3.1611 Primary

3.1612 Secondary

3.1613 Intermediate (tertiary)

3.162 Value

3.1621 Tints

3.1622 Shades

3.1623 Gradation

3.163 Intensity

3.1631 Bright

3.1632 Dull

3.1633 Neutral

3.164 Schemes

3.1641 Monochromatic

3-1642 Analogous

3.1643 Complementary

3.1644 Triad

3.1645 Split-complementary



3.165 Conventions

3.7.551 Psychological

3.1652 Emotional

3.1653 Cultural

3.166 Science

3.1661 Light

;.1662 Pigment

3.2 P incipl es

3.21 Unit

3.22 Emphasis

3.221 Dominance

3,222 Snb-dom:inance

3.23 Balance

3.231 Symmetrical - perfect formal

3.232 Asymmetrical - imperfect - informal

3.24 Movement

3.241 Rhythm

3.247. Harmony

3.243 Tension

3.244 Transition

Repetition

3.26 Radiation

3.27 Variety

3.28 Perspective

3.3 A-pproaches

3.31 -Treatment of subject

3.311 Reel is tic

3,312 Abstract



. 313 -1st le

'.314 ect ive

x:315 t;o position forms

3.3151 Landscape

3.3152 Interior

3.3153 SIA

3.31_54 igure study

Method:

nassive

3;322 Linear

3.323 Collage-assemblage

3.324 Mixed media

Artist - work of art

3.331 Technical consideration

3.332 Preparation

3.333 Attitude

3.334 Life

4. Nocesses and products

1 D a ing

4.11 Media materials

4.111 Tools

4.112 Surfaces

4.12 Techniques

4.121 Linear

4.1211 Continuous line

4.1212 Gesture

4.1213 Contour



4.122 Massive

4.1221 Cross-contour

4.1222 Weighted

4.123 Perspective

4.1.3 Fun-tiou and c-mposition

Painting

4.21 Mater

4.211 Paint

4.212 Tools

4.213 Surfaces

4.22 Techniques

4.221 Transparent

4.2211 Ink-wash

4.2212 Watercolor

4.222 Opaque

4.2221 Tempera

4.2222 ,Casein

4.2223 Oil

4.2224 Aery

4.223 Mixed media

4.224 Historical

4.2241 Encaustic

4.2242 Fresco

4.2243 Egg tempera

4.3 Printmaking

4.31 Monoprint



4.3 Relief

4.321 ing

4.322 Subt -c-ive

4.323 Additive

4.33 Stencil

4.34 Planogra lic (lithography)

4.35 Ti_ gllo

4.351 Engraving

4.352 Etching

4.4 Lettering

4.41 Calligraphic

4.42 Typeface

443 4echanical

4.5 Sculpturing

4.51 Media

4.52 Methods

4.521 Additive

4.5211 Modeling

4.5212 Construction

4.522 Subtractive

4.523 Casting

4.5231 Mold construction

4.5232 Impressions

4.5233 Lost wax

4.524 Kinetic

4.5241 Mobiles

4.5242 Stabiles

4.5243 Mechanical



r amics and ottery

61 Clay

4.61] Bodies and elements

4.612 Preparation and phases of maturation

62 Cons 1-tion teeh-i JOS

4.621 Handbui

4.622 t., 1d. =d

4.623 Thrown

4.63 Surface treatments

4.63; Texture

4.632 Glazes

4.6321 Composition

4.6322 Application

4.64 Kilns

4.641 Materials

4.642 Loading

4.65 Firing

4.66 Ceramics in life

4.7 Textiles and cloth

4.71 Fibers

4.711 Synthetic - natural

4.712 Making cords and threads

4.713 Dying

4.72 Non-woven cloth

4-73 Combining techniques

4.731 Tying-binding

4.7311 Twisting - wrapping

4-.7312 Macrameing



4,- weaving

4=7321 Weaving and looms

4.7322 Braiding

4.733 Needlecraft

4.7331

4.7332 rocheting

4.734 Rui making

4.74 Deco. -Live techniques

4.741 Dying

4.7411 Tie-dye

4.7412 Batik

4.742 Painting

4.743 Needlework

4.7431 Stitching

4.7432 Applique

4.8 Photo film

4.81 History and relationships

4.82 Light

4.83 Visual media

4.831 Still photography

4.8311 Process

4.8312 Film

4.8313 Camera

4.8314 Composition - control

4.8315 Developing

4,8316 Abstracting

4.8317 Display



4.8)2 P iection

4.833 Motion picture photography

4.8331 Persistanoc and vision

4.8332 Film

4.8333

4.8334 filming

.83..)5 Editing

4.8336 Sound

Electronic visual media

4.8341 Televis'

4.8342 Video tape

Art and design in environments

5.1 lia'ture design

5.11 Ecology man's role in the environment

5.12 Ecological controls (conservation)

5.2 Man -made

5.21 Environme

5.211 City planning

5.212 Landscape

5.213 Interiors

5.22 Architecture

5.221 Physical requirements,

5.222 Types of architecture

5.2221 Historical

5.2222 Geographical



5 223 Functions

5.2231 Home

5.2232 Community

5.23 Objects

5 231 Industrir,A

5.232 Fa sA

5-2321 Garments

5.2322 Ornamentation and jewelry

5.24 Commercial

5.241 Sign and symbols

5.242 Illustrations and cartooning

5.243 Package design

5.244 Television advertising



KNOWLEDGE

AND

PROCESS

CLASS IFI CATIONS



Knowledge Cntego

(7:1 Princ:;_; s l e.s and Laws

Simple Generalization

Conventions:

Conventions:
Definitions

Proper'-'

nr.:1 Nomenclature

es, Standardized Processes,

rts, Characteristics, Features, Elements,

K4 and Sequences

K5 Similarities and Differences, Disc -inations, Classi-
fications

K6 Contexts, Locations, and Orientations

:3 Operations, Methods of Dealing with, Functions

K8

K10

Cause and Effect Relationships (Costs and Benefits)

Criteria or Standards

Non Cause-Effect Relationships

-Inquiry-Problem Solving Processes-

Acquiring infer --ion

Pll Viewing
P12 Hearing
P13 Feeling (tactile)
P14 Smelling
1,15 Tasting
P16 Using sense extenders

P2 InefIL Insuring Validity and Adequacy
Verification

P21 Evaluating authoritativeness of sources
P22 Evaluating logical consistency and accuracy
P23 Evaluating relevance to desired learning purposes
P24 Evaluating adequacy for acting or deciding

(comprehensiveness and depth)



Prflpyocess in Organizing Info

Processing_I

P5 Processing_

P31. Labelluy,, onhe )(I 1 11

P32 Recording,
P33 gorizing,

according co criteria
P34 Ordcri:ig, sequencing
P35 Mani,7,olating, arranging, trans ming. compuLin
P36 Estimating
P37 abstracting

Lerpreting information (drawiln, meaninr tiom GIs to i

P41 Decoding verbal and non-verbal symbols
P42 Tnferring, interpolating, extrapolating
P43 Analyzing
P44 Associating, relating, equating
P45 Comparing, contrasting, discriminallin
P46 -Synthesizing
P47 Testing against standards it' ria

P48 Generalizing

Using Informationtion to Pr chic

P51 Theorizing, predicting
P52 Formulating hypotheses
P53 Testing hypotheses
P54 Nevising hypotheses

-11 If 0 rn

P6 Output _I Acting on the Basis of Information

P7 Output II

P61 Reacting
P62 Making decisions
P63 Solving problems
P64 Restructuring values (adapting, modifyil
P65 Restructuring behavior (adapting, modifyin.
P66 Encoding verbal and non-verbal symbols p

to communication
P67 Creating on the basis of knowledge and pros = -'

Communicating Infofluation

P71 Vocalizing (non-verbal
P72 Gesturing, moving
P73 Touching
P74 Speaking
P75 Writing
P76 Using art media (painting, drawing, scu

constructing, etc.)
P77 Dramatizing
P78 Singing, playing instruments
P79 Dancing

pL;-:



SUBJECT AREA

PROGRAM GOALS



ART PR lea h1 1:0AL9

The student is able to inturet the natural and man-made environment
with perception and discrimination.

2. a. The student knows and is able to select and use art materials
that are speifically suited to requirements for art expression.

h. The student is able through art to interpret the life and
values of his-culture and that of others.

c. The student is able to value the ideas that inspire his
art expression and that of others.

The student understands the art of his own heritage, historical and
cultural art forms, and the interaction of art and society.

4. The student knows the language of art and is able to use that lan-
guage to express himself and to communicate.

The student knows the major principles of composition and is able to
apply this knowledge to his work.

The student has the knowledge and skills needed to adapt to
visual environment.

is

7. The student is able to apply She language, disciplines, and processes
of art to improve the quality of his personal life and that of society.



CAREER EDUCATION

PROGRAM GOALS



CAREER EDUCATION PR_- AM COALS

Awareness
K-6

Exploration
7-10

Preparation
11-12

1, Attitudes and Values
Toward Self and Others X X

2. Attitudes and Values
Toward Work X X X

Career Education and
the Total Curriculum X X X

4. Career Exploration X X

5. Career Preparation X X

6. Career Placement and
Employment X

Regardless of the instructional level at

which each group of program goals is

introduced, continuous development and

reinforcement through the remaining years

of education is expected.



CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM LS

I. Attitudes and Values Toward Self and Others

a. The student knows the physical and emotional benefits of under-
standing and respecting self and others throughout life.

b. The student knows_ that the major sources of understanding, accept-
ance, and respect of self are understanding, acceptande, and respect
for others.

The student kAows that success in his career is dependent on satis-
factory inteqoersonal relationships with employers and fellow
workers.

Attitudes and Values Toward Work

The student knows the personal, social, economic, and political
reasons for work in our society.

b. The student knows that work is a dignified human:activity which
gives rights to and requires responsibilities from its participants.

The student knows that in our society he is dependent on the goods
and services of others for his welfare and survival.

Career Education and the Total Curriculum

The student knows that skill in job exploration, selection, and
preparation can lead to continuing career enhancement and personal
fulfillment.

b. The student is able to identify career alternatives, select those
consistent with his values and goals, and implement chosen courses
of action.

The student knows the physical and psychological reasons for seek-
ing a balance between work and leisure activities.

4. Career Exploration

The student is able to evaluate his aptitudes, interests, and
abilities in exploring career opportunities.

The student knows the major factors that may affect his career
opportunities and decisions (e.g., physical, social, economic,
educational, cultural, and technological).

c. The student knows that individuals can learn to function effec-
tively in a variety of occupations.



d. The student knows that every career has oairy, performance,
physical, attitudinal, and educational requirements.

e. The student knows that career choice may help determine friLnds,
associates, and status in the community.

The student is able to select a tentative career choice based
upon exploration of a wide variety of occupations.

The student knows that career choice affects the amount and type
of leisure activity that may be pursued.

Career Preparation

The student is able to develop and apply the basic skills and
behaviors required to perform one or more entry level jobs.

b. The student is able to employ the following organizational skills
appropriate to the career of his choice:

1. identify the objectives of a task
2. specify the resources required
3. outline the steps necessary for completion
4. perform the actual operations
5. evaluate the final product

Career Placement and Employment

a. The student is able to make an assessment of the labor market to
determine opportunities that will advance his career.

The student knows the educational opportunities that exist beyond
grade 12 for the enhancement of his career skills and his personal
development.

The student knows the advantages and responsibilities associated
with working independently, as a member of a team, and under direct
supervision.

d. The student knows that the acceptance of a task requires the accept-
ance of responsibilities to himself and others.

e. The student knows the opportunities for vertical and lateral mobility
within his career cluster.



COURSE GOALS



Dew-doping and Using Awareness

ART 1,

Developing and Using A'-'areness

The student knows the location and
use of print and non-print materials

I U H K6 1
21b

(C) Resources,

artrelated to developing and using
awareness in at (e.g., card catalog:

2c (V1)Inquiry

"Art--Psychology," "Esthetics," "Art--
Study and Teaching," "Art Criticism";
Reader's Guide: "Art- -Appreciation,"
'Art, Exhibitions," "Eye in Art";
aria and building audio-visual catalogs:
"Art Appreciation"; Periodical: Craft
ri7on; Bock Resources: Learningtc See 6eries).



Developing and Using Awareness.

COURSE GOALS

ART

1.1 ( seeing)

J

_Sight

The student knows that sight involves
both the process of seeing and the
segments of the environment that are
seen.

P I U H Ki

K2

K3

1

1.11 Vision__ ocess of seeing)

The student knows the basic elements P I U H Cl 1 lb

involved in the process of seeing (e.g.,
light, the eye, sensations passed to the
brain, the cortex).

K7 6

The student knows the effects on vision P I U H K8 1

of amount of light and atmospheric con-
ditions e.g misty dawn vs. clear
afternoon).

6

1.111 Contributions of Other Senses to
Vision

The student knows that all the senses P I U H K7 1 lb.

:an be used to receive impressions about

the environment.

the student knows that impression's from P 1 U H K8

6

1 lb

other senses can affect the interprets= 6

:ion of vision (e.g., odors accompanying
Images intensify reality).

(C) Environmen

(V1)Aesthetic
sensitivit'

(C) Environmen
(Vi )Ae8Lketic

sensitivit



Devclopl nnd Using Awareness
1_1 Sp,hi (swing)

1.12 Ohsetvational focus (what is seen

ART

COURSE GOALS

1.121 Natural and Man -made Environments

The student knows the distinctions
between natural and man-made elements in
the environment (e.g., between unspoiled
nature and nature altered and modified
by man).

P I UH
5

(C) Awareness
(V1)Aesthetic

judgment

(V1)Distrimi a-
tiorl



1. Developing and Using Awareness

1.2 Intuitive Response

ART

COURSE COALS

1.21 Attending (looking)

P I U H

P I U H

K8

K8

1

6

I

6

la
lb

The student knows ways a viewer
intuitively selects and betters those
parts of his environment which are
seen and attends to selected parts
for identification (e.g., loud noises,
bright colors, movement, images which
may be attractive or repulsive).

1.22 Physical and Emotional Reactions

The student knows that visual images
can evoke both physical and emotional
reactions (e.g., physical salivation
in responses to pictures of food,
emotional response to "warm and

"cool" colors).

nrrivnt..

(C) E:nvironmcri:

(V1 )F,onsure



Developing Awareness

COURSE GOALS

ART

1.3 Identification perceiving_

The student knows that identification
and perception of an object is
affected by the following: a) the
viewer's frame of reference, b) the
viewer's conscious or unconscious
selection of images.

1.31 e of Reference

The student knows that the viewer
"frame of reference" is the result of
his: a) mental and physical attitude,
b) cultural and educational back-
ground.

I U H

P I U H lb

(C) Environment
(V1)Aesthetic

perception

(V1)Aesthetic

pTrception



1. Developing an,. '_sin Awareness

1.4 Growth in Untie dinA

COURSE GOALS

AR T

1.L11 Interrelationships.

,

P I U H K8 2b la

.

The student knows that the elements
which enter into unrstanding what
is seen include: the culture,
environment, and psychology of the
viewer.

1.411 Cultural

The student knows that a person's
response to visual stimuli is affected
by his cultural biases.

P I U H K8 2b la

The student knows the ways in which
the art of a culture reflects its
values, customs and environment.

P I Ii H K8 2b la

The student knows ways that artists
are directed and affected by their
culture (e.g., conferring of status
and monetary rewards for certain
types and levels of creation).

PIUH K6 2b

1.412 Environmental

The student knows effects on the

viewer of the type and arrangement of
the visual elements in the environ-
ment (e.g., bright colors can create
a.feeling of excitement).

P I U H K8 1

6

Cultural

(C) Cultural
values

(V1)fleauty

(C) Cultural
values

(V1 )Individual-

ity



1. Developing and Us ng Awareness
1.4 Growth in ':nderstanding

Lill interrelationships

COURSE GOALS

.4 i En- 1 C

The student knows ways tn which artis
and designers adapt, Lo and use
features of the natu.l'al environment
(e.g., garments designed for weather
conditions, Frank Lloyd Wright's
Architecture).

The student knows ways in which
considerations of time and change
can affect man's adaptation to and
modifications of his environment
e.g., Alan Kaprowls "Happenings,"

lighting for streets)

PIUH

PIUB K8 1

The student knows ways in which P 1 U H K8
consideration of composition and
design can affect man's adaptation
and modifications of his environment
(e.g. Noguchils sculptures, Halprin'a
fountains) .

1.41, Psychological

The student knows ways in which
emotions and attidudes can affect
the way individuals relate to and
change their environment (e.g.,

Picasso's playfulness, Van Gcgh's
anger).

I U

(C) Adaptatton
(C) ire n I,

(c Adaptation
Env -0 ,

(C). Adaptation
(VIAltesthe

ception

En r_ o_-- :nu



1. Develop ,,.rd Using Awareness

1.4 Growth in Un-orstanding
l.Lii Interrelationships

COURSE COALS

ART 8._

1.4111 The Artist /Designer

I U H

I U H

I U H

'K3

K8

K4

K8

1

2b

2c

7

1

4
6

l

7

3b

ha
hd

lb

lb

Cultural
values

(C) tielf-exprE

sion
(V1)Aeothetic

percoptior

(V1)CreaLdvit
(V1 )Individual

I '5.th , i

, rceptio)

The student knows that visual creation
may reflect the artist/designer in
the following ways: a) technique--
craftsmanship, knowledge of: the
material, intensity of observation;
b) preparation-- creative thinking,
planning, definition of intent, study
and practice; c) attitude--empathy
with subject, intuitive feelings,
understanding from previous experience;
d) lifeattitude toward self and
others, philosophy, life style,
cultural and educational background.

1.42 information

The student knows that a person's
visual perception (both intellectual
and emotional) is enhanced by his
total experience, whether sensual,
formallracademic, or intuitive.

1.421 Eedis and ducat n

(No goals yet)

1.422 Experience

The student knows various kinds of
experience which can contribute to an
increased understanding of what is seen
(e.g., discussion and listening travel,
visiting museums and exhibition_



1 Developing and Using Awareness
1.4 Growth in Understanding
1.42 Information

COURSE COALS

ART

1.423 Increased Observation

P I U H

I U H

K7
K8

K7
K8

l

l

7

lb

lb

(I:) Tr!chrk,i or,

(V1 r ,

(VI , I

ri t.. ti. Inc

The student knows ways in which
extensions of natural senses can
be used to expand knowledge of
what is seen (e.g., lenses--
microscope and telescope, micro-
phones, amplifiers) .

The student knows that the acuity of
the senses can be intensified through

disciplined concentration and exer-
cise.



1. Developing and Using Awareness

COURSE GOALS

AM

1.5 Growth in Appreciation

The student knows that "visual
appreciation" involves responding
to, empathizing with, and thinking
about what is seen.

PIUH K3
K8

1 1h

1.51 Rational

The student knows that the environment P I U H K3 1 lb 3.0
can be analyzed in the following ways: K7 2c
a) composition (e.g., line, shape,
balance, rhythm); b) emotions, son-
sations, and ideas communicated.

5

7

The student knows that the man-made P I U H K3 1 lb
envirodpiental elements can be analyzed K7 2c
in the following terms: a) craftsman- c

_,
I

ship, b) utility, c) originality,
d) the culture it reflects.

7 I

1. Factional (empathy)

The student knows that the visual
environment can be responded to in
the following ways: a) liking or
disliking b) identifying emotions
and sensations evoked.

P I U H K3
K7

1 lb

AesthoLic

(V1 )Pleasiwe

(V1)Ehpatiry

(C) Aetth

perception

Aesthc,Lic

percention
13ult:Are

V1 Pleajure
V1P;rerttivity

Act; otic
sensitivity

V1 e:Jtivity



Developing and Us Awareness

ART

COURSE GOALS

1_.6 Judgmental Growth (evaluating)

The student knows that the evaluation
of visual experience can be influenced
by the following factors: a) crafts-
manshipthe degree to which the
artist/designer is able to control
the materials being used; b) corn-

position--the way the elements and
principles of design are arranged;
c) originality--the degree to which
the visual experience is original;
d) function /intent- -the degree to
which the visual experience succeeds
in accomplishing what the artist/
designer intended it to do.

The student knows ways that aesthetic
sensitivity affects an individuan
relationship to his environment.

PIUH

P I U

K9

K7
K8

A-!%ic

perception
(v1)Gror,Liviy
(11)dudcmePU
on tlity

Ili



2. Histor

/LET

Culture Orientation

COURSE GOALS

2. History - Culture Orientation

The student knows that art is affected I U fl (12 1 (G) CulLur:,i1

by social and historical phenomena Kl
_

DaLberns
(e.g., realism in art developed during
the social and industrial revolution

K8



Cults , .

en

T

COURSE GOALS

2.1 Western Culture

The student knows the location and
use of print and non-print materials
related to history of Western culture
In art (e.g., card catalog: "Art -
History," "Art, Primitive," "Art,
Medieval," "Art, Renaissance";
Reader's Guide: "Art - History,"
"Art, Medieval"; area and building
audio -visual catalogs: "Art, Ancient,"
"Art History," "Art History, Middle
Ages," "Art, Renaissance," "Art,
Modern

I U H K6

art

(Vi) Inquiry



2. History - Culture Orientation
2.1 Western Culture

COURSE COALS

ART 14

2.11 Prehistoric

-4- f -__ ___-4.

The student knows that prehistoric I U H K2 2b Gult,nra"

art reflects man's experience during K4 2c oakfIrn:;

the period before the invention of
writing.

K6
K8

3

The student knows ways art developed I U H Kil 2b ,u; ,I,T-l1

in the following prehistoric ages: KO 2c chq-e,,,,

Paleolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic, 3
Bronze, and Iron.

The student knows ways in which 1 U H 02 2b . "

prehistoric man's art depicted his K4 2c pttomj
environment and culture (e.g., his
surroundings and activities including
harvesting, hunting, battles, cele-
brations).

1(8' 3 1-,),v;_romlon

Nec,i::.;

The student knows ways in which I U H K8 2b C,u1.'

prehistoric man's enwironment affected 2c pat w
his art _.g. contours of cavern
surfaces used to enhance realism;
domesticated animals and cultivation
of grain made it possible to design
articles for other than utilitarian
purposes).

3 caviilroluww

The student knows the ways in which I U H K7 2b (C) Cul:,ura!

prehistoric man used wood, bones 2c oatternr:

horn, ivory, rocks, reeds, animal.
hair, feathers, and shells for art
tools.

3 (C) Tec;,(:,?7...) y

The student knows artistic techniques I U H K3 2b (C) .t.ii-

evidenced by work of prehistoric man K7 2c t:=:91'flfi
(e.g., carving done by chipping and
flaking, painting done with blow-pipe,
pottery with evidence of being hand-
made).

3 nolo
.



Hiutory - Cui.Lure OrientaLL an
2.1 Western Culture

COURSE GOALS

ART

2.11 Prehistoric (Cont

t U H K6 21+

2c

3

1b (, i uLt.ural

chan :o

The student knows ways in which art
discovered in archeo3ciAcal investi-
gations contributes to understanding
the evolution of man.



ART

2. History - Culture Orientation
2.1 Western Culture

I b

COURSE GOA1S

2.12 Ancient

The student known that n,.:i,,Tt, art H H K2 . 2b (C) Gultural
is distinguished frcm proLintoric X3 2c patterns
art by the foliowing:. a) writftg,
b) media, o) style, d) symbolism.

K;1

K5

3

The student known that the two major U H K2 2b (0) Culta!'al
cultural areas of ancient nrt were
the Pre-C: cintinn Mediterruneom and
the Ancient Oriental.

K3 2c

3

patterns



iii story c Cu' ti Orientation
astern Culture

2.12 Ancient

ART

2.121 EgypLian

U H K3

K9
2b
2_c

3

,lit.m1-:ii

, i r O.',

The student knows rules which evidently
controlled Egyptian sculpture (e.g.,
faces always forward, left foot
advanced, arms stiff without web-
like separation between arms and body,
figures showed energy in repose,
figures carved from a block of stone) .

The student knows ways in which the U H K8 2a 11.523 (c) t lAur
Egyptians' belief in life after death
is reflected in their art (e.g.-,

2b

3

) . :-Iir

(V1)i,f !let:

pyramids, carved narratives, metal
and gold ornaments found in tombs).

The student knows ways in which the
cycle of the Nile's activity in-
fluenced Egyptian art.

U H K8 2b
n
c:C

3

, .

(0 ,T. . r,1!:- f i

The student knows evident rules of U H KS :' .,,,:,iL

pictorial representation which
coverned Egyptian artists (e.g.,
eyes and shoulders in front view;
head, waist and legs in side view;
men in darker colors then women; lack
of Mail and shading).

K9 2c i, ',..L-7.ns

The student knows ways in which ancient U H K3 2b 3.31 (C) CellI-al
Egyptian artists used symbolism as a
form of illustration (e.g., a circle
with a dot for a face; a crooked line
representing an arm; lotus and
papyrus symbols; stylized floral
motifs)

2c

3

4.41 entterm;
.iymholism

The student knows that Egyptian art I U H Ks 2b .;u7q1
is the best known art of the ancient
civilizations because; a) climate
was conducive to preservation; b)
travel and trade disseminated know-
ledge of Egyptian art; c it was not
subject to catastrophes.

K8 2c

3

nru,terns

pot--
Jtion

.



LOHI!'e
western Guli.Jrn

2.i Ancient

COURSE COALS

2.121 Egyptian Cont.

11 !:

.

KL

Mit

2b
2c

3

, _____._

HAIr I

patLor
The student knows ways it which
ancient Egyptian art developed after
a relaxation of conventionh (e.g.
adding form and dimension to paintLngb
and sculpture).



ART

History .turf Uri tation
Western CulL.re

2.12 Ancient

COURSE GOALS

2.12 Mesopotamian

The student knows ways 17. the
environment affected M-,onotamian
art (e.g., unbaked brick encouraged
the use of arches an barrel vault_ s
as architectural design).

2.1221 Babylonian

The student knows that Babylonian
artists depicted their gods as large

. figures with enormous eyes, "the
windows of the soul."

.14c student knows that Babylonian

artists carved stone miniatures to
be used as cylindrical seals (e.g.,
family and tribe symbols carved to
stamp on documents).

The student knows ways in which
Babylonian artists used materials
from their environment (e.g., wrote
on clay tablets; made shell and stone
inlays; bronze, copper, and gold
used in casting and engravings

The student knowJ ways in which the
environment affected Babylonian
structures (e.g., architecture built
to withstand floods with walls
sloped inward, surfaces and edges
curved).

The student knows that Babylonian
sculptures portrayed bodies and faces
with geometric forms (e.g., cylinders
and cones to represent arms and legs,
conical dress).

U

I U H

I U D

U H

U H

K3

K7

K7

K7

K8

2b
2c

3

1

2h
2c

3

2b
2c

3

2b
2c

3

2b
2c

3

2b
2c

3

L4.7131

2.123

3.141

Cult

patter n6

ReliEton

:,viroment
N. ,

res IMPS

Cif cal
-4r7 :5

I'll ; "'r1

ctive



ART

history - (JulLure Orientation
2.1 .,astern Culture
2.12 Ancient
2.122 Mesopotamian

20.

2.1222 Assyrian

The student knows ways in which the U H K3 2b Cultural
Assyrian artists depicted their
culture (e.g., royal lion hunts,
battle scenes, sun symbol for d ety).

K7 2c

3
patterns

The student knows ways in which U H K3 2b ; f;ult_ a_
Assyrian artists created realism in
sculptures (e.g., feeling of depth
through minute differences in
height of surface).

K7 2c

3

patterns



2. .istory - Culture Urientatien
2.1 western Culture
4.12 Ancient

COURSE GOALS

ART I.

2.123 Cret

U H K 2b
2c

3

, 11- 111,31

palterms

The student knows Cretan ._ is

characterized by the following:
figures with pinched waists, b) v
orous movement, c) a sense of pride.

The student knows elements of nature U H K3 2b :;t!J.11' 1
which were reflected in decorative K7 2c ,tt em6
motifs by Cretan artists (e.g., lions
bulls, dolphins, seaweed, and octopus

3 :!:nvironviont



. j istony OritIn ation
2.1 v;e5tern Lulture

2.12 Ancient

COURSE GOALS
_I

2.1. 2 e k

T I. student knows that G_ architects ii P K3 2b h../

Eiw.ided rigidity by introducing curves K7 2c
a:.d tapers into their forms. 3

ihu .Audent knows characteristics of U Ii K3 2h
Grflek art including: a) three- 2c
diPlensional, b) idealized subjects,
c) individual expression, d) simplic-
ity, e) realistic subjects using
foreshortening, f) golden mean.

The student knows that Greek temples U H K3 2b 3.3
were either Doric (unornamental) Cr K5 2c 11.7

Tonic (ornamental). K7 3

Culho-
paiLum

uaLLerns
Prsnet:;tiv6,



c. History - Culture Orientation
2.1 _stern Culture
2.12 Ancient

COURSE COALS

Roman

The student knows that 1-0_..i4ns U H K3 2b C,Iltural
altered Greek forms to give their
art an unmistakable homan quality.

K8 2c

3

patternq

-The student knows reasons for the U H KS 2a ,ultural
strong influence of Greek art upon- K8 2b pati,rns
Roman art (e.g., importation of 3 COAr-al
Greek art, Raman use of Greek
artists).

, nnict

The student knows influences upon 11 11 K6 2a 1:C1
Raman art which resulted from the 2b rat.t.

, sil

expansion of the Empire throughout 3 (': -)-1,,ITQrLalism
Europe, Northern Africa, and
Western Asia.

The student knows that Roman engineers U H K4 2b CM I
Skillfully designed and built roads,
bridges, aqueducts, theaters, arenas,
and baths.

K7 2c

3
r>attovos

T d student knows that Roman archi- U H K3 2b ,:ii.1) H
tecture is characterized by: 1) wide 2c .;it' d-rus
openings 2) large unobstructed
interiors 3)- the arch, vault, and
dome.

3 (c: :Lvl

The student knows ways in which U H K7 Cult,i)1
Roman architects used the arch 2c patLer '
principle to enclose vast spaces.

The student knows principles which U H K3

3

2b

:,

.01
governed Roman architecture:. 1) K8 2c (wtf,ernr;
feeling of permanence 2) strength 3 (C) Uuman needs
3) rhythmic order L) exact balance

.5) practicality.

The student knows innovative features U H K3 2b (C 1.tlral
developed by Roman architects (e.g.,
use of brick and concrete, round
temples

Kh 2c

3

natterns

(C trees

(V Mcioncy
(IIIInnovativo-

no



History - Culture Orientation
Wostern-Culture
Ancient

COURSE GOALS

ART 24.

2.125 Roma/ Cont.)

The student knows that Roman i1 H K3 2b CuiLural
architects designed buildings with
large scale interior spaces and
round temples whose circular shape

K5 2c

3

patterns

%cis revered as the fouli of the sky
(e..:., the "Dome of Heaven") .

TN tndent knows that much Roman U I K3 1 Cult.n-n1
sr:nip was documentary (e.g.,
recordinz actual battles, scenes

2b
2c

patterns
(C) Data repre-

from real lIfe as work, leisure,
pastime).

3 ser4ation

The student knows that Roman artists U H K3 2b Cul:xrel
developed a Relief Sculpture based Kh 2c patterns
on the following progressions: 1)
surface order 2) full spatial il-
lusioniori 3) continuous narrative
style 4) sharp frontal scale.

3 Space

The student knows that Raman artists U 11 K3 2b (c) Cultural
painted ilecorations on walls using
encaustic and fresco methods.

K7 2c

3
patterns



History - Culture Orientst o
2.1 -tern Culture

ART

COURSE GOALS

2.13 Medieval

U II Ki

K6

2b

2c
u .Lturri 1.

patterns

The student knows that the following
styles constitute Medieval Art: Early
Christian, Byzantine, Moslem,
Romanesque, and Gothic.



History - Culture Orientation
2,1 Western Culture
2.13 Medieval

COURSE GOALS

ART 26.

fi-O\9 -A
&

2.131 Western Europe

U n K6

K7

2b

2c

3

0: Cu lturd I

patterns
The student. knows the roles played by
artists in the medieval social strue-
turcs of Western Europe.

2.1311 Early Christian

The student knows ways in which rigid U H K3 2b Cultural
compositional balance was developed
and used in early Christian art.

K4 2c patterns

2.1312 Romanesque

U H K3 2b Culturalthe student knows ways in which the
following art styles and forms were K4 2c . patterns
combined in Romanesque Art: early K8 3

Christian (classic), Byzantine
(Oriental), native European (barbarian)
art.

rhe student knows ways in which the U Cultural
Romanesque style showed unity and
interrelationships among the arts
(e.g., manuscrips, vestments, archi-
tecture, sculpture).

K7 patterns
(C) Unity

Che student knows the characteristics U H K3 2b Cultural
)f Romanesque art which classify it as
regional or provincial (e.g., English

2c

3

patterns

!hurch architecture - long narrow nave,
louble transepts, square east end;
Etalina church architecture - early
fl ristian basilica).



History - DO,Lurt. ()rictIL:ILlott

Western Culture

2.13 Medieval
2.131 Western Europe

COURSE GOALS

ART

L312 R- =n-s ue on .

The student knows that most Romanesque I U H G2 2b

are was religious (e.., church K3 2c

decoration, reliquaries, religious K8 3

manuscripts and illustrations

2.13l3 Gothic

rho student knows that the Gothic 'and I U U K4 2b
tenaissance art periods overlapped 2c
chronologically in Western Europe. 3

he student knows that through the U I] K3 2b
'union of structure and meaning, Gothic K5 2c
trt became more intellectual and K8 3

larmonious than other fonts of Medieval
;tyles.

CA: i%t I

11;1 t' L t 1-!1!:

C 1Ltirol

pat terils
U Cultural

conflict

1t rA 1

paLL



History - Culture Orientation
2.1 Western Culture
2.13 Medieval

ART

2.132 Byzantine

The student knows that Byzantine art U H KEI 2b (C) Cultural
developed in the Mediterranean area 2c patterns
and Eastern Europe following what is
generally considered the division of
the Roman/Christian Empire in the 5th
century A. D.

rho student knows characteristic of U H K3

3

2b

(C) Cultural
conflict

C C Cultural
Byzantine art (e.g., mosaics, central
plan churches, repetition and intricacy

2c

3

patterns

Ln motifs, characteristic figures -
tall, slim, almond-shaped faces).

the student knows the ways in which U H K3 2b (C)

Driental and classical art were com- K4 2c patterns
bined in Byzantine art. KEi 3



ART

2. History - Culture Orientation
2.1 Western Culture

COURSE GOALS

2.1 Renaissance

The student knows charactoristics of U H K3 2b Cultural
Renaissance art (e.g., increased 2c patuerm:
interest in physical reality, secular
and everyday subjects, textural
qualities and light and dark).

3

Ehe student knows the significance of I U U K4 2b (C) CulLural
the development of the graphic arts in K8 2c change
Northern Europe during the Renaissance

(e.g., the development of the printing
3

)ress required new letter forms, the
Lechniques of wood cuts and etching
resulted in new art forms-Durer, pic-
Xirial artavailable to more people).

L'he student knows the ways in which I U 11 K8 2b (C) Cultural
ocial, economic, and scientific 2c pattkrn,,J
Developments influenced Renaissance art
:c.g., breakdown of feudal system -

3 (C) Cult:11
conflict

!urther development of guilds and Up- (C) Chtine
)renticeship and addition of patrons;
ievelopment of cities required new

irchitectural forms and sculpture;
science of optics - perspective and

(C) Technology

!olor; science of anatomy).



2. History - Culture Orientation
2.1 Western Culture

COURSE GOALS

ART

2.i5 Post- Renaissance

The student knows that Post-Renaissance U H K4 2b Cultura
art was an elaboration of the Renais-
sance art (e.g., no new styles were

developed; Renaissance styles were
worked and reworked).

2c

3

patterns

The student knows that Post-Renaissance U H K2 2b (C) Cnitural
art is generally classified as K3 2c patterns
Mannerism, Baroque, and Rococo. 1

._,



Ristory - Culture Orientation
2.1 Western Culture
2,15 Post-Renaissance

COURSE GOAIS

ART

2.151 Ifannerism

U H 2b

2c

3

Cultur:11

pat crm:

The student knows charact± istics of
Mannerist painting (e.g., subject
matter was taken from everyday life
and dealt with romantically).



ART

2. Ilit;Lory - CulLure Orientation

2.1 Western Culture
2.15 Post-Renaissance

COURSE GOALS

2J52 Baroque

U H K3 2b

2c

3

3. :11L tura

riLLorn
The student knows characteristics of
Baroque art (e.g., reverse curves,
Povement linked with space, profuse
decoration, Surfaces emphasised rather
than edges

1



ART

2. History - Culture Orientation
2.1 Western Culture
2.15 Post-Renaissance

2.153 Rococo

U H K3 2b

2c

3

Cultural
patterns

The student knows characteristics of

Rococo art (e.g., architecture was
dee.lorative rather Can struc.tural).



History - Culture Orientation
2.1 Western Culture

COURSE COALS

ART

.16 Modern 19th to 20th Century)

The student knows developments which U H K4 2b (C) Cultural

helped to initiate Modern art (e.g.,
the Bauhaus-architecture and graphics;
the Armory exhibition - impressionist
painting; African art exhibits -

K8 2c

3

change

Modigliani sculptures; photography -
realistic psychology - abstract ex-
pressionism, surrealism).

The student knows developments which I U H K4 2b Cu l tu ra 1

have caused twentieth century art to
become more esoteric (art about art)
(e.g., the change in artist's role in
society from that of a craftsman pro-
viding functional and decorative items,
lessening of religious and societal
constraints on the artist).

K8 2c

3

change

2.161 19th and Early _20th Century I U H K6 2b_ raCultul
K7 2c patterns

The student knows the ways in which the
graphic arts were developed in the late

3 (C) Communicat

19th century to serve advertising and

commercial needs (e.g., posters, litho-
graph, Toulous Lautrec).

The student knows the characteristics I U H K3 2b (C) Cultural

of some of the art styles which develop-
ed during the late 19th century and
early 20th century, including:

2c

3

patterns

impressionism, expressionism, cubism,
realism, and surrealism.

The student knows characteristics of I U H K3 2b Cultural

impressionistic painting (e.g., concern 2c patterns

with prismatic, sunlight colors and
atmospheric illusions; depiction of
common everyday scenes and objects) .

3 Enviioninen



2. History - Culture Orientation
2.1 Western Culture
2.16 Modern (19th to 20th Century

COURSE GOALS

ART

2,161 19th and Earl 20th2.1.EyLTJL

The student knows the chflracteristits of I U H
some of the art styles which have
developed in the mid -20th century (e.g.,

Dada, Abstract Expresgionism, Pop, Op,
Funk, Minimal.

K3

K4
2b
2c
3

(C)

pottorns



2. History - Culture Orientation
2.1 Western Culture
2.16 Mo Modern 19th to 20th Century)

ART 36.

Century

The student knows some if the sources
of information on current trends in art
mid design (e.g., periodicals, museums,
media, observation

1 U H K6



ART

History - culture OrionLatiot
2.2 Non-western Culture3

21 African

The student knows that most African
sculpture is a consciously abstracted
form based upon man's interests, acti-
vities, and practical beliefs.

The student knows that the lost wax
process of casting has been used in
African bronze sculpture for at least
10 centuries.

M student knows the ways in which
African art has Influenced western
design .g in,luence on cubism),

The student knows that most African
wood sculpture is intricately carved
fr,,n a single log and retains the

cylindrical essence of that log.

The student knows that "Ancestor
Figures" were carved by Africans for
protective reasons.

The student knows materials used i
African jewelry such as ivory, all
teeth, quartz, gold.

gator

The student knows the ways in which
traditional African textiles can be
identified: weaving techniques, dying,
patterning.

The student knows that the African
artist has reflected his culture through
painting and sculpture, textiles and
jewelry.

The student knows that much small
African sculpture was done for utili-
tarian reasons (e.g., brass pulleys,

wood shuttles, ivory combs, quartz

vessels) .

U ll

11 H

UI

11

U 1=1

U H

K3

K6

Ks

K6

K7

K3

K7

K6

K7

K7

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

3

4.5233

4.5221

4.5

Cultural
values

Utility

ulture

Cultu

(VOKozipect or

cultural

heritage

(C) Cultural

patterns
(VORospect for

cultural
heritage

Cultural
history

Utility



ART

istc ry - Culture Orientation
2.2 Von - western Cultures

2.21_ African (Cont.)

The student knows that the African U II G2 2b (c) CH 1 L Ivo
Bushmen left a historical record of K7 2c
South Africa in their paintings on
sandstone overhangs.

3

The student knows the characteristic U H K3 2b Cultural
art forms of the major African kingdoms: 2c patiorns
Nok, Ile, Benin.

3

The student knows varieties of African
architecture (e.g., mud and thatch
tribal dwellings, Ethiopian solid rock
churches, Zimbabwe's granite temples,

U H K3 2b

2c

3

Kilwo's mosques, Egyptian pyramids and
temples) .

The student knows that many descriptive U II 02 2b Cultural
rock paintings and carvings done by K3 2c history
African artists between 6000-1000 B.C.
may be seen on North African rock faces
today.

K6 3

The student knows that African abstract U H 02 2b b lism
geometric designs had definite symbolic
meanings.

K3 2c

3

The student knows many varieties of U II K3 2b Cultural
African art (e.g., Olduvai 0,rge

potteries, ife sculptures, Congo masks,
2c

3
patterns

Bush paintings).

the student knows ways in which African
sculpture shows great tension and
strength (e.g., cylindrical compressed
form, erect head, feet on ground).

U H K3 2b

2c

3



History - Culture OrienInr
2.2 Nan-viustrrn Cultures
2.22 Asian

2.221 Oriental

COURSE. GOALS

ART it

2.2211 Japanese

U 11 K3 2b

2c

3

(C) Cultur I

patterns

The student knows that :Japan,.;:se painting

and architecture are characterized by the
following: (a) an instinctive decorative
design, (b) a sensitive understanding of

harmonious relations between these de-
signs alai nature.

The student knows that the organic U H K3 2b (C) Cultural
feature of Japanese architecture is K7 2c patterns
derived from the method of construction,
emphasis on natural surfaces and
incorporation of surrounding nature
within the Corm.

KS 3 (C) nvironmen

The student knows that Japanese drawings
have a definite line quality which is
positive and concise.

U H K3 2b

2c

3

(C) Cultural

patterns
(C) Line

The student knows that.Japanese wood U H K3 1 3

cuts were simple in form and used bold
color.

2

3

4.3

2.2212 Chinese

The student knows the ways in which art
was influenced by the religious belief
that harmony exists between- human beings
and the cosmic powers: (e.g., misty space
in painting relates to the intangible
aspect of living).

U H K8 2b

2c

3

Iltural

patterns

The student knows that Chinese landscape

painting was characterized by the follow-
ing: (a) man's insignificant place in
the order of nature, (b) landscape forms
an ascending spiral.

I U H K3 2b

2c

3

Cultural
patterns

(V1)Belief
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H153Vory Oriq (=Laic»

2.2 Non-western Cultures
2.22 Asian
2.221 Oriental

COURSE GOALS

7.2212 Chinese Cont.

The student knows how Lip ancient U H K7 2h (C_ Culturn1
Chinese decorated peacry and fabrics 2c patLerns
(i.e., paint forced through mesh woven
from human hair).

3

The student knows retie printing was
done in China in the first century A.D.
by ink rubbings of inscriptions carved
in stone.

the student knows calligraphy is con-

U H

11 1i

K4

G2

2h

2c

3

2b

(V Creativity

sidered to be as important an art as
painting in China.

K5 2c

3

the student knows that Chinese pottery U H K3 2b (C) Cultural
lad linear incised patterns ranging from 2c patterns
'tire geometric design to magical symbols
lone in a variety of colors and textures.

3



1. HiWo , - Culture Oriontatiim
lon-western Cultures

?. Asian

COURSE GOALS

1,222 I ndian

AR]

The student knows ways w which the art
of early India showed a highly developed
1.Edian tradition as well as influences
from Mesopotamia.

The student knows that the following

features are characteristic of early
Indian art:. (1) architectural.

. cave temples and stupas (e.g., Mohinjo
Dora) WI ;L places of worship, symbols,
and relic keepers; (2) sculptural --

swelling, flowing, entwined forms in
relief and some free standing; (3)

materials -- wood and sandstone.

The student knows that the major source
of knowledge about early Indian art is
architecture and related sculpture since
these forms have withstood erosion.

The student knows that painting was a

well-developed art form in early India.

The student knows the ways in which
Buddhism influenced sculptural and pic-
torial representation of early Indian
art and the arts of Java, Burma, Siam,
and Cambodia.

111e student knows ways in which Hindu

art forms incorporate the style and
characteristics of Buddhist art forms
(e.g., entwined swelling forms, symbol-
ism):

The student knows that the Hindu influ-
ence on India's art is generally charac-
terized by a feeling for the pleasures

.

life as well as a reverence for the

cyclic cosmic wholeness of the religious
concept of Nirvana.

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

3

(C) Cultnial

patterns

Cniturot
patterns

(C) CuLturn1
pntLerns

Physient
inLeraclio

patterns

luLal

I''; Lori:,

Culloral

conflict

Coltural

kerns

itural
conflict

daiters



2. History - Culture Orientation
2.2 Non-western Cultures
222 Asian

COURSE COALS

ART

2.222 Indian (Cont.)

The student knows features in India- art 11 11 K3 2b (C) Culturn1
which reflect the Hindu influence: (a) K5 2c patterns
pictorial -- images showing the avatars
of Vishnu (Krishna), Siva (land of dance) -

figures with many arms; and (b) temples
as homes of the gods.

K8 3

The student knows that the artist of U h G2 2b Cultural
India developed miniatures and manuscript K6 2c pn L t,L.! MS
under the influence of contact with
Islam in the 17th century A.D.

3 (C) Cultural

conflict



ART

aHtory Lure Uri nLation
,In-western Cultures
Asian
Near L

2.2231 Islamic

The student knows that Islamic art was as
vital force in countries ranging from
Spain to India.

The student knows that Islimi art had
severe religious restrictions which
limited its early development.

The student knows Islamic mosques she
experiments with different arch forms
(e.g., pointed arch, horseshoe arch):

The lAudent knows that Islamic art used
following: (a) vividly painted

stucco and wood carvings, (b) marble o d
glass inlays, (c) objects made of

wrought copper and brass engraved and
inloid with silver, and (d) enameled
glass.

The student knows the following charac-
teristics of repeated Moslem motifs:
(a) the arabesque, (b) floral designs,
(c) geometric designs, (d) calligraphic
decoration.

The student knows the ways in which
calligraphy was integrated in Islamic
art (e.g , designs covered entire surface
of the object).

The student knows characteristics of
Persian art: (a) closely grouped
figures, (b) unrealistic proportions,
(c) decorative patterns, (d) bright
colors, (e) texture, (E ) symbolic
representation.

U

U It

U it

U

U H

1J H

KS

K8

K3

K7

K3

K3

K3

K3

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

3

2b

2e

3

2b

2c

2b

2c

3

4.41

(C) 1 11:1111-

(C) Cutttir,11
conlli!

(C) It ,p-n 1
Lorps

(V1)13elio F

(C) CI; i i-ra 1

hsitali;ns

(C) m-;11

Pr"

011turni

palJeuns

CU1 Tura l

p ;u .urns

u1, l;ural

ilarlrorns
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History CuiLlirc Orientation
2.2 Non-western Cultures
2.22 Asian
2.223 Near East

`' 2232 Perq1-1111L211La

The student knows the ,.:hnracte "sties I 11 U K3 2b Alltur11
of Persian carpets: bright colors, close
knots, heraldic symmetrical designs.

2c

3

pauern6

The student knows the characteristics U H K3 2b (C) Cultnrn!
of Persian metal work (e.g., dynamic
curves, counter curves, miniaturization).

2c

3

pallet-11s

The student knows the ways Persian artist U H K7 2b CulLurni
used glazed bricks and tiles (e.g.,
facing of buildings, ceramic decorations).

2c

3

paLlorils

The sWdent knows that the Persians did U 1-i K3 2b (C) Cul'!Iral
nanuscript illuminations (miniatures)
that used brilliant colors and flat

K7 2c

3

piALcrns

]atterns.

The student knows the characteristics U K K3 2b
)fr Persian glazes (e.g., hard, opaque ). 2c

3
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2.2 7':c)n-western Cultures

Native American

0

1

W

0

I-)

P
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eI
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ART

COURSE GOALS

.231 l'ontral :Ind Sotlth Aaicrican Indian

he student knows the major divisions c of I U H K2 2b (C) Culture
ontral and South American Indian art are
yon, Aztec, Mochica, Nasca, Tiahuanaco,

nca.

he stAent knows the characteristics I U H

K3

K3

2c

3

2b (C) Cultural
f Mayan art (e.g., ornament, curving
ines, movement).

2c

3

pralcrns

he student knows na .uval materials used
Mayan artists (e.g., stone, bone,' Ma

he student knows the characteristics

I U H

1 U H

K7

K3

2b
_

2b

k() CHltural

p: erns

(C) Cultaral
C Mayan cities (e.g., secular buildings,
yromidil bases, ritual emphasis).

2c

3

patterns

le student knows features of Mayan I U H K3 2b Cultural
aintings (e.g., done on plaster;
ecorded historical and religious codices)

2c

3

pot:-ern

he student knows Mayan pottery Lechniquom 1 U. _ K3 2b Gu!lical
hand shaping, coil, mold use,

a wilen 1. thrown, rubbing, incising).

le student knows the following Lea tures I U H

K7

K3

2c

2b

linfLonm;

(:uLiuril
1 Aztec art: (a) massive docoraton,
D) free =standing stone sculpture, (c)

yramid temples.

e student knows the following charac- I U H K3

2c

3

2b

p tterns

Cultural
risticF of Nasca art: (a) textiles 2c patterns
)nsisted of fine woven fabrics, (b)

nbroidery done with bright colors, (c)
3

)ttery with twin spouts joined by a
lndle, (d) geometric designs, (e)

vlized natural forms (plant, animal,
mwn



ART

2. History - Culture Orientation
2.2 Non-weStern Cultures
2.23 Native American

47.

ntral andSou h
Cont

The student knows reasons for the
prominence of Tiahuanacoeesculpture
and architecture.

The student knows th4,c Inca art included
the following: (a) stone work, (b)

erecting fortifications, (c) temples,
(d) palaces, (e) cut masonry, (f)

interiors decorated with gold and jewels.

CuIturni
pntLerns
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wientstion
Xao-wys;turn Cultures

2.23 Native American

COURSE OALS

2.232 forth At erican Indian

The student knows that ti- ; ,..orth Amer

Indian incorporated ir, and era
the tools, plants, and introcl

by European explorers and settlers.

The student knows the characteristic,A
Mochican art stirrup-handled
pottery, realistic representations of
life, natural subjects).

The student knows character -is tics of

Pueblo baskets: (a) zig-zag designs,
(h) terrace designs, (c) geometric
designs, (d) use of red and black,

(0) used for household and burial.

The student knows characteristics of
Pueblo structures: (a) made of local
sand stone, adobe, and timber; (b)

multi-storied; (c) communal,

The student knows the ways ilopowell ar
was influenced by and reflects their w
of life (e.g., mounds were made for
defense, mounds were made for religion
purposes, carved stone pipes with anim
decorative forms, copper ornaments).

The student knows that with steel tool
the northwest coast Indian developed t

art of wood carving (e.g., canoes, tot
poles, and objects for everyday life).

The student knows that the plains Indi
develoPed an art of costume decoration

using feathers, porcupine quills, and
bead embroidery.

.cw n

:ts

iced

I U H K4

K8

2b

2c

3

Lb (C) C<ul t.ural

patterns

of 1 it 11 K3 n.

2c
(C) Cttl C.ura l

patterns
3

1 U Fl k,3 2b (G) Cultural
2c -terns
3

111 H K3 2b Cur, aral
2c :Itteras

3

t I 11 11 K3 2h C) Cn_tura1
ay K8 2c

I: tcrns
3

s

al

I U H Kb 2b 4.5 C. , r A

he
em

K7 2c

3

pat1,2ros

arcs 'IUM K3 2b (C) C is rural

K6 2c ,atterns
3



'listory - Cult -re Orientation

'n-western Cultures

American

COURSE GOALS

2.232 North ((ont.)

r11' I

The student knows that flw plains Indians
1 11 ti K3

portrayed their way of life with painting3 Kb
of hunts and battles on shields, tepees,
and buffalo skins.

The student knows the characteristics
of Navaho art: (a) sand paintings for
curative ceremonies; (b) white, red,
yellow, black, and blue hues; (c)
wool used in weaving.

The student knows that the masks carved
by the Seneca tribe of the Iroquois na-
tion were highly symbolic, signifying
gods, spirits, and animals.

The student knows that Canadian tribes
embroidered and carved elaborate designs
showing the influences of French floral
met,

U H

1 it 11

K3

K8

K8

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

3

4.5

(C) Cul t tuna I

Cul ltra I

patterns

tltural

patterns
(C) Symbolism

_ L

pet Leine



HINLOr Cullum. orient on
2=2 Nou-t-w6Lern (!taitirs
2:2) Native American

COURSE GOALS

ART

2.233 Esli

The student knows that major sources of
information about the many cultures of

P I U 1-1 K6

K8

2b

2c
Cultural,

patterns
..he Eskimos are: (a) artifacts, (b)

dwellings, (c) mounds,

The student knows characteristics of P I U H K3

3

2b CulturalEskimo art: (a) pictorial (scenes of
life), (b) concern for visual quality
as well as function, (c) shape of
original material often retained in
final artifact.

K8 2c

3

7

patterns

The student knows the ways in which the F I U 11 K5 2b Cultural
following techniques developed by the K7 2c patterns
Eskimos were used: (c) carving, (b)

weaving, (c) tanning.
3

The student knows the relationships P 1 U H K7 2b Cultural
between religious and social influences
and Eskimo art forms (e.g., carvings on
the houses and totem poles).

8 2c

3

patterns

The student knows Eskimo themes used FILTH K7 2b Cultural
in the visual arts were also found in
literary, musical, and dramatic expres-
sloe.

_8 2c

3
patterns



(:otinre Orlefluition
2 Noll C;17t1 (Atl twes

.23 NA t ve Amv r can

COURSE GOA Le,

ART
51

2.234 PolyaLlOan.

U 11 K7

K8
2h

2c

3

(C) Culturni

patterns

_,]]x' student knows flint Polynesiah art
refers to -those art forms developed by
natives of the South Sea Islands (e.g.,
Easter :Island riki gods, Hawaiian fobric
design).

, .

.

.

.

.

,
.

.

.

. .

,



ColoJition and Language

COURSE GOALS

t tomfouts

Tito 6tudonl, knows the location and
U;( of Hriti and nd non-prit materials

Led to the olexmts of c ornpoiit1ui

langumo in art (e ,g., card catalor:
i . L L o n ( a r t ) , " "rfolor--Psyohol-

oy," I T _;ense"; Iteaderls_Uulde:

---At

I U Ii K6 _ ; IteSOUTOMi,(i)

art

C V1 lejuiry

"Cuunosit]on (art)," Technique";
are anci building audio-visual catalogs:
"ArG, Color," "Art, Cxymposition,"
"ArL, Toxtre," "Art, Form"; Period-
ic%ls: A(10).

!'be 6tu6ent knows that the elements PIUH G2 1
of c;esicn are: space, b) line,
r) .hope, d) form, e) texture,

1(3 4

5

1:: color. b



Larcuage

3.11 ripaco

Ahr

the student knows that space in art
is tho area which material things

The student knows that art exists
in space.

-; .1 I Opun

Tho student, knows that open space in
irt is thu 1.hvitless area in which

things exist.

1
_) .1- (J osed

.rhe studcnt knows that closed space
is lwited (e;g., shapes made by
slcwialr space, forms made by filling
space

PEUH

P I 11 H

F i II p

I U H

02 1

K2 6

02 1

K7

02

K2

K3

1
6

1
6

((;) L;paco,

Spaoe

(c pace

(C) Jpace



ART

-7 7-
Q0

COURSE GOALS

Lire

The :Audent knows the following
functions of line: a) define space,
b) record an action, c) sugg
movement, d) indicate direction.

The s cadent knows way's it which line

can comunicate the followin: a)

emotion, b) sensations, c) ideas.

3.101 LinE

The student knows the ways in which
line shows direction (e.g., horizontal,
vertical, diagonal, or curved).

3.122 Line C4uality

The student knows ways in which line
can show quality (e.g., blurred-exact;

thick-thin; static-dynamic, interrupt-
ed-continuous).

Line
5 pace

Data repro

sentation

(c) Line
(0) Cammunicat
(V1)0tion
(V1)Fducation

(Cl Line

(C) Line



G4(

Pwo-:iLmcnsl onal

,.:0,u(k-,1 I. 14m,,t; tflat
aro! livii;ht

plane), are:, surf';ico).

Tt . z-Audent, knows that shape Is a

tw,,-(.4iin.t1t.ii_omi area cticiOsed by an
LI ine

stuoenc, knows that shape can be
a) tecinotric, b) free (amorphic),
e) positive, d) neKativo.

Thi, student knows that shape may be
pouitive Or niive (e.g., object

positive, area around it is
noLative

3

The:. TLLdent, knows way in which
c,eopletric shape, can be combined and
distorted to make all other shapes..

3 .13,' n'cc= amorph Ic)

The tAiplent knows that, free (amorphic_
deLicribes a she that is other
than geometric.

L 11 H

P I 11 1f

P L if H

P I 11 11

P II U 11

PIUH

h .1(h

h 3
1.1

C(.3) 4R0.e

)

(L; hapc

(:,:) shape

; Jhape

5hapc



firpc6iLion 4111 Lane,u4re

3.13 Shape Two-Ljywn5ion1

COURSE GOALS

PotAtive

11,N student knows that positive shape

is defined area.

AAT

3. Neotive

The student knows that negative shape PION
area Lhat is undefined in relation-

sljp to defined area.

K3 1
6

(c) Shape



COURSI: GOALS

Three-.:IT.11::;10k;ti

T1i J Luw1i know:. th;i1 FOLTI 011'6 U.7:

And dui') noo throo-ciinensional

;Oat rr haz, 1:ac

I ii Lni ctharctor 1 t 1C : a) reolla-
r)c, h free (amorah c )

d ) vol Imo

k_ ;tidn t tic! L%::: I e

c torra c cubes, cylinders,
spnereL,, dyrami6s, and cones.

The studmi., iwu 1hat, scondary
kilool(J,ri;; Ii InJ arc adaptations or
combina Lions or basic geometric
forms.

3 .11,;ici. Free
_

Vito ii L mws i. hIt freu anorphic
foms are forms oLi,ur than geometric.

The st,udent knows t,t,s,t, mass i6 a solid
-ody of matter.

Ph_ student kno',..'s that the illusion
of mabt, can be crested in a twe-
dimensional surface.



. (-0111w:tit,: un and
:',1Pment,s

3.1h Form Thren -Dimensional

COUFSE GOALS
_

3.143 Mass Cont.)

I_ __ _

The Audent knows that volume is P I U H K2 1 Form
the space within the defined mass. K3 6



'.In_ ',Lon ;,nd Lar4,:u1re

COURSF 60:11.S

The :A;ti,,:ellt knowL. Lhat Luxture is the

!,:ltity of anythIng touched
ohd/or neon.

The LA,iont. 1,NOWO the fo]lowini-, are

UW L, nevelGp texture: a) line,
b) nhap, c) form, d) color.

Too 1.itl:dont is 401e to develop texture

for u in two-ani three-dimensional
c7omposition.

(!tt,a1

The student, knows that texture may
b rovealed throuv,h kinesthetic
experiences.

roe ntudent knows that objects ha-

varioun texture;J exiJt in the en-
vironment (e.g., leaven, brick walls,
gravel paths).

Vinual

The student knows whys in which the
illusion of texture can be created.

U

F I U H

P 1 U hI

P I 11 H

PTIJH

P

Fl

K2

R7

1376

K7
K8

K7

LI

5

o

5

1
6

1
4
5
6

)4.

4.711

3.12
3.13

3.1h

3.162
3.163

ToxLur,-!

(c,) Fe Lure

Texture

(G) Texture

(c; Texture

(c) Texture
(V1)Aesthetic

sensitivity



1. Composition and Language

3.1 Elements

COURSF GOALS

ART 00 .

3.1t Color

The student knows that color is the P I U H G2 4 4b Cal©r

character of a surface which is the K2 5

result of the response of vision to
the wave-length of light reflected

from that surface.

6

The student knows the following P I U H G2 4 Color

characteristics of color; a) hue,

b) value, c) intensity.

K3 5
6

The student knows that the use of PIUH G2 4 (C) Color

color is affected by the following: K8 5
a) schemes, b) conventions, c) science. 6



Composition and
.1 Elements

J,.16 Color

u _,e

ART 01.

3.161 Hue

The student known t hat. hue is the

rame of a. color or nun-color (black,
white) in the color spectrum.

P I U II K1

K2

h Color

The student knowu hsf s can n. cla-
',fled Ln the following way: a)

primary, secondary, c) in :

(terLiary neutral.

PIUM K 1

h

,
i;

(G ) Color

3.1Gli Primary

The student know that the primary PTUP 02 4 Color
picment colors are red, yellow, and
blue.

K5 c
}

The studeh L knows that : imary pigment
hues are _10,1 to _ujuce all secondary
and intelmediate (tertiary) colors.

P 1 U H h Color

3.1612 condnry

The student know; that the se ondary I U h K1 h l Color
pigment colors are i;rren, orange,
and violet.

KS 5

3.1(:13 Intenmedia e (terti a

P I U H K3 Colorthe student knows that intermediate
(tertiary) pikr,ment colors are com- K8
Dinations of primary and secondary
Aueu (e.g. , red-orange, blue =green).



Composition and Language
3.1 Elements

3.10 Color

COURSE GOALS

3.162 Value

ART 62.

The student knows that value is the
degree of lightness or darkness of a

hue.

The student knows the classifications
of value: a) tint, b) shade, c)
gradation.

The student knows that true colors
may vary in value in relationship to
one another (e.g., red is darker than
yellow but lighter than blue).

3.1621 T

The student knows that tints are a
light value of a color made by adding
white.

3.1622 Shades

The student knows that shades are a
dark value of a color made by adding

black.

Gradation

The student knows that gradation is
the changing value of a hue from
light to dark or dark to light.

P I U H 02

K2

PIUH K3

K5

PIUH K2

K3
KR

PIUH K2

K3

K8

PIUH I K2

4.12
4.22

4.8315
11.8311

3.1614

3.165

3.166

4.211
4.3

4.7h

4.22

4.22

4.12
4.22

Color

(C) Color

(C) Color
(V1)Visual

acuity

(C) Color

(C) Color

'61or
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,)umpo,t,iti F.444 i,,ariguage

Elments
Color

COURSE GOALS

.10 InteNill

The student knows that intensity
described in.bbe following ways:
a) bright, b) dull, c) neutral.

P I if H

The tudent knows that bright colors
appear to advance and dull colors
appear to recede.

.1631 Hright

The student knows at a bright _ue

refers to maximum intensity.

3.162 Dull

The stuudent knows that dull refers to

a hue at its minimum intensity.

The student knows that a hue
dull by adding a comp_ lementa
to it.

:3.1(:33 NcAl

made
color

The student knows that neutral hues
are developed by reducing their
intensity.

The student knows that neutral hues
are white, brow.) black; and their

gradations.

PItII

P I 1.1 H

h .12

4 .22

4.12

L.22
3.16h
3.165

3.166

Color

C) Color
Vl)Visual

acuity

(C) Color

4.12 Col

4.22

4.22

.12

1412
1.4.22

Color

lore



Composition and Language
1.1 Elements
3.16 Color

COURSE GOAIS

ART 64'

3.164 Schemes

.
.

The student knows that color schemes P I I H K2 14 coloi
are ordered hue relationships. 5

MP student knows the characteristics PIUF K2 4 4.211 (C) Colo]
of the following color schemes: a) K3 5 4.76 (Vi ) VLsu(

monochromatic (one hue), b) analogous 5.212 scull
g., yellow-green, green, blue-green 5.213

c) complementary (e.c., green-red),
d) triad (e.g., red, yellow, blue),

e) split-cumplementary (e.g., yellow-
1e, red - orange, blue).

5.231
5.232

The student knows ways in which color P I U H K5 3 3.165 Colo]
relationships may be defined (e.g.,

primary families, position in the
sl ctrum, variations in hue, cultural
influences) emotional-content .

...

K7 1 4.22

)4.7)4

3.1641 Chromatic

The student knows thatamonochromatic
color scheme consists of gradations
of one color.

P I U H K2

K3
Colo'

The student is able to use appropriate-PIUH P76 4 4.22 (C) Colo'
ly a monochromatic color scheme in an 4.7h
art process. 5.213

5.231
5.232

3.1642 Analogous

The student knows that an analogous PIUH 1 3 4 4.22 (C) Color
color scheme consists of three to 5 4.74
seven continuous }cues in a row on a 5.213
color chart .g. yellow-green, green,
blue - green).

5.231
5.232



_ompo5iti
4, idemento

3.16 Color
6chemes

AnT41-4

COURSE GOALS

3.1642 Analogous on

P 1 U H P76 la 4.22
h.74
' .21)

u.231
5 232

Color
Creativity

The student is able to create an
analogous color combination.

Complementary

The student known that a complementary
color scheme consists of two hues
directly opposite each other on a color
wi el orange-blue).

P 1 iI H K2

K3

1a (C) Color

The student is able to use a corn- F I U H P76 It 4.22 (C) Color
plementary color scheme in an art S )J.714 (V1 )Creativi,4
eYperience. 5.213

5.231
232

16114 Triad

The student know: that a triad color P I U H K,.. It 4.22 (C) Color
scheme consists of three colors that K3 5 11.71a
form an equal angle triancle on a 5.213
color wheel (e.g., red-orange,
yollow-green blue-purple

5.231
.232

student is able to construct P I U H P76 1i h.22 Color
various triad color schemes. S 4.711 a_)Creativity

5.231
5.232



3. Composition and Langu

3.1 Elements
3.16 Color

3.164 Schemes

ART 66.

3.1645 Split-Complementary

t

The student knows that a split- 1 U H K2 4 4.22- (C) Color

complementary color scheme consists K3 4.74

of a hue and the immediate hues on 5.231

each side of its complement (e.g.,
yellow-orange, red-orange, blue).

5.232

The student is able to construct and I U H P76 4 4.22 (0) Color

use a split-complementary color 4.74

scheme. 5.231
5.232



V :th,": La14
1.1

.16 Color

COURSE GOALS

3.-165 Co

The student knows that color conven-
tions are classified as: a) psycho-
logical, b) emotional, cultural.

veholo6icol

Th o student kn-- in which
color is defined hy psychological
association (e.g., whrm color
yellow, orange; cool colors - blue,
green, purple

_i .1t 2 L n:c?t Fort al

The knows emotional connu
Lions of color green assoc
with envy, red with anger).

3.1651 .tlt;rir al

The student knows that colors have
difrerent symbolic meaning
different cultures (e.g., national
colors, colors as,:iociated with
death) .

FIE it 1.1

K3

K9
) Color

t Aesthetic
senstLtvi



Gunic):; a Lon :wit Lanc
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3.10 Color

COURSE GOALS

3.1c 'cience

The student knows tkiat hue c. tie

studied in terns of li6ht or pigment.
1 U I 02

K7
-,.

The student is tIble to manipulate P I U h 135 Li L 22 (,;) olor
light and id6ment colors in composition P66 5 4.h32

P76 6 14.82

7 5

.1601 Licht

The student, 'mows that refraction P I U H G2 ha . tiot
ocours when light passes through a K2 S hd
Prism and separates into colors of
the spectrum.

K7
K8

6

7

The student knows that white light is PIUH G2 h Color
ade up of the wave- lengths of every

color in the spectrum.
K3 5

6
Optics

7

The student knows that the sensation
of color is the response of the eye
and nervo. s system to various wave-
lengths of light.

I U H K 4

5
402 Collor

Optics

3.1662 Pigment
__

The student knows that any coloring
material is called pigment..

The student knows that pigments may be
obtained from organic (natural) or
synthetic sources.

I U H

I U H

K2

K10

h

L,J

4

5

1.211

i 11

Color

(c) Color



GompoLittion ano Language
Elements
Color

COURSE COALS

S id(:' irment, ant .

The student knows that the nrul ortion
of binder to pigment affects the

lIdli
5

11.22

3.161

,

value/intensity of the resulting color. 3.162
3.161

Me student knows ttla# binders can be P 1 U H K7 14 4 .21i Color
used to extend pure pigment. 8 5 4.632

The student knows the va; sou binders PlUfl K7 4 olo
wiLh which pit pent it mixed to make
stec'ific media (e.C., wax-crayons,
linseed oil-oil paint, liquids-inks
and dye

K8 5



Composition and Language

COURSE COALS

ART
70

3.2 Pr ipl

The student knows the location and use I U H K6
of print and non-print materials
related to principles of art (e.g.,
card catalog: "Design," "Design,
Decorative"; Reader's Guide: "Design,
Decorative"; area and building audio-
visual catalogs: "Art, Balance,"
"Art, Movement ?" "Art, Proportion,"
"Art, Harmony"

The student knows that the principles P I U H G2
of design include: a) unity, b) K3
emphasis, c) balance, d) movement,
e) repetition, f) radiation, g) vaiiety
h) perspective.

The student knows shat the principles P I U H K7
of design are the guidelines for
arranging space.

-) Resources,
art

(V1) Inquiry

4

6

G Gompositio
art

(V1)Aesthetic
sensitivit.

3.11
5

(C) Space

(V1)Aesthetic
perception



Composition
rincirlw

e

71.

COURSE GOALS

Qaj Cy

'Inc student knows ways in which unity
can be achieved use of color,
repetition of shape, balance).

Thf- student kri-- o ub RB1ty in a
Inosition relates parts-to th

whole and results in a total visual
statement.

Comp s t m
art

(VI)Tmag to {7m
ness

(G)

art
(Vi)AoatheLie

percepti r



ART

3. Composition and Language
3.2 Principles

72.

3.22 Emphasis

The student knows that emphasis in a I U H K3 4 4.12 (c) Compositiol
composition indicates the artist's 16 5 4.22 art
feelings and ideas through the K7 6 4.3 (V1)Aesthetic
relationship of parts. 7 4.52 Bensitivit:

4.62

4.63
4.73
4.83

5.

The student knows that emphasis is I U I K3 4
defined in sub-daminance and dominance. 5

6



fiumflut..; i nnd LanguaEe
i'r Ln1:1:314-!:i

JiThas is

COURSE GOALS

ncin C e

The o tudent kno ways "01 -Q.In tcfl des in

du:' i inance L achieved ON

ci aracLor, color, posit ;J)n,

The studen L is ahle Lo achieve clo

irialice, in art calpooiLion8

I if

K8

f-'70

6

7

Ltd

5a

Li

h.22
L1 .3

Li

h .52

h.73
4.83
5.

(C, Compo3,i
nrt

( L )ihnov'AL

(V1) aat!ina'

nru:3



3. Composition and Language
3.2 Principles
3.22 Emphasis

COURSE GOALS

ART 71.

3.222 Sub-Dominance

I U H

I U H

K8

P67
P76

4.

4
5
6

7

14a

4d
5a

4.

(C) Compositi©
art

(C) Compositio
_ .._,

, art
(V1)Imaginativ

flees

(V1)Innovative
ness

The student knows ways in Which sub-
dominance is achieved (e.g., small
objects, lack of texture).

The student is able to achieve sub-
dominance in composition.



1. .Culposition dnd Language
3.2 Principle°

ART Z2.

COURSE GOALS

..,.! -aly:ce

f I U d K3 h

5-

6

(C) Composit, ion .

art

The student knows that balance creates
a feeling of stability in a composi-
tion.



Composition .and Language
3.2 Principles
3.23 Balance

COURSE GOALS

ART 76

3.231 Symmetrical - perfect - formal

.--..._

P I U H

P 111 II

.

K3

P67
P76

h

5

La
lid

CnmpositLor
art

The student knows that in symmetry
(formal balance) there is exact
correspondence of form and config _

ation on opposite sides of a control
dividing line or axis.

The student is able to achieve
symetrical balance in composition.



L;Lxipoition and Lsxcuage
IT i

3 . ialance

NRT

40'0

0

Z's

4.7j

COURSE COALS

- Imper
informa

The stuent knows that amnmetrical
(imperfect, informal) balance is
achieved through the use of unequal
parts (e.6.; large to several sniall,
smAll textured Area to large non-
tex to red area) .

The stuJent 1j sb10 LJ achieve

asymyletrical (truper,,,c,t, infomal)
LIalance in conipcJ3

P T U 1-1

'IOU P67
P76

5

ha
lid

fi

C,

(C) Campo:AL lun
art

(C) cartipo:JUion,

art,



Composition and Language
Principles

COURSE GOALS

ART 7.

3.24 Movement

movement
a) rhythm,

d) transition.

in

P I U H

FIUH

K3

K3

h

5
6

Li

The student knows that
consists of the following:
b) harmony, c) tension,

The stucimt knows that movement
design is often used to impart a K7
sense of vitality. K8

( C

rovemont

.ovement



3 Conlioitic:In and Lancuar,e

3.'di Movement

3.241 Rhythm

F I U !i

F 1 d I-L

K2

P07

1'70

)a

..5
b

7

4a
4d
5a

14.

,

c,:,) !thythri

(C Rhythm

The student knows that rhythm in art
Li the roc,u1ar recurrence of si.m11ar-
tties and difference with accented
motion.

Tho student is ahl to create rhythni
in a compwiition.



3. Compolii_ion ind Language
3.2 Principles
3.2) Movement

AaT ;i( I

COURSE GOALS

242 Har -ony

The student knows that harmony is the
agreement among the elements (par )

of a composition which create an
impression of unity.

The student is able to create harmony
in a composition.

02

K2

K8

P67 4
P76 5

6
7
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AltT 61.

al_ Tw±1on

I U H

I U H

K)

K8

P67

P76

4

5

4 ha
4d
5a

6.

The student knows that tension tn a

d9sit,:n is achieved by use of a real
or implied interaction of opposing
dements.

'rho st dset 1s able to Crente tension
in a composition.

_mros it ion,

arb

ormion



Go PosLGi n ai
Print lee

3.2h Kovement

mac

COURSE GOALS

Transition

The Student knows tat transi ion
in a design ties two parts of a
composition together creating unity.

The student is able to use transition
in composition.



3. Composition and Language
ciples

COURSE GOALS

ART

3.2 Repetition

I U H

I U H

42

P67
P76

4.
5
6

7

.,

)4a

4d

5a

4.

Motif

Composition,
art

The student knows that repetition in
art is the recurrent use of a motif
in a composition.

The student is able to use repetition
to create a composition.



Composition and Language
Principles

COURSE GOALS

ART 824

26 Radiation

FM

P I U H

K2

K7
K8

P67
P76

4

It

5

6

7

4a
4d
5a

4.

(C1 Radiation

Movement

(C) CompositL
art

The student knows that radiation in
a design develops a circular visual

vement which focuses the eye on
a designated area.

The student is able to use radiation
to create a composition.



3. Composition and ba uage
3.2 Principles

85.ART

COURSE GOALS

3.27 Variety

The student knows ways in which variety
is achieved in a composition (e.g.,
variation of line direction, texture,
color, shape).

The student is able to use variety
in a composition.

FIUH K7
KB

PIUH P67 LI

P76 5

6
7

4a
1d
5a

p
az-

sition,

Composition,
art
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3.2 Principles

COURSE COALS

ART S6.

3.28 Perspective

I U H G2

K2 5

ComposiLic
art

(C) Perspecti'

The studenL knows that perspective
is the way in which a three-dimensional
subject is organized on a two-dimen-
sional surface.

The student knows the following
qualities influence perspective:

I U H K3 Pers Ectl.

size, b) variety, c) purpose.

The student knows that perspective is
considered in achieving the following:

I U H K3 ers,,ecti

a) scale, b) proportion, c) balance,
d) rhythm, e) unity.

The student knows the ways in which I U H K7 /4 It. 'omposa tt
perspective is achieved (e.g., one K8 5
point perspectiVe, two point perspec- 6
Live, overlapping, position in
composition, multiple point perspec-
tive, foreshortening, color, detail,
diagonals).

7
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COURSE GOALS

3.3_Approaches

The student knows the location and use of
print and nonpriat materials related to
composition approaches in art (e.g., card
catalog: "Art, Abstract," "Modernism
(art)," "Futurism (art), "Composition
(art)"; Reader's Guide: "Cubism,"

I U H K6 4 3a

4a

4d

(C) Resources,
art

(V1)Inquiry

"Realism in Art," "Symbolism in Art";
area and building audio-visual catalogs:
"Art, Landscape," "Art, Abstract,"
Art, Surrealism"; periodical: Art in
America).

The student is able to solve a visual I U H P45 2a 4a (C) Composition
problem considering the treatment of P63 4 4d art
subject matter and method to be used. 5 5a

6



3. Composition and Lnngua
3.3 Appronch0s

ART

3.31 Treatment of Snbieci

The student knows d hat LVealment of stih-
ject matter relors to the ways in which

I' 1 I! II K2

K/

&

5

ft

/1;1

C mp,i,

nut_

the artist translates images and ideas
into visual statements (e.g., realistic,
abstract, surrealistic, non-objective,
composition forms).

6 /Id (CI Gommuni

The student is able to distinguish he U H P3I 4 41 C. compi i

tween the Following art lorms: ahst.a t,
surrealistic, and n I objective.

PT)

P415

4d ani

P?



ART

3. Composition and Language
3.3 Approaches
3.31 Treatment of Subject

COURSE COALS

3.311 Realistic

The student knows that the realistic I U H K2 4 (C) Compositiortreatment of subject matter is an exact,
literal art treatment of the subject
(e.g., exactness of color, textured
detail, definite forms, precise space
relationships) .

K3 5 art
(C) Form

The student is able to produce a I U H P67 2a 4a (C) Compositionrealistic composition. P76 4 4d art
5 5a



3. Composition and Language
3.3 Approaches
3.31 Treatment o Subject

ART

COURSE GOALS

3.312 Abstract

The student knows characteristics of I U H 3 4 4a (C) Compositio
abstract art: (a) not a life-like
exactness, (b) simplification of subject
matter, (c) distortion of subject,
(d) exaggeration of subject, (e) repeti-
tion of subject.

5 4d art

(C) Form

The student knows ways in which visuai I U H K2 4 (C) Gampositio
abstraction is achieved (e.g., cubism,
positive-negative reversal, hightened
contract, distortion, repetition).

KS 5 art

The student knows that symbols are U H K2 Compos t c

abstractions evolved through simplifica-
tion of visual forms for the purpose of
communication.

5 art

The student is able to perceive abstrac- I U H Pll 4 Compositio
tions in natural and man-made forms P37 5 art

(e.g., patchwork quilt, overlapping P61 Form
Leaves, woven textiles, light and shadow
latterns, space divisions),



3. Composition and Language
3.3 Approaches
3.31 Treatment of Subject

COURSE GOALS

ART

3.313 Surrealistic

The student knows that surrealistic art
is derived from images inspired by the
artist's subconscious or fantasy.

The student knows the work of major
surrealistic artists (e,g. Miro, Deli,
Chagall).

I IJ H

I U H

K3

K8

K2

K6

5
Camj -0' ion.
art

(C) Composition.
art



ART

3, comp( 4iLion and Language

3.3 Apnroaehes
3.31 Treatment of Subject

COURSE GOALS

3.314 Non - objective

I U H K3 4

5

(C) Compo;i

art

The student knows that non-objective art
is a statement that does not refer to
material objects.

The student knows the work of major non- U H K6 4 (C) Comp_ os

objective artists (e.g Pollack, Kline ). 5 art

)

do



Comp Lion and Language
Approaches
Treatment of Subject

ART

COURSE COALS

3.315 Comosition Forms

The student knows the characteristics of
the following composition forms: (a)
landscape, (b) interior, (c) still-
life, (d) figure study.

The student is able to produce a composi-
tion using the following forms: (a)
landscape, (b) interior, (c) still-
life, (d) figure study.

3.3151 LandSca e

The student knows that a landscape
composition is composed of exterior
scenes and usually natural scenery.

3,3152 Interior

The student knows that an interior compo-
sition defines the inside of a segment
of a building or structure.

3153 Still-life

The student knows that a still-life
composition is composed of non-living
objects.

3.3154 ,Figure Study.

The student knows that a figure study
composition has a predominance of animate
forms.

I U

I U

I U 11

I U

I UN

4

5

2a

4

5

4

5

(C) Composition
art

(C) Composition
art

4 Compo
rr,

itioll

(C) Composition,
art

4

5
Composition,
art



Composition and Language
Approaches

3.32 Methods

COURSE GOALS

.321 Massive

he student knows the characteristics of 1 U H K3 (C) Compostti,

massive visual representation (e.g., art

emphasis on shape and form, de-emphasis (C) Form

if line) .

rr



ART

Composition and Language
3 Approaches
32 Methods

95.

3.322 Linear

1 U H K3 4

5
(C) CompOsition

art

The student knows the characteristics of
linear visual representation (e.g.,
forms and shape built-up with line,

(C) Formemphasis on line quality).



Composition and Language
Approaches

2 Methods

COURSE GOALS

ART

3.323 Collage-assemblage

I U H K7 2a

4

5

-mposicto

:art

The student knows the ways in which the
following combinations of materials are
achieved: (a) montage, (b) collage,

) assemblage.



ART

3. Composition and Language
3.3 Approaches
3.32 Methods

97.

3.324 Mixed Media

The student knows some of the ways that P I U H K3 2a 4a Compositiotmedia may be mixed in art (e.g., happen-
4 4d artings involving drama, photography,

sculpture; concerts involving music,
light shows, movies; art which moves,
makes sounds, and changes visually.

5



3. Composition and Language
3.3 Approaches

COURSE COALS

ART

333 Artist - Work of Art

The student is able to analyze the work U H Pll 4 4a (V1)Respect, Lo

of an artist by the following criteria: P37 5 4d views off_

(a) Technical considerations, (b) the P43 6 others

attitudes revealed, (c) the artist's
life and experiences.

7



3. Composition and Language
3.3 Approaches
3.33 Artist Work of Art

COURSE GOALS

ART

3.331 Technical Consideration

The student knows that technical problems U H K8 4 4a
found by the artist include consideration 5 4d
of integrity of materials and integrity 6
of the subject.

7



ART

3. Composition and Language

3.3 Approaches
3.33 Artist - Work Art

HAL

COURSE COALS

3.332 Pre.aration

The student knows the preparation U H C2 3a (V1)Education

necessary for an artist (e.g., technique K3 5 4a

development, visual awareness). K7 6 4d



3. Composition and Language
3.3 Approaches
3.33 Artist - Work f Art

ART
101.

COURSE GOALS

3_Attitude

The student knows ways in which the
artist's attitude affects the work of
art (e.g., self-discipline, feeling
about subject) ,



3. Composition and Language
3.3 Approaches
3.33 Artist = Work of Art

ART

COURSE GOALS
____,_

3.334 Life.

____ ,

The student knows ways in which the U U K8 4 lb

artist's life affects his art (e.g.,
familiarity with subject, cultural

5

6

4c

6e

milieu) . 7



ART

L. p rocesses and Products

103.

COURSE GOALS

4.l Drawing---

. ,

The student knows the location and
use of print and non-print materials
related to drawing processes and
products in art (e.g., card catalog:

P I U H K6 4 3a
)4a

Lid

'tesourcef41

art

(V1 )IN iry

"Drawing," "Pencil Drawing," "Figure
Drawing"; leader's Guide: "Drawing,"
"Charcoal Drawing," "Pastel Drawing"
arca and building audio-visual cat-.
aloe s: "Drawing," "Drawing, Crayon,"
"Drawing Ink," "Drawing Tool"

The student knows that drawing is
a response to stimuli as recorded on
a two-dimensional surface with a
graphic medium.

P I U H K2 4 3.

4.3

(,,) Composit TI,

art

(V1)Aesthetic
perception

(V1)Aesthetic

sensitivity
(V1)Imaginative-

ness
(V1)Innovative-

ness



4. Processes and Products

4.1 Drawing

COURSE GOALS

ART 104.

.11 Media Materials

The student knows, relationships F 1 U H K5 4
between the drawing media and the VI 5
drawing surface (e.g., ink bleeding 6
on wet water color paper, texture
created using charcoal on textured
paper).

7



ART

Proce:;ses ;nlid, Products
urawing

4.11 Media Materials

105.

11.111 Tools

PIU11 K3 2a
The student knows the characteristics
of the traditional drawing media:
pencils, chalks, crayons, brushes,
charcoal, ink, pens (e.g., crow quill,
rapidograph, felt sticks.



L. Processes and Products

14.1 Drawing

4.:I1 Media Materials

COURSE GOALS

ART 100

4.112 Surfaces

. ,

The student knows surfaces used for
drawing (e.g., wide variety of papers,
walls, fabric).

PIUH K7

The student is able to select draw- P I U H P62 Campos tm
media and surface to achieve a
desired effect.

P76 art



4. Processes and Products

4.1 Drawing

COURSE GOALS

4.12 Techniques

The student knows the features of
the following drawing techniques:
a) linear, b) massive, c) perspective.

The student knows that drawing
technique depends upon the following:
a) understanding of chosen media;
b) control of line quality; c) use of
light, shadow and texture; d) manip-
ulation of perspective techniques.

The student is able to emphasize line

quality and direction in a drawing.

AT 107.

H

I U H

P Z U

K3

KF3

P67

P76

2a

5

4.3

Carip

art

(C) L;oripus
art

(C) Line
(V1)Creativi



13. Processes and rod

h.1 Drawing

4.12 Techniques

T

COURSE GOALS

14.121 Linear

The student knows the qualities of

line (0.g., thick-thin, fine-coarse,
broken-centinuous, straight-curved,
liOt-dark, static-dynamic, open-
closed, decisive-indefinite,

rupted=continuous)

The student knows the following

techniques which generally result
in linear drawings: a) continuous

line, b) gesture, contour.

) 1211 Continuous Line

The student knows that a continuous
line drawing is done by keeping the

tool on the surface until the drawil-
is finished.

The student is able

line in drawing.

4.1212 Gesture

use continuous

The student knows that gesture drawing
describes the combination of all
forces acting in and against, and
utilized by the subject.

2a

4
5
6

.214

Line

(C) Li ie
(111)6e1T-dis-

cIpline

(C) Line

(V1 )Greativit

(0).Movenent
(C) Rhythm

(C) Compositf

(V1)Lielf-dis-

cipline
(V1)Self -ex

sion



1,. Processes and _ducts
4.1 lrawing
4.12 Techniques
4.12) Linear

COURSE GOALS

ART

J-1212 Cent .

The student knows that gesture drawing 1 U H K 7 2a .24 (C) Movement
often relates to physical movement

4 (V1)Aesthetic
(e.g., modern dance, falling leaves) . 5 amsitivits

6

7

The student is able to show movement 1 U H P41 2a 3h Moveme_
in gesture drawing. P76 4 4a J1)Aesthe_ic

5 4d perception
6 5a (V1)Aesthe .,

sensitivity

4.1213 Contour

The student knows that contour drawing PI0H 1(7 2a 1. (C) Form
determines the interior as well as 4 3.13 (V1 )Aesthetic
exterior outline and shape of an
object.

5 sensitivity

The student is able to do different P I U H P76 2a 3b 1. (V1)Aesthetickinds of contour drawing (e.g., look- 4 4a 3.13 sensitivitying at subject only, looking from
subject to paper, memory only).

5 Ld
5a



h. ;'rocesses and

L.1 Drawing

14.12 Techniques

COURSE GOALS

ART

1 122 .7ssive

The student knows the followinr

techniques which generally result in
massive drawing,: a) cross-contour,
h) weic,hted (p.c., use of light,,
shadow, value, and texture).

I Ti h K3

K8

2a
l

14.1221 Gr-:--Contour

The student knows that a cross-contour

drawing is a linear technique in
which form and mass are developed by
a build-up of line moving from one
edge Lo le other over tne subject's

surface.

1 U I! K2

K3

2a

4

5

6

3.14

The student is able to use cross-
contour in drawing.

1 U ht P76 2a

h

5

3b

ha
hd

6
_

4.1222 eighted

!'hi' student is able to create visual 1 P67 2a 3h

texture in his drawings. P76 h 4a

5 46

5a

Phe stuoent knows ways in which dark

and lit,ht values in a composition
create form and dimension.

P 1 U Ii K3

K8

2a

h

5

3.16','

rhp student knows ways of developingdevelotiing

texture in drawinc (e.g., cross-
latching, stippling, 'rubbing) .

P I U H K7 2a

14

5

3.15

6

Line

Uhape

(C) LAI apo

(G) 'Purr: L

(C) Teyture
(V1 ) Tnnovatjv

ness



ART

Li. Processes and Products
11.1 Drawing

U.12 Techniques

COURSE COALS

4.123 Perspective

The student knows ways in which
highlight and shadow techniques
develop three-dimensional and
textural qualities.

The student knows that perspective may
be developed in drawing in the follow-
ing ways: one, two, and multiple
point perspective; foreshortening;

overlapping; position in the Composi-
tion; light and shadow; degree of
detail; diagonals; contour drawing.

The student knows

shape into a form

illusion of depth
shadow-highlight,

ways to change a
by adding the
or volume (e.g.,

texture, diagonals).

The student is able to use perspective
in drawing.

P45
P67

P76

(C) C p-si

(C) Composition
art

(V1)Aesthetic

perception

(C) Perspective
(V1)Aesthetic

sensitivity



L.

14.1 Orawinl;

rooucts

ART

1i.l3 Fun-tion and Composition

. ,

____-

The student know. that the composition n

and lard tae of art are applied to

drawinv,.

I II H K2

h7

The student knous the ways of treating

subject matter in drawing: a) realis-

tic, b) abstract, c) surrealistic,
d) non-objective, e) landscape, interi-
or, still-life, ord fi_gure study.

I II H EN

K7

It 3.31 Comt,0!511.i

art

The student is able to incorporate
perspective into the following kinds

of oravims: realistic, landscape,

intrrior, itill-life, igure study.

I U 11 P76 4

5

6

3.3 (;cnripos j j..;

art

( : 'r Q111 ern

solving

The student is able to apply anatomical I 11 11 I'37 3b 3.2 (r, l'roblem

principles to ficure drawing (e.g.,

foreshortening, musculature, bone

P411

11.15

4a
Lid

solving`

'fracture proportion). . 176 ';a.

The student knows some of the uses of

dmwinr, (r.g, illustration, planning
visual composition, drawing from
memory or without looking at the

paper to sharpen awareness, intensify

observation, study the subject,

express an understanding of the

environmen0.

I U 1=I K7 Li

r
}

6

The student knows that drawing is a P I U 11 1(7 1

skill which he can use to enrich his 2h 3.
leisure. 2c t.

LL

...,

7



Processes and oducts

COURSE GOALS

ART 113.

4.2 Painting

.

The student knows the location and use P I U H K6 4 (C) Pes ,eti

of print and non-print materials

related to paintin2, processes and

products in art (e.g., card catalog:

5 art

(V1)inquiry

"Painting," "Glass Painting and
Staining," "Finger Painting," "Textile
Painting"; header's Guide: "Painting--
Study and Teaching," "PaintingEquip-
ment and Supplies," "Artists--Materi
als"; area and building audio-visual
catalogs: "Painting, Water-color,"
¶'Painting Technique," "Painting
Tempera," "Painting, Oil"

The student knows that painting is PM K2 4 3.13 (V1)Self-ex re s-
that area of art expression associated 5 3.1662 SiOD
with the application of pigment to a
two-dimensional surface by means of
brush, knife, hand or other tool.

7

The student knows the following P I U H K3 4 3.33 (C) Cammunicatia
functions of painting: a) deco-ation,
b) self-expression, c) color experi-
mentation, d) communication.

5

7
(V1)Se1f-expres-

sion

The student knows that painting can I U H K3 1 (V1 )Jell-under-
have the following effects: a) sensory
(tactile as well as visual), b)

psychological, c) emotional.

7 standing

The student is able to apply the

principles of design in his painting
compositions.

I U H P76 4a
tid

5a

The student knows that drawing

techniques are necessary in painting.
I U H K7



Processes ucts

ART

COURSE GOALS

4.6 Painting Gant.)

The student knows the followint,

treatment of subject matter can be
appited to painting composition:

a) realistic, b) abstract, c) sur-

realistic, d) non =objectiv e.

The student knows ways in which
methods of approaching the subject
affect the painting composition
(e.g., linear, massive).

The student knows ways in which depth
is developed in painting (e.g.,

perspective, overlap, color variation,
to ture).

The student knows the following schools

of art, the artists, and the works
associated with them: a) Cubism,
b) Dadaism, c) 3unnealism, d) Fauvism,

e) Impressionism, f) Expressionism,
g) Romanticism, h) Kealism, i) Clas-

sm.

student knows the evolution of U H
styles, methods, and subject matter

in paintings as well as the artists

who promoted them: E. G. Giotto-

Humanism; Ltonardo-4,andscape; Monet-
Impressionism; Pollack-Action Paint-

kr.

The student knows that painting skills P. I U H

and media can be used to influence

the consumer.

The student knows that painting skills I U H
can be used to enrich his leisure.

K4

K7 1

K8 2b

3

K7 7

K8

(V1 )PIScrimin,,

tive ju(tr

ment



ART

Lt. Processes and Products
4.2 Painting

115.

P I U H

.,_ -

P76 2a

7

3b

4a
4d
asa

---- ------

Li 21 Nat -ials

The student is able to use various
media, tools, and surfaces in a
paintinc.



i. Prodesses
L.2 Painting

L.21 Materials

COURSE GOALS

C

ART 116

4.211 Paint

U H K3

K7

2aThe student knows the characteristics
and uses of the following media used
in painting: oil, water-color,

tempera, casein, encaustic, synthetic.

The student knows ways in which media
may be combined in a painting (e.g.,
encaustic with paint; water-color with
chalk; crayons, ink, and tempera).

U H K3

K7

The student is able to use color to P I U II P67 2a 3b (V1 );._)elf -cyfirr,LH

portray moods, feelings, and ideas
in painting.

4

5

La
4d

sion

C(vi reativity

5a

The student is able to do a painting
using the following media: oil,

water-color, tempera, casein, en-
caustic, synthetic.

U H P76 2a

4

5

3b

Lia

4d

5a

The student knows the proper use az d

care of a brush.
P I U H K7 2a (V1)Pesponsil.10-

ness



Processes and Products
Painting

4.21 Vaterials

COURSE GOALS

117.

4.212 Tools

FILJH K7The student knows ways in which tools
are used in painting: a) brush,

b) knife, c) fingers, d) sponges,
e) roller, f) spatulas, g) sticks,
h) found object.. , 1) cardboard.

The student is able to use brushes,
pallet knives, and other tools in
painting.

P I U H P76 2a
7

3b

41a

4d
5a



L. Processes and Products
4.2 Painting

4.21 Materials

COURSE COALS

118.

4.13 Surfaces

in which

painting

c)

of

§ 11

I II H

K7

KB

2aa

4

2
c

The student knows the ways
the following are used

surfaces: a) paper, b) wood,

masonite, d) canvas.

The student knows the effects

surfaces on paint (e.6.0 textured

paper with water- color).



4. Processes and Products
4.2 Painting

COURSE GOALS

MT
119.

--- -.-

4 22 Techniques ea

U H K5 5
The student knows that painting is
classified by techniques including:
a.) transparent, b) opaque, c) mixed
media, d) historical (encaustic,
fresco, egg tempera),



I,. l'rocesses and Products

Painting

4.2;: Techniques

COURSE COALS

ART 12(1

4.221 Transparent

,

I U H

U H

.

K3

K3

2a

4

The student knows the followinE
characteristics of the transparent
techniques: a) translucent, b) no

actual textural build-up of paint,
c) feeling of fluidness.

The student knows that transparent

techniques consist of: a) ink-wash,

b) water-color.

The student is able to select and use U i P35 3b

a transparent technique for desired P45 4a
effect. P62 4d

P67 5a
P76

4.2211 Ink-Wash .

The student knows the ways an ink-wash

is used (e.g., to.develop mass, to
define outlined areas, in calligraphy).

U H K7 2a

4.2212 Water-Color

The student knows ti'e following ways

to handle water-color: a) dry on dry,

b) dry on wet, c) wet on dry, d) wet
on wet.

U H K7

The student knows the following

characteristics of water-color: a)

tints are developed by letting the

paper show through (e.g., no white
is used), b) shades and intensity are
created with overlap and complements
(e.g., no black is used).

U H K3 2a



1. Processes and Products

4.2 Painting

4022 Techniques
4.221 Transparent

kRT 121.

4.2212 Water-Color (Cont

U H K7The student knows that in water-colors
the painting is handled in the follow-
ing ways: a) work from large areas
to small, b) work from light to dark,
c) work from plain surfaces to texture.



PrecesJes and Products
1,2 Painting

4.22 Techniques

COURSE GOALS

ART

4.222 Opaque
=

U-H K3 a 3.16The student knows the following
characteristics of he opaque tech-
nique: a) not transparent, b) use
of white paint, build up of media
(impasto).

The student knows that media appro-
priate to opaque techniques include:

U H K5

a) tempera, b) casein, c) oil,
d) acrylic.

The student is able to select a,

medium and use an opaque technique
for a desired effect.

U H P35

P45

P62

2a

5

3b

4a
4d

P67 5a

P76

4.2221 Tempera

The student knows that tempera can he

handled in the following ways: a) as
a water-color medium, b) as an opaque
medium.

I U H K7 2a
r
-;)

4.22,3

4.2222 Casein

The student know: that casein may be:
a) used as a water-color, b) mixed

with white paint.

U H K7 2a

4.2223 Oil

Phe student knows the following

characteristics of oil paint: a)

is thinned with turpentine, b) can be
ised in wash or impasto techniques,

U H

IPIACI nil no a lairiA^y4 AN A..4.. .1...1



ART

outieo and. Products
4.2 PatutLeg
4.22 Techniques
14.222 Opaque

123.

COURSE GOALS

1.222)4 Acrylic

U I K3 aThe student knows the follow .ng

characteristics of an acrylic: a) can
be treated as an oil, b) uses water
to thin, c) is fast drying, d) can
be used with various binders, e)
area can be reworked, f) can be
used as in water-color and thpasto

techniques, g) color cannot be diluted
after drying.



and Product*

lechn;:duo

COURSE GOALS

: cci 'e'c±ia

Th(1: 'stud ndt knows ways in which

miNdd 1i are ,Jwed in painting

ink and waLor-color, crayon
,ar-c AQL1 waA and Lempera)

ART I 7

K7 2a
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L.2 Painting
h.22 Techniques

roducts

COURSE GOALS

ART

.224 Historical

U U K3
Kit

The student knows that the historical
techniques are: a) encaustic, h)
fresco, c) egg tempera.

6.2A1 Encaustic

The student knows the characteristics
of encaustic painting r hot wax,

U H K 2a

Egyptian, impasto quality)

42242 Fresco

U H K3 2ahe student knows the characteristics.

of the fresco technique (e.g., surface
treatment, plaster usage, layout
procedure, use of chipping).

FiteFtie student knows examples of fresco

techniques (e.g., Victelangelo's
U H K6 3 2 lh

"Sistine Chapel," da Vinci's "Last
Tupper ").

/1.22h3 24.g Tempera

The student knows the characteristics
of egg tempera (e.g., drys creating
cracking of paint, egg used as a
hinder).

U H K3
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ART 120.

....., !...-, ....,.......

---

(C) Resou
Art

(V1 )lnqui

I U H K6 4

5

.3 Printmaking

he student knows the location and use of
irint and nonprint materials related to
wintmaking in art (e.g., card catalog:
'stencil Work," "Engraving," "Silk Screen
?rinting," "Etching"; Reader'sGuide:
'Art-Technique"; area and building audio-
visual catalogs: "Print, Art," "Print,

loodblock," "Printing, Color Silkscreen,"
'Printing, Liftography").

rho student knows that printmaking is the P I U H K2 2a

)rocess of transferring an image from one
surface to another.

4

Che student is able design an image PIUH P63 2a 3b

c)t' a print. P66 4 4a

F76 5 4d

5a

the student knows ,that most printmaking
techniques make it possible for the
lrtist to make many copies of a single
imago.

P 1 U H K2

K7

2a

7

4.1

The student knows the function of the
following printmaking tools: (a) plate

or stencil--the surface the image is put
on for transferl (b) surface--paper,
fabric, or other material the print is
trransferred to, (c) colorant--ink or
drawing medium.

I U H K7 2a 4d

The student knows that when more than
two colors (background surface and color-
ant) are used in a print it is generally
necessary to make a plate for each
additional color used.

I U H K2 2a

The student knows some of the commercial I U H K7 6 3b 5.24. (C) Gary
USOS of printmaking techniques (e.g.,
color litho in books and magazines, silk
screen posters, textiles).

4a

4d

rccs,

ers,
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ART 127.

COURSE COALS

§.1 Prin. tmat..

The student is able to use printmaking
for personally rewarding projects
( .g:, Christmas cards, tee shirts,
wedding invitations, stationery).

I U H 4.1
7

(C) Leisure
(111)Self-expres-

sion



4. Processes and Products
4.3 Printmaking

ART P 8

COURSE COALS

4.31 monomiaL

The student knows that a monoprint is P I U H K2 2a

distinguished from other printMaking
methods because it results in one
print of the image.

K3 4

The student is able to make a monop int P-I U H P76 4 3b 3.

using a variety of materials (e.g.,
carrots, potatoes, cardboard, vaseline

5 4a

4d
)n glass, fingerpaint). 5a
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Printmaking

COURSE GOALS

ART 129_

4.3`2 Relief

The student knows that relief printing P I U H K2 4

uses a raised surface. K7 5

e student knows some of the require-Tile P K8 5 3.11
meats of relief printing: consideration
of positive and negative space, left-
right reversal, linear-massive qualities.

6

The student is able to do a relief print P I U H P76 4 3b (V1)Self-
in a variety of ways: (e.g., rubbing,
!,adget, cardboard, innertube, linoleum
block, wood block, string)

5 4a

4d

5a

expression
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4.3 Printmaking
4.32 Relief

COURSE GOALS

ART 130 .

4.321 Rubbing

The student knows that an image may be
taken from a raised surface (such as a
gravestone) by rubbing crayon or chalk
over a paper or other mate ial placed
on the image.



ART

4. Processes and Products
4.3 Printmaking
4.32 Relief

COURSE GOALS

131.

4.322 Subtractive

U H K4 2bThe student knows the development of
wood cut printing in the Orient (e.g.,

high level of competence at the time of
Marco Polo; used for paper back books
before Gutenberg; materialscherry wood,
rice paper).



ART

4. Processes and Products
4.3 Printmaking
4.32 Relief

L32.

.323 Additive

P I U H K7 4

5

3, (V1)Self-exp i,!

sion

:e student knows that a relief print
:an be made from a raised surface created
ly adding materials to the original
urface.

s



4. Processes and Products
4.3 Printmaking

ART
1-7,3

ncil

The student knows that in stencil
printing the areas to be printed are
open.

The student knows that. in stencil prints P I U H'
areas not to be printed are masked with
heavy paper, glue, film, or other
materials (e.g., silk screen, hand
stenciling).

The student knows that stencil prints
can be made with a variety of materials
(e.g., paper, silk screen, tusche, glue,
film, wax).

The student is able to make and use
stencils to produce prints.

The student knows reasons for the
flexibility of the silk screen method
(e.g., use of tusche and/or film to
make stencils, precision of registration).
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COURSE GOALS

ART 134.

'Ll'IAL12EA2111.14L12SE2211Y/

he student knows that planographic U H K3 4

printmaking is a technique in which the K7 5

wage is drawn or painted on a flat
urface and transferred to another
urface.

he student knows that lithography and U H K5 4

ffset are the predominant types of 5

lanographic printing.

he student knows the following steps U H K7 4

n the lithographic process: (a) image 5

raven or painted on a plate (finegrained

ifiestone or zinc) with grease crayon

r tusche, (b) plate is covered with
ater, (c) ink used resists water and
dheres to greased image.

he student knows the characteristics of U H K3 4

ithography as an art medium: (a) line 5

uality of free-hand drawing, (b)

ossibilities for gradations in value and
ntensity.

he student knows the following-operations U H K7 4

f offset lithography: (a)-plate is 5

lexible metal that can be attached to a
avolving drum, (b) image transferred
) permanent flat surface and from there

) final print.

le student knows commercial uses of U H -7 6 4b

ffset lithography. 7

5.242 (C) Careers,
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4.3 Printmaking

ART

COURSE GOALS

4.35 Intaglio

The student is able to select: and use
an intaglio process,

(V ,211-expros-
Sion

The student knows the commercial uses
of intaglio printing photogravure).

The student knows that in intaglio prin
the image is taken from lines and grooves
made in a plate.

The student knows the characteristics
of intaglio printing: (a) linear, (b)

surface quality caused by deposit or ink
on paper or into grooves, (c) detail,
(d) forms built up with lines (e.g.,

cross-hatching, stippling).

The student knows that engraving and
etching are the predominant forms of
intaglio printing.



4. Processes and Products
4.3 Printmaking
4.35 Intaglio

COURSE GOALS

ART

4.351_Enaying

U H K7 4

5

The student knows the features of engrav-
ing: (n) image scratched or incised inLo
plate (metal, celluloid. masonite); (b)

burr in drypoint; (c) clarity of line
achieved by removing the burr in steel
engraving,

.

.

.

.

.
,
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4.3 Printmaking
4.35 intaglio

COURSE GOALS

ART

4.352 Etching

U H K7

5

The student knows the following steps in
the process of etching: (a) design
scratched in coated metal plate; (b)

design etched in metal plate with acid;
(c) tonal qualities developed by treat-
ment of materials used to coat the plate
(e.g., mezzotint, aquatint).



ART

Processes and Products

COURSE GOALS

1 0;

4,4 Lettering

The student knows the location and use

of print and nonprint materials related
to lettering in art (e.g., card catalog:

1 U H K6

"Lettering," "Alphabets," "Writing";

Reader's Guide: "Calligraphy," "Print-
ing." "Type and Type Founding"; area
and building audio-visual catalogs:
"Lettering," "Letters, Alp_habet,"

"Calligraphy").

The student knows that lettering uses
abstract symbols for communication.

P I U H K2

K3

the student knows that all varieties of
western letters del'ive from the alphabet

designed by the Romans,

The student knows that the rinciples of
composition and the language of art may
be applied to lettering.

the student is able to use letters both

I U H

U H

P I U H

K6

G2

K7

P76

3

4 3b

2.125

3.

for design and for literal communication. 5 4a

7 4d

the student is able to produce basic P I U H P76

5a

Letter forms.

7

the student is able to form letters I U H P75 4 2.125

leeording to the tradition of Roman
writing.

the student is able to space letters I U H

P76

P75

5

)ptically. 5 3.

7

C) Resou c,4
art

VOIncintry

(C) SymbolS

(C) Sym10 Is

(C) Symbols

(V1) Clarity

(C) Symbols

(Vi)Clarity

Symbols

(VI )Clarity



ART

4. Processes and Products

is

4.4 Lettertng..(CTIL.1

r t_ ,

The student knows that lettering may be P I U H G2 2a 3c (C) Symbols
used to enrich his leisure. K7 4

5

7

The student knows ways in which letter I U H KB 4 2c 5.24 (C) Symbols
forms influence the consumer (e.g.,
rustic, Chinese) .

5

7

(C)

(C)

Consumption
Economic
systom
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4.4 Lettering

COURSE GOALS

a

C,

140.

_4- f t

4.41 Calligraphic

The student knows that "calligraphy" is I U H Ki 4 Calligraphy
a combination of Greek terms meaning
beautiful (calli) writing (graphy).

The stndent knows that calligraphy refers I U H K2 4 Calligraph).
to any spontaneous graphic expression wit_ 5

stick, pen, or brush.

The student knows that calligraphy is I U H K2 3 2.125 (C) Cultures
carefully formed writing done with tradi- K7 2.221 (C) Calligraphy
tional tools (e.g., brush in Eastern cul- 5

tures, edged quill or reed in Western
cultures).

Ihe student knows the historic develop- U H K3 2 2. (C) Symbols
nent of the minuscule and majuscule. K4 3

rhe student knows the cursive qualities I U H K3 7

)f letter forms (e.g., slope, ligature- -
joins, ellipsesovals).

The student is able to make an edged U H P76 2a 5a

7riting instrument (e.g., bamboo, reed, 7

;tick, quill) .

he student is able to produce letters in U H P75 7 6a 2.11
:heir sequential development from picto- 2.125
;raph to ideograph to alphabet (e.g., 2.13

2.14

V 2.221

2.2231
(ox) (idea) (abstraction)

The student is able to produce the Roman H P44 3 3b 2.125

1phabet in its various hisorical forms P75 7 4a

e.g., Roman capitals, rustics, uncials, 4d

arolingian, Gothic, Batarde, Italic). 5a



4. Processes and Produc
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COURSE GOALS

ART

4.41 Calligraphic_Oont_.1

U H K7 3

7

3b

4a

4b

4d

5a

3.

5.24
(C) Career;; nrLThe student knows that calligraphic

skills are used in commercial design
(e.g., media captions, book titles,
letterheads, cartograms ).
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4.4 Lettering

COURSE GOALS

ART

4.42 Typeface

The student knows the relationship of U H K5 3 2.14

the historic written alphabets to the
develc- lent of typeface designs.

K8 7 5.24

The student knows the major Western

ypefaces (e.g., serif, sans-serif,

U H K2

K3

3 2.14

Gothic, Roman).

The student knows that commercial print-
ing requires knowledge of typeface
design.

H K7

K8

7 3b

4a

4b

(C) Careers,

art

4d



ART

4. Processes and Products
4.4 Lettering

4.43 ---111 ca

The student knows the uses of lettering _ U H K7 2a (C) Cmumun i c
in architectural and mechanical drawing. K8 6

7

The student knows that mechanical letter- U H K7 7 3b Drafting
ing skills are necessary 'or many draft-
ing occupations.

K8 4a

4b
Careers .

art
4d



Processes and Products

COURSE COALS

ART 144.

4.5 Sculpturing

The student knows the location and use of I U H K6 4 (C) Resources,
print and nonprint materials related to 5 Art
sculpturing in art (e.g., card catalog: (Vl)lnquiry
"Sculpture," "Wood Carving," "Modeling,"
"Sculpture, American"; Reader's Guide:
"Sculptdre--Materials, "Sculpture,
Ancient," "Carving").

The student knows the way_ s in which the P 1 U H K3 2a

following elements of artistic composi- K8 5

tion are treated in sculpture: (a)

line, (b) related masses, (c) dark and
light (e.g., surface color and the way
the surfaces receive and reflect light),
(d) use of materials, (e) surface
treatment, (f) organization of three-
iimensional space.

Ehe student knows that sculpture is a PIUH K2

visual statement in three dimensional K3
form.

Ehe student knows characteristics of I U H K3 3 2. Culture
various types of sculpture (e.g., classi- K5
:al Greek sculpture, Egyptian sculpture, K6
.ssyrian bas-relief, African sculpture,
:otem poles, early American carving).

Elle student knows examples of the work 1 U H K1 2b 2. (C) Cultural
if history's best known sculptors '(e.g., 3 patterns
Rodin, Michelangelo, Henry Moore, 7 (VOCreativity
dexander Calder, Constantin Brancusi,

The e student is able to apply the -,irinci- U H P35 2 3b 3.13 Space
des and elements of art to plan positive P45 4 4a 3.14
and negative areas of a sculpture. P63 5 4d

P76 5a

he student knows ways that sculpture can U H K3 2 3c (V1)Self-expre:

,e used to enrich his leisure (e.g., K7 7 sion

hristmas decorations, packaging, K8

reative objects).



4. Processes and Products
4.5 Sculpturing

COURSE COALS

ART

4.51 Media

The student knows ways in which the
following materials are used in sculp-
ture: paper, wood, clay, stone, metal,
compounds, and synthetics (e.g., plastic
glass, concrete).

I U H K7 2a

7

The student is able to create a variety PI UH P35 2a
of three dimensional forms using the P45 6
appropriate media. P63 7

P76

3b

4a

4d

5a

(C) Form

(VOimaginn on

(C) Harmony

(VI )Creati-ity



4. Processes and Products
4.5 Sculpturing
4.52 Methods

COURSE GOALS

ART 146

4.521 Additive

___,,_

The student knows that the additive
process in sculpture refers to building,
up materials into a form or adding
materials to an armature.

P I U H K2

K7

2a

4

5

3.14 Form

The student knows the characteristic of
the most commonly used additive mater-
ials (e.g., clay and plaster).

P I U H K3 2a

4.5211 Modeling

Th student is able to create a sculp- P I U H 1'63 2a 4a 3.14 (C) Form
tune using a subtractive technique 4 4d 3.2 (V1)Self-
(e.g., carving wood, modeling clay). 5 5a expression

The student knows that modeling is done
by manipulating plastic materials with
the hands and tools in order to build
up the form.

P 1 U H K7 2a

4

5

(C) Compositio

(Vl)Innovative
ness

4.5212 Construction

The student knows that construction in
sculpture refers to assemblages of
materials (e.g., welded metal sculpture,

U H K2 2a (VOCree ivity

"pink" sculpture).

The student knows features and examples
of the most common assemblage techniques

(e.g., welding--Giacommetti; junk --

U H K3

Watts Towers).

The student is able to assemble mater- U H P76 2a 4a 3.14 (C) Form
ials in various way_s to create a sculp-
tural statement.

4

5

4d

5a

3.2 011 Crea ivity



4. Processes and Products
4.5 Sculpturing
,52 Methods

ART 147.

4.522 Subtractive

The student knows that the subtractive PItill K2 2a
method of sculpture takes away from the
original form by carving or modeling.

K7 4

5

The student knows that subtractive P I U H K7 2a (_V Self-
sculpture requires care in the removal
of materials and continual evaluation
of the form from every angle.

5 discipline

The student knows the features of
materials most commonly used in subtrac-
tive sculpture (e.g., marblecold,
smooth, translucent surface; plaster--
retains tool marks, chalky surface;

P I U H K3 2a

,400d--grain can be developed and used,
soft, warm).



4. Processes and Products
4.5 Sculpturing
4.52 Methods

COURSE GOALS

ART

4.523 Castin

The student knows that casting is the P I U H K2 2a

pouring of a hardening liquid into a
mold to produce a sculpture.

K7 4

5

The student knows the features of the
commonly used mold techniques (e.g.,
metal casting--retains surface qualities
of original).

P I U H K3
2a

4

The student knows that sculpture origi-
nals are used as molds for mass produced
objects (e.g., ceramics, plaster casts).

U H K3

K7

K8

4.5231 Mold Construction

The student knows that the making of a
mold is a beginning stage in the process
for casting a sculpture.

I U H K4 2a

4

5

4.5232 -Impressions

The student knows that impressions are P I U H G2 2a

commonly cast from the following mater- K3 4

ials: clay, sand, plaster. K7 5

4.5233 Lost Wax

The student knows the distinction between H K5 2a

the lost wax method and the other mold
methods of casting.

K7 4

5

(C) Form
(V1)Crentivit

(C) Form
(V1)Crentiyi

(C) Form

(V1)CroaL1.vin



4. Processes and Products
4.5 Sculpturiug
4.52 Methods

COURSE GOALS

149.

4.524 Kinetic

PIUR P76 28

4

5

3b

4a
4d

5a

The student is able to make various
kinds of kinetic sculpture.

4.5241 Mobiles
-__

The student knows that a mobile is a PIUR K2 2a
balanced, suspended form in motion. K3 4

5

4.5242Stabiles

The student knows that stabiles are I U H K2 2a
standing constructions which have both K3 4
rigid and movable parts. 5

4.5243 Mechanical

The student knows ways in which kinetic P I U R K7 2a
sculpture may be powered by human and 4
mechanical means. 5

(C) Balance
(V1)Creativity

(C) Movement
(C) Balance
(VL) Creativ

(C) Harmony
(C) Space
(C) Balance
(V1)Creativity

Movement
Rhythm



rr ucI sst s and Products

COURSE COALS

ART

4 Ceramics d Porte_

I U H K6 4

5

(C) R

(irt

(V1)Inguir

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to ceramics and pottery in art (e.g.,
card catalog: "Pottery," "Pottery,
Chinese," "Glazes," "Clay Industries";
Reader's Guide: "Pottery," "Ceramic--
Exhibitions," "Ceramics -- History";
per Ceramics Monthly, Craft
Horizon; area and building audio-visual
catalogs; "Ceramic Art," "Ceramic Glaz-
in " "Ceramics, Pottery," "Ceramics").



4. PrDcessea and Products
4.1_, Ceramics and PoLLery

COURSE GOALS

ART

A.!&-i. Clay

P I U H K3 2a

4

4.5lThe student knows the ccacteristies
of clay which make it suitable for
ceramics,



AT

amics and PotLory
4 LInv

COURSE GOALS

,1.1 Bodies and Elements

Tbe student knows that I conten

moy affect the color, irt--t, rosili
and firing temperature!: jf Jay.

The student know.3 Lhat clay body re La
to the composition of clay (e.g.,
porcelain, kaolin, stoneware).

The student knows the distinguishing
characteristics of the fallowing clay
bodies: (a) pure clay, (h) ball cla
(c) stoneware, (d) fireclay.

The student knows the function of gro
in a clay body.

The student is able to use clay hodie
appropriately in ceramics.

The student is able to make various
clay bodies.

t

2 ne-

es

I U H

1 0 H

KB

K2

K3

2a

4

2a

4

4. r_) 1

I U U K3 2a 4.51

K5 4

(,

I U H K7 2a 4.51

4

I U H P67 2a 3b 4.51
P76 4a

4d

5a

U H P76 2a 3b 4.51

4 4a

5 4d

5a



AP.T

4 . Processes and Products
1t Ceramics and Pottery
4.61 flay

COURSE GOALS

4-J-L12 -QP1tgLiSlaPhri5SQ 01_

I U H K3

K5

2a 4.51

Maturation

The student knows the characteristics
of the following phases of clay; raw
materials, dry powder, slip, pug (moist),
resilient clay, leather hard, greenware,
bisque (mature), grog.

The student knows that changes occur in
clay as a result of moistrue loss (e.g.,
shrinking, cracking, flaking) .

fhe student knows the necessary steps in
the care and preparation of clay (e.g
wedging, reconstituting, drying) .

PI U H

U H

K8

K7 2a



Altr

,
/1 Pr0c ,sos and Products
4.6 Ceramics and Pottery

COURSE GOALS

-62 Construction Techniques

P I U H

I U H

P I U H

P I U H

K7

K7

K7

P67

P76

2a

2a

4

2a

4

5a

4.51

4.51

4.5

be student knows the Llllowing ways to
onstruct clay forms: (a) hand built,
b) molded, (c) thrown.

he student knows ways in which the
ollowing ceramic tools are used in clay
orm construction: (a) rib, (b) trimmer,

c) wire, (d) chuck (support), (e)

ponge.

he student knows the uses of slip in
aking clay forms (e.g., cementing coils
nd slabs, handles, smoothing textures).

he student is able to pull handles on
lay forms.

(V !naviL



ART

4, Processos and rr ,duct:s
4.6 Ceramics and Pottery
4,62 Construction Techniques

COURSE GOALS

4.6 1 ilandbuilL

The student knows that andbuilt construe
tion techniques consist of the following:
(a) pinch, (b) coil, (c) slab,
(d) piece, (e) combinations.

The student knows the following charac-
teristics of handbuilt constructions:
(a) impressions left by hands or tools,
(b) obvious welding of pieces, (c)

asymmetry,

The student is able to build clay forms
using handbuilding techniques (e.g.,
containers, tiles, sculptures).

P 1 U

P 1 U FI

K3

K7

P67

P76

2a

4

2a

4

28

5

3b

4a

4d

5a

4.5



AkT

Processes and Productc
4. Ceramics and Pottery
4.62 Construction Techniques

COURSE GOALS

4.622 Tio lded

____t

The student knows tri: ,_Lay forms can be
made by pouring slip or pressing clay
into molds.

PlUll K7 2a

4

4.5

The student knows that c lay forms may he I U h K7 2a 4.5211
reproduced in molds made from the origi-
nal form (e.g., slip casting in plaster
molds, metal casting in molds made from
clay forms).'

4.5212



Processes and Products
4,6 Ceramics and Pottery
4,62 Construction Techniques

ART

COURSE GOALS

4.623 Thrown

P 1 U H

U li

U H

U H

K2
K7

K7

K7

P35
P67
P76

2a

4

2a

4

2a

2a 4a

4d
5a

4.5212

The student knows that I - eel thrown clay

is manipulated by the hands using
centrifugal force provided by the potter
wheel.

The student knows the techniques of
throwing the following forms; cylinder,
howl, plate, bottle, lid.

The student knows techniques of trimming
thrown clay forms.

The student is able to make desired clay
forms using wheel throwing techniques.



4 Processes and FrQducts
4,6 Ceramics and Pottery

COURSE COALS

3 Surface Treatments

P I U H K7 2a 4.51The student knows the ,,,I, ay surfaces
can be treated (e.g., Lextu e, color,
contour).



ART

4. Proccm _ and Prodtttn
4.6 Curnmics and Pottery
4.63 surface Treatments

COURSE GOALS

4.631 Texture

P 1 U H P67

P76
2a 5a 4.51

The student is able to ,1,,,,elop surface
textures on moist, leatherhard, or dry
clay using the following methods: (a)
pressing, (b) adding, (c) slip trail-
ing, (d) cutting.



ART

4. Processes and Products
4.6 Ceramics and Pottery
4.63 Surface-Treatments

COURSE GOALS

lb°.

4.632 Glazes

The student knows that glaze is a thin
glass-like coating that is fused to the
surface of the clay form by high heat.

P I U H K2

K8

2a

4

4.51

The student knows the ways the following
affect glaze: preparation of material,
moisture,porosity (clay body), applica-
tion, firing, composition.

I U H K8 2a 4-51

4.6321 Composition

The student knows that chemical additives
affect the flux, color, and texture of
glaze.

I U H K8 2a

4

4.51

The student knows that frit is used in
glazes to: (a) affect the firing
temperature, (b) lower toxic level,
(c) increase adherence to clay body.

I U H K7
K8

2a

4

4.51

The student is able to combine raw
materials in appropriate proportions for
glazes.

U H P67
P76

2a 5a 4.51

The student knows the characteristics of
various kinds of glazes (e.g., high fire
low fire, crackle, matte, reduction,
crystaline, Bristol, lustre, raku, salt
slip)

.

I U H K3 2a

4

4.51

'4.6322 Application

the student knows the ways in which the
following are used in adding surface
iecoration: (a) engobe, (b) underglaze,
(c) wax resist, (d) oxides.

I U H K7 2a 4.51



ART

4. Prue sses and oduc
4.6 Ceramics and Pottery
4.63 Surface Treatments
4.632 Glazes

4,6322 Application (Cont.)

The student is able to um the following I U H P67 2a 5a 4.51 (C) Caretrs, art
for desired surface effects: engobe,-
unde!4aze, wax resist, oxides.

P76 4 (V1 )Creativit'

The student knows the following techniques
of glaze application: (a) brush, (b)

dip, (c) pour, (d) spray, (e) drip.

I U H K7 2a 4.51 (V1 )Greativit',

The student is able to develop surface
decoration on bisque (e.g., scraping,
planing, glazing).

P I U H P67
P76

2a Sa 4.51 (C) Carr.i, nrc
(V1)CreativiCy



4. Processes and Products
4.6 Ceramics and Pottery

COURSE GOALS

ART 162.

4.64 Kilns

The student knows the functions of the
basic parts of the kiln (e.g., insulated
chamber, heat source).

PIUH K7 2a

4

4.51

The student knows that heat distribution
in the kiln affects the outcome of the
product.

the student is able to build a kiln.

P1UH

U H

K8

P67

2a

6 3b

4.51

P76 7 4a
4d

5a



ART

4. Processes and Products
4.6 Ceramics and Pottery
4.64 Kilns

COURSE GOALS

163.

4.641 Materiels

us' of the follow-
(a) stilts, (b)

(d) wire, ) brie

PIUH K7 2a

4

The student knows the
ing kiln materials:
shelves, (c). wash,



/, Processes and Products
4.6 Ceramics and Pottery
4.64 Kilns

ART 164

COURSE GOALS

4.642 Loading

4

The student is able to load a kiln for I U R P76 .2a ba
the following firings: (a) bisque,
(b) glaze.

7



ART

4. Prsocesses and Products
4.6 Ceramics and Pottery

COURSE GOALS

0

4.6 Firing

u_

The student knows that firing tempera=
tires are measured by pyrometr c cones.

I U H K7 2a

4

The student knows the characteristics of
firing in the following types of kilns:
(a) electric, (b) fuel fed, (c) raku,
(d) salt kiln.

I U H K3 2a

4

The student knows the effects of firing
clay forms one or more times at various
temperatures (e.g., bisque, glaze).

I U H K8 2a



4. Processes and Products
4.6 Ceramics and Pottery

COURSE GOALS

ART

4.66 Ceramics in Life

P I U H

P1UH

C2

K7

K3

K6

2c

5

7

4

6

7

3b

4n
4d

(C) Careers,
(V1)Education

The student knows that skills in ceramics
can be used to enrich-his leisure.

The student knows career opportunities
in ceramics (e.g,, designing mass-produce3
articles, hand made items for boutiques



h. Processes and Frodk

ART 167.

h.7 Textiles and Cloth

The student knows the location and use
of print and non-print materials re-
lated to textiles and cloth in art
(e.g., card catalog: "Textile Design,11

PIUH KO Lt

5

"Arts and Crafts," "Veaving," "Byes
and dyeinr," "Tapestry," "Needlework".;
Reader's Guide: "Textile Fabrics,"
"Textile Design," "Macramg," "Leather-
work," "Weaving"; area and building
audio-visual catalogs "Textile
Design," "Textile Printing," "Rug
Hooking," "Stitcher y, Applique";
Periodicals: Design, VeGall's, Good
fl ousekeeuing 'Z ee i« ii.oFTE571-77-

The student knows that textiles and
cloth ars composed of woven and non-
woven fibers.

I' I U II K3 2a

The student knows that textiles and
cloth can be used to make sculpture
(e.g., stuffed and upholstered
objects, tubular macrame, leather
containers).

PTUH G2
K7

2a
7

L.5

The student is able to use his
knowledge of textiles and cloth in
consumer purchasing.

P I U H P43
P1t5

P47

1
2a

4

5a

P62 7

The student knows sore of the career
opportunities in textiles "(e.g.,
textile design--weaves patterns,
fashion design, interior design).

PIU11 K3 6

7

C) ttlsourc
art

(n)inquiry

) Consumption
(Vi )Adaptation

(C) Careers, art



h. Processes and Products
4.7 Textiles and Cloth
14.71 Fibers

COURSE GOALS

AitT

4.711 Synthetic - Natural

P I U H

I U H

P I U H

P I U H

K

K3

P31
P33

K8

2a

2a

2a

7

2a
7

3.15

ConsumeriLr

The student knows that fibers are
synthetic or natural.

The student knows synthetic fibers
are made from metals and plastics
(e.g., wire, acrylic, vinyls).

The student is able to identify a
natural or synthetic fiber using the
following tests: a) bfirning, b)
chemicals, c) tactile, d) smell.

The student knows the ways in which
fibers affect the texture of the
yarn or thread.



U- Proceases and Produs
11.7 Textiles and Cloth
4.71 Fibers

COURSE GOALS

ART 169.

4.712 Making Cords and 'L.reads
_

The student knows wa.y.,: in 'Mich F I U H K2 2a 3.l (C) Production
fibers are combinea to tr.,.ke thread K7 4
or yarn (e.g., spu, twistv.d, braided). 7

.



14. Processes and Products
4.7 Textiles and Cloth
4.71 Fibers

COURSE GOALS

ART 170

4.713 Dyeing

The student knows ways in which natural I U H K7 2a 4.741
or artificial colorants are used for K8 4
dyeing fibers. 7.

The student knows that mordants (e.g.,
vinegar, salt) bind to a fiber

P I U H K2

K8
2a
4

4.741

in the dyeing process. 6
7

The student knows natural sources of P I U H K6 1
dyes (e.g., grapes, berries, onion 2a
skin 4

7

The student knows that in the tie -dye P I U H K2 2a 4-7411
method areas of cloth are, knotted or
bound to resist the dye.

K7
KEI

7

The student is able to control -the P I U H P76 2a 4.7411
placement and amount-of color by the
dyeing process of binding or knotting
threads.

7

The student knows that bleaching is P I U H K2 2a 4.741
the removal of color. 7



ART

4. Fro -s and Produc
4.7 Textiles and Cloth

171.

COURSE GOALS

4.72 Non-Woven Cloth

The student knows that leather, bark,
tapa cloth, and felt are non-woven
fabrics.

The student knows the ways
leather is decorated (e.g.,
staining, punching).

which
ioling,

The student is able to add pattern
and color to leather.

2.11
2.23



Proceauee and Products
s and Cloth

COURSE GOALS

ART 172.

L 73 Combining Techn_quc.';

The student knows that fibers are
combined to form a fabric or work of
art by the following techniques:

P I U H K7 2a

a) tying-binding, b) interweaving,
c) needlecraft, d) rug making.

The student is able to apply the
artistic principles to the design of
cord and thread combinations.

P I U H P76 2a
7

3b

4a
4d

3.

5a

The student is able to use various P I U H P67 2a 3b (Vl)Crc.,Livity
natural and man-made materials to
make a fabric or work of art using
ome of the following techniques:
tying-binding, b) interweaving,

c) needlecraft, d) rug making.

P76 7 4a
4d
5a

The student knows that texture is a
dominant element in weaving, braiding,
macrame', knitting, and 'crocheting.

P I U H K3 1

4

The student is able to use a textile
combining technique to: a) make a
fabric, b) make a work of art, c)
make a garment, d) trim another work.

I U H P76 2a.

7

3b

4a
4d

5a



h. Processess and Procedures
4.7 Mxtiles and Cloth

Combining Techniques

COURSE GOALS

ART

L «.731 Tying-Binding

P I U H K7 2a

4

The student knows the following
techniques of tying-binding: a)

twisting-wrapping, b) macrame

4 .7311 istin rappimg

The student knows ways in which objects
may be mace by twisting and binding
cords and threads.

''4.7312 Nacrameing

P I U 1- j K2

N7
2a
7

The student knows the ways in which
the following basic knots-are varied
and combined in macrame: square knot,
half-hitch.

P I U H K7

The student is able to combine the
basic knots in macrame (square knots,
ha f- hitches) in various ways.

P I [I H P76 2a
7

a (V1 )Cr .r, iulty



h. Processes and Products

7 Textiles and Cloth
1,.73 Combininv Techniques

COURSE GOALS

ART 1/4.

11.73, Interweaving

The student knows that interweaving
consists of the following: a) wean -

ing and looms, b) braiding.

7321 Weaving and Looms

P I U H K3 2a
L

The student knows the function of the
following parts of a weaving: 1)

warp, 2) weft.

rho student knows ways in which warp
and weft can be arranged to create a
variety of patterns and textures (e.g.,
tweed, twill, lace, nap).

PIUH

P I U H

K3

K7

K7

K8

1

2a
h

5

3.15

7

['be student knows the function of the
sic parts of a loom (e.g., heddle,

P I U U K3
K7

2a
7

2.

3huttie).

the student knows the uses of various P I U H K7 2a
Looms for weaving (e.g., cardboard,
floor loom).

3

7

Lire student is able to make a simple PIUH P35 2a 3b
Loom (e.g., cardboard, box, inkle,
)ack-strap).

P76 7 Lia

Lid

5a

'he student knows baskets can be P I U H K7 1 2.21
'oven in the following ways: a)

reavinL fiber over a spoked framework,
Connecting a continuous cord with

2a

3
7

Ln overhand stitch.



1.11 ;'n,..)( I itc

I. L:I ;mid tarrLii
i Techniques

!rtLeracaving

A Cr

COURSE GOALS

rui 1

T; t; twdent, t,!-;0 wa:,-.) in which
r;ord:i :110 1,,hrcau, Are cow-Amid. by
hv:t UILIL1 0,!.E, li;cypt.i:Ln cord loanl

ronr.:h

K?

7

a
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1.7 '1

iquen

COURSE COALS

re reil ecrar-I.

F .c s1.,-;ent, kt:.) t,b;.. f1,- -i.ecr-n_f t-.

hi: l':3ed T.,:: ::!;-,1!,--, i wc-:: ;: or art,
P I !: 11 '.C.7 2n

- -;- n labz.ic e.t-.: . knit. tinr , croc!et
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Ic.73

K7

4
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AT

G. Processes and 1Yoduc1::,
14.7 Textiles and Cloth
L1.7_ Ganbining Techniques

177.

COURSE GOALS

a,7)% R- Makin

I U H K7 2a

5
7

The student knows rug makiri ( teChniques:P
a) braided, b) hooked, c) rya, d)
tapestry.

The student is able to make rugs using
various techniques (braiding, hooking,
rya, tapestry ),

P I U H P35

P76
2a
5
7

is (V1 GreaLiviA.:,

(VI )L;elf-(!xprc--

sion



ART

li. ProceLises and Products
14.7 Textiaes and Cloth

178.

COURSE GOALS

J.7 Decorative Tee_ lc ._

PITJH

P I g H

_

F35
P76

-.,

2a

7

4a
4d

5a

. -,,

(V1)Creativity
(V1)Self-expre

Sion

The student knows that decorative
techniques in textiles consist of the
following: a) dyeing, b) painting-
printing, c) needlework.

Tki titvdent is able to inc pv ate
non-fabric materials into fabric
designs and decoration,



Processes and Products
Textiles and Cloth
Decorative Techniques

COURSE COALS

"1 T)yetng

<

The student knows that _ ora ive
dyeing techniques consist of tie -dye
and batik.

t I U H K5 2a.

The student knows ways in whieh to
control tie-dye of fabrics.

K7

16

4.7411 Tie-Dye

The student knows historical contribu-
tions to tie-dyeing (e.g., Japanese

U H K4 3 2.2211

"bhibori").

4.7412 Batik

The student knows that batik is the
dye technique in which wax is applied
to areas not to be dyed.

FIUM K2

K7

2a

The student knows ways in which batik P I U fl K8 2a 3.15
is used to color and pattern fabric. 7 3.16

The student knows the ways a batik
design is affected by the followin
a) colored wax, b) crayon, c) paraffin,
d) beeswax.

PIUIl K8 2a

The student is able to decorate a PIUH P35 2a 4a
fabric using a batik technique (e.g.,
colored wax, crayons, araffin, beeswax.

F76 7 Ld
5a

The student knows historical contribu- U II K6 2.222
tions to batik (e.g., Java, Malaysia). 2.234



ART

'.'f(woes arld Product
TeyLiles and cloth
ocorative Technique_

COURSE GOALS

Paint in:-

180_

The student knows way7:. In which the
44r procir may 'Pe used to

color and pattern textiles and cloth
(o.c., stencil, silk screen, relief
pr ha, potato print).

LtI,Ocnt knows ways in which

pmintinc processes may be used to
color and pattern textiles and cloth

textile paints, marking pens



H. Processes and Products
ha Textiles and Cloth
4.74 Decorative Techniques

4.7143 Needlework_

The student knows the charartcristcs
of stitching and applique.

1 U H K7 2a

14.7431 stitching

The student knows that stitching
includes: a) stitchery, b) needle-
point.

P I U H K3 2a

The student knows various stitchery
techniques in decorating fabrics,
garments, and works of art (e.g.,
creative stitchery, embroidery,
samplers) .

P I U H ,2

K7

2a

The student is able to do various
stitches e.g., running, cross-stitch
herringbone, satin).

P I U H P76 2a
7

The student knows that needlepoint
is the art of filling in an open mesh
background using yarn.

I U H K2

The student knows the ways in which
needlepoint is used to make a
decorative textile design (e.g.,
hargello).

I U U i 7

K8

4.7432 Applique

The student knows applique techniques P I U H n 2a
used in decorating fabric, garments,
and works of art (e.g., inlay, onlay,
in combination with stitchery, glue-
ing) .

K7 5
7



Processes and Products

COURSE GOALS

to - film

ART
1

The student knows the location and use of
print and nonprint materials related to
photo and film in art (e.g., card catalog
"Photography," "Photography, Artistic,"
"Moving Pictures," "Television "; Reader's
Cuide: "Moving Picture Plays, 'Camerae
"PhotographyPrinting Processes";
periodicals: 1121tElitilaLullptia,

Media and
Methods; area and building audio-visual
catalogs: "Camera, 35 mm.," "Television
Producing") .

The student knows that various visual
experiences can result from the manipu-
lation of light (e.g., light sources,
chemical changes, electronic, and physi-
cal manipulation).

The student knows the history of the
following photo-film related developmen
(a) the science of optics and light,

) the development of photography, (c)

the development of projection, (d) the
development of motion pictures, (e) the
development of television and video tape.

I U H

P I U

I IJ H

K6

K7
K8

K4

1

2

1

2

3

2.161

(C) Resources
art

(Vi)Inquiry



ART

4. Processes and 'Iroducts
4.8 Photo Film

18:3,

COURSE GOALS

4 81 Histor and Rela

The student knows ways ,iat the science
of vision (optics) and is appli-
cable to the manipulation of light (e.g.
perspective, color theovy, lines, light,
chemistry):

The student knows contributions of early

photographers (e.g., Mathew Brady, Tom
Sullivan).

The student knows contributions of early
film makers (e.g., D. A. Griffeth,
Eisenstein, Pudovkin).

K1

K6

K1

K6

The student knows early projection and
motion picture devices (e.g.,
kaleidoscope, magic lantern, stereoscope,
flip card):

The student knows the affect of the
following developments upon communication
and man's= view of himself: photography,
film making, television and video taping.

K1

K6
(C) L,01, ilUiLy

(V1)Inn,vative
floss

Sor41a1 clinng

(VI )Ac ;CheLic

(V1)Sel!--

un ! rstandin



4. Processes and Products
4.8 Photo - Film

COURSE GOALS

ART I

4.82_ Light

-.4.-==--,4-

The student knows Lhat light is either
natural (sun) or artificial (candle;
electric -neon, incadescent).

P I U H K2 6 3-1661

The student is able to distinguish P I U H P45 1 3.1661
between light produced in various ways:
natural, artificial, projected, reflected

P61 6

The student knows that the manipulation PIUH K8 2 3.1661
DE light may be an art form. 6

I'he student knows that manipulation of
light affects visual perception (e.g.,
theatre gels, strobe, silhouette,
illumination) .

rhe student knows ways in which diffused

1 U H

P I U H

K8

K7

7

2a

3.1661 (C) Hue - wit,

Light can be projected i g.,spotlight 6

)rojector).

he student is able to manipulate light I U H P35 2a 3b 5.2

or a desired effect. 6 4a

4d

5a

:he student knows that the ordinary 1 U H K7 2a 5.2
1,inctional use of light is the illumine- KS
:loll of areas to facilitate vision.



Processes and Products
Photo - Film

COURSE GOALS

The student knows that light can chemi- P I U HIlly change the color of some surfaces
(e.g., fading, yellowing, burning).

'Clio student knows that surfaces may be P I U Htreated to control the chemical change
ciused by light (e.g., blueprints,
photograms).

The student is able to create images by P I U H P35controlling chemical
changes on surfaces P67

(V1)Creati ty
(e.g., fading, photograms, blueprints).

The student knows the ways in which U Ke 3aphotograms and blueprints are used in K7 4avnrious occupations (e.g., architecture,
4dX-Ray).

1-10 1.11



ART

4. Processes and Products
4.8 Photo - Film

18t,.

4.83 Visual Media.

The student knows that visual phenomena I U H K2 6

based on photography, projection, and
motion pictures are referred to as visual
media.

The student knows that the uses of visual :I U H K7 6 (C) Culture
media include documentation, illustration, (C) Communichtj
information, and propaganda.

The student knows occupational oppor- I U H K7 7 3a (V1)Education
tunities associated with the visual K8 4a
ncdia (e.g., teacher, advertisin agent, 4d
:ameraman, photographer).

the student is able to use visual media 1 U H P63 7 5a
to: (a) illustrate a verbal statement, P67 5b
(b) demonstrate a process, (c) record
in event, (d) sell an idea or product,
:0 disseminate factual information.

he student knows the ways in which a 1 U H K7 2a 3c (C) Leisure
)ackground in visual media can contribute K8 7 5. (VOCreativity
to the constructive use of leisure time
:e.g., home movies, snapshots, creative
4-t otc *r



Pl9cw:mos and Products
- Film

6 Visual Media
6.831 Still Photography

COURSE GOALS

ART
187.

8311_ Process

P I U H K2

K7
2a

5

The student knows that still photography
is a Moons of precisely recording an
image on a two-dimensional surface using
the light reflected by the image.

1 112 '-t

The student knows that film is a chemi-
rally treated surface designed to
reproduce an image using reflected light.

I U H K2

K7
2a

The student knows the function of the
following components of film: flexible
base, emulsion, frame, width, sprocket
holes.

P 1 U H K7 2s. 4d

4.3313 Camera

The student knows the way6 in which a
camera performs the following functions:

P 1.0 H K7 2a 4d

(a) frame the image to be photographed,
(b) contain and advance the film, (c)
control and direct the light reflected
by the object.

The student is able to construct a
simple camera.

I U H P76 2a

4

6

The student is able to load, focus,_ and P I U H P35 2a 5atake a picture with a camera.
P76 2b

7



188.

4. Processes and Products
4.8 Photo - Film
4.83 Visual Media
4.831 Still Photegrn-

4.8314_Compoition - Control

_f

The student knows ways in which the cam- P I U H K5 4
era, as an extension of the eye, can
control what the viewer sees: (a) limits,
(b) expands, (c) selects.

K8 7

The student knows ways in which elements I U H K6 5 3.1 (C) Design
and principles of design are applied to 6 3.2 (C) Composit :
the composition of a photograph.

The student knows the meaning of the I U H K3 Composition
following terms used in photography
compositions: (a) close-up, (b) wide
angle, (c) horizontal angle, (d) por-
trait, (e) landscape.

5

The student is able to apply the elements I U H P33 5 3b 3.1 (C) Composition
and principles of design to the selection P67 6 4a 3.2
,f a photographic composition (e g.,
framing).

4d
5a

3.3

nhe student is able to manipulate a I U H P35 2a 3b (C) Balance
camera appropriately. P67 5 4a (C) Composition

7 4d (Vl)Creativity
5a

Cho student knows the effects of the I U H K3 2a
following camera manipulations on the K8 5

omposition of a photograph: focus,
settings, filters.

lie student knows the effect of light on I U H K2

7

2a
:he composition of a photograph (relation-
ihip of subject to light source).

KS 5

!he student is able to manipulate arti- I U 11 P35 2a Sa (C) Hue - valu
:icial light on a subject for a desired P67 5 (C) Harmony
!ffect in a photographic composition. (V1)Creativity

(V1 ) Self-

expression



4. Processes and Products
4.8 Photo - Film
4.83 Visual Media
4.831 Still Photography

ART 189.

COURSE GOALS

4.8315 Developing

The student knows the chemical processes
used to develop a positive print from
negative film.

U H K7 2a. 4d

The student knows ways in which a
photograph may be changed in the develop-
ink; process by varying the following:
(a) papers, (b) chemicals, (c) crop-
ping, (d) masking, (e) enlarging.

U H K8 2a

2c

7

4d

The student is able to develop black and U H P35 2a 3c 3.162 Leisurewhite or color film.
7 4d 3.163

5a. 3.166

The student is able to alter a photo- H P35 2a 4d (V1 )Innovat ve-graph in the developing process for a
desired effect.

_ 6 Abstra c- n

P67 2c 5a ness

The student knows the ways in which
abstract images can be made by manipulat-
ing the camera, light, film, and the
developing process.

I U H K8 2a

7
(V1)Innovative-

ness

The student is able to make abstract U H P35 2a 3b (V1)Innovative-images using still photographic processes P67 7 4a ness
4d
5a

4.8317 Display

Thu student knows the ways in which
photographs can be mass produced (e.g.,
color litho) .

I U H K7 2a



4. Processes and Products
4.8 Photo - Film
4.83 Visual Media
4.831 Still Photography

COURSE GOALS

ART

4.8317 Dilplay(Cont.)

f ..,___

The student knows ways in which photo- P I U H K6 2a 3b
graphy is used in printed media (e.g.,
magazines, books, advertising illustra-
tions, billboards, posters).

K7 4

5

4a
4d

The student knows the ways in which
photographs can be displayed for viewing
(e.g., album, montage, mounted, matted,
framed).

P I U H KS 6 3c

4d
3.323

The student is able to prepare photo- I U H P35 4 3c 3.323
graphs for display in the following ways:
montage, mounted, matted, framed.

P45
P67

5 4d
5a

The student is able to apply the prin-
eiples and elements of design in display-
ing photographs.

I U H P67 5 3c

4d

5a

3.32



Pi )Losses and Products
Photo Film

tit vi!;11;11 Media

ART

LAJUrs.E. ,,,,,,....

2 I t`o ectiorn

The student knows that projection is the
directing of a light beam through a

U 11 K2

K7
Jransparcnt or translucent material onto
a surface which stops and holds the light_

The student knows th the projection of PIUR K8 2a
Light can be used to accomplish various
effects (e.g., image projection--

miunicate ideas, colored lightimpart
emotions) .

3.1661

The student knows that an image on a
transparent material can be projected
onto another surface.

U H 1(8 2a

The student knows that photographic
slides are positive prints made on film.

U H K2

K3
2a

The student knows that the color of light
can be changed by projecting it through
color gels (e.g., theatre gels).

1 U H K7
KB

2a 3.1661

The student is able to make projected
images in various ways: (a) slides--
photograph, collage, colored cellophane;

1 U H P67
P76

2a 3b

4a
4d

(-1)Creativity

(h) transparenciesdrawn, lifted from
magazine, oil and water, colored cello-
phane.

5a

The student knows the ways a projected
image is enlarged and focused (e.g.,
changing the distance between the light
source and the surface on which it is
projected, using lenses to direct, focus,
and enlarge the image) .

U H K7



h.
Lt.

Processes and Products
Photo - Film
Visual Media

ART 192

COURSE GOALS

N. i33 Motion picture Photography

U 11 K3 1

Li

7

3.1

The student knows that motion pictdre
projection creates an art form in
which: a) the illusion of motion
becomes an element of design, b)
the visual experience occurs in time
as well as space.

The student knows differences in
visual perception between still and
moving photography.

U H K8 1

2a
6

4.6331 Persistance and Vision

The student knows the optical theory
of the persistence of vision.

I U H G1

K2

4.8332 Film

The student knows the function of the
parts of the motion picture film
including: frame, sprocket holes,
sound track, flexible-base, emulsion.

P I U H K7 2a Ila

4d

The student knows the standard motion
picture film widths (e.g., 35 mm,

P I U H K2 2a

16 mm, dual 8 mm, super 8 mm).

the student knows the basic motion I U H K2 2a
-cloture film speeds measured in K3
1. .ames/second (e.g., filming speeds
a- projection speeds with sound 24;

jection speedssilent 16).

Movement
Space

ivement

I v -ent



h. Pro and Products

1 Media
Potion Picture Photography

COURSE GOALS

ART

i -8332 Film (Cont.)

The student knows how changes in the
filming; speed of a motion picture
affect the pace of action (e.g., slow
motion-time lapse).

I U H K8

'tire student knows how changes in a
motion picture projection speed
affect the pace of the action.

1J H KB 2a

L Camera

The student knows the function of the
folloWing parts of a motion picture
eunera: lens settings, film magazine,
trigger, film speed setting, footage,
counter.

I U H K7 2a 4d

The student is able to effectively use
a motion picture camera: load, focus,
sot, shoot.

I U H P35
P67

a 3b

4a
4d
5a

1 h Filmin-

The student knows that the elements
and principles of design may be applied

I U H K6 2a 3,
3.1

(C) Motion

to the cenposition of a motion picture. 3.2

The student knows that motion is an U H K3 2a 3.1 Lotioneldment of cmposition design in
motion pictures (e.gu motion direction
within a shot; relationship of motion
between shots, patterns and rhythms

3.2

.eated mobility of camera) .



Processes and Products
8 Photo - Film

Visual Media
-ion Picture Photography4.833

COURSE GOALS

ART

4 8334 Film:

The student knows the following terms
for manipulating the motion picture
camera in relation to the subject:
wide angle, telephoto, zoom, long
shot, medium shot, close-up, horizontal
angle, pan, dolly.

The student is able to manipulate a
motion picture camera for desired
effects.

The student knows the difference be-
tween segments of a motion picture:
shot, scene, sequence.

The student knows the effect of the
following ways of changing from one
motion picture shot to another (e.g.,
cut, fade in - fade out, dissolve or
mix, wipe).

The student is able to change from
one shot to another using the tech-
nique appropriate for desired effect.

The student knows that motion picture
animation is done by combining a
series of still pictures on movie film
to be 'projected.

The student knows that animation is
commonly used to make a motion picture
in which inanimate things move.

The student is able to m
animated motion picture.

I U H

I U H

I U H

I U H

I U.

I U

K8

P35
P67
P76

K7

K7

PIUH P67
P76

2a

5
)4a

4d

5a
6c



Products
rhoLo P k ilm

4.63 Visual Media
4.633 votion _ u e Photography

COURSE.. GOALS

ART

Editing

VI:e student knows that editing ie the
process of arranging and eliminating
;ccments of motion picture film to
achieve desired order.

F I U H K3 2a
4

(C) harmony
(la )Innovative-

ness

The stu .ent knows that the editor can I U H K7 2a 3b (V Aeuthe ic(!ontrol the viewers perception of a
meLion picture by arranging segments
in the following ways: sequential
relatiohshioS, flashbacks, fantasies,
symbolic analogies, simultaneous
events.

K8 ba perception

The stA,dent knows thcu.t the art of
editing, can control the effect of the
finished motion picture.

I 11H K8 2a

The student is able to edit motion
ctures for a desired effect.

I U H P35

P45

2a

5
P67 7

P76

4.

The sl.uclerit knows ticat because motion
pictures are movement in time, they
can be combined with sound to create
a more complete illusion of reality.

U H K8 2b

3
(C) Movement
(V1) Imagination

The student is able to combine sound
and motion pictures.

17 H P67 2a
4

a (V1)Self-dis-
cipline

5



Processes and Products
4.8 Photo - Film

4.83 Visual Media

COURSE GOALS

LIT

14.83L Electronic Visual 1- ia

The student know., that mas3 visual PIUH K8 1 2c 1. (V1)AesthcLie

media are ultimately influenced by 5 3c perception

the judgments of viewers, which may
or may not be based upon a background
in visual awareness.

6

The student is able to care for and
use the electronic visual media.

PIUH P65
P76

7 ha
Lid

5a

The student knows ways that visual I U H K7 2a (V1) TnnovaLih
media can be combined with electronic
devices for various effects (e.g.,
transmitting images, "manipulation of
media, image development).

K8 3 nest;

The student knows that computers can
be programmed to produce or reproduce
an image: a) typed, b) light move-
ment on a screen.

H K7 '_-chnolo.-y

14.U341 Television

The student knows that television
images are motion picture images
transmitted electronically to re-
ceivers using very and extra high
frequency wave lengths and cables.

H K2

The student knows that the considera-
tions which apply to the composition
of motion picture also apply to the
composition of televised materials.

U H K6 7 4.83111 (C) CompoSiLior
art

The student knows that color value and I U H K3 7 3.162 (C ) Hu value

intensity are important factors to be
considered in planning images to be
televised in black and white as well
as color.

K8 3.163



ART

N. 1'roce5s and Produc _

h. Photo - Film
L.8 Visual edia
4.814 Electronic Visu Media

197.

COURSE GOALS

h.8341 Television (Cont.

The student is able to plan a televi-
Sion image using color value and
intensity which will project in black
and white as well as color.

The student knows the difference in
editing approach to a live broadcast
and to video tape.

13.3342 Video Tape

The student knows that video..taping

records moving images and sound
simultaneously for viewing on a
television receiver.

P39
P45

P67
P76

K7 7

K8

U H K2

h.8335

(C) Centoositdoi
ar

('P

) Continui14
V1)Oiscrinin-

ative judg-
ment



a

d

5. Art and Design in Environments

COURSE GOALS

ART 198,

5.1 Nature Des

The student knows the location and use P I U H K6 1

of print and nonprint materials related
to the study of designs in nature (e.g.,
card atalog: "Natural History,"
"Nature Study," "Design, Decorative
(Nature)"; Reader's Guide: "Nature
(aesthetics)," "Nature in Art," "Nature
Photography"; area and building audio-
visual catalogs: "Nature Appreciation,"
"Nature," "Design, Environmental") .

Che student knows that the elements and P I U H K6 1 3.1

)rinciples of design are illustrated in 3.2
the natural environment (e.g., line of
:ree branches, shape of rock formations).

the student knows ways in which physical P I U H K8 1

:hange creates design in nature (e.g.,
erosive patterns; variations in light,
growth and seismic changes; optical
Lllusions -- mirage, rainbow, northern
Lights).

The student knows ways that the environ- P I U H K3 1

anent creates natural design relation- K6

;hips (e.g., color contrast in flora,
luminance of rocks on beaches, line and
ihape patterns of leaves against the
;ky).

The student knows that various composi- P I U H K3 1 3.3
ional forms may be seen in nature K6 5

.e.g., realistic mountains, abstract
rave patterns in water).-

he student knows ways in which man P I U H K3 1 2. 1

trews forms and ideas from nature for K6 3 3.312
visual statements (e.g., historical and K7 4.41
ethnic cultures - acanthus leaves in
:reek architecture; flowers in Polyne-
ian prints; symbollsm - laurel leaf
nd dove; use of nature in textile
esign).

(C) Resources

(C) Balance

Physical
interaction

C) Composition
art

C) Symbols



Art and Design in Env o -en

COURSE GOALS

ART 11)9.

5.1 Nature Design (Cant.)

P I U H K7 1 (C) Survival
The student knows that many design
elements in nature are functional (e.g.,
colors for camouflage or attraction of
prey or mate).



5. Art and Design in Environments
5.1 Nature Design

ART

COURSE GOALS

5.11 Ecology - Man's Role in the
Environment

The student knows ways in which man's P I U H KS 6

activities change the appearance of
natural environment (e.g., man uses
natural resources, man returns synthetic
materials to the natural environment).

rhe student knows ways in which cultural P I U H K8

ind psychological values affect the way 6

Lndividuals see their role in the
latural environment (e.g., people who
Live in cities are often unaware of the
Eragility of natural beauty).

.

the student knows ways in which the P I U H K8 1

:ollowing ratios between man and the 6

natural environment affect the way man
;ees his role in the environment: (a)

;ize man/mountain gives illusion
:hat mountains never move; (b) numbers -
man /trees give illusion that trees will
always be plentiful; (c) angle man/sky
cives illusion that sky is solid dome.

the student knows ways in which the P I U H K8
levelopment and use of awareness contri-
lute to determining man's role in the
mtural environment (e.g., growth in
mderstanding can make people more
ware of visual changes caused by man
n the environment).

(C) Ecology



5. Art and Design in Environments
Naturepeaign

COURSE GOALS

ART 201.

5.12 EcoloHlt12LIII21E(Conservation)

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to conservation in art (e.g., card
catalog: "Ecology," "Natural Resources,
"Anthropography"; Reader's Guide;
"Ecology," "Environment," "Mountain
Ecology," "Conservation of Resources";
periodicals: American Forests- NationalAmerican
Wildlife; area and building audio-visual
catalogs: "Ecology," "Ecology,
Conservation").

The student knows ways in which aware-
ness can enhance and control man's use
of the natural environment: seeing
those areas in which controls are
needed; determining how the controls
should be achieved.

P I U

PIUH

(C) Resources
(V1)Inquiry

(C) Conservat
(C) Ecology
(VI )Aesthetic

awareness

The student knows ways in which the P I U H K6 I
elements and principles of design can 7
be used to enhance the visual ecology
(e.g., building in harmony with nature,
balancing open and-closed space).

C) Ecology
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5.2 Man-made

U H 1(6 1

7

3h

4a

4d

Careers, itThe student knows career opportunities
in the field of architecture (e.g.,
landscape architecture, city planning,
architectural drafting and rendering,
domestic and commercial designing).
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ART

.211 City PI -nina
_.4

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to art in city planning (e.g., card
catalog: "City Planning," "Urban

P I U H K6

Renewal," "Housing"; Reader's Guide:
"City Planning," "Zoning," "Urban
Renewal"; area and building audio- visual
catalogs; "City Planning," "Urban
Development"; periodicals: Parks and
Recreation, Architectural. Forum,
kmerican_Cit_i).

The student knows ways the appearance of I U H K8 1 2c
a city is affected by the following: (a)

climate, (b) natural phenomena such as
stouts, earthquakes, (c) various human
groups.

7 3a

4a

4d

The student knows the ways in which city P I U H K8 1 3a
planning is affected by the following: 7 3b
(a) working measurements in relation to
the scale of man (e.g., buildings,
streets, blocks); (b) importance of
legibility in city planning (e.g., iden-
tifiable land marks, movement patterns,
boundaries); (c) life styles effect on
the appearance of the environment (e.g.,
fishing village, automotive society,
gorse /buggy society, ship building); (d)

geography (e.g., access, water, vegeta-
tion, topography, security, communalitY).

4a

4d

Me student knows that the principles of PIUH K6 1 3a
:iomposition and the language of art can 7 3b

i

)e applied in city planning.
4a

4d

he student knows that man usually makes I U H G2 1 3a
a conscious effort to make his environ- K6 3b
nent more visually interesting (e.g.,
good and brick ornaments, planting

K7 4a
4d

:rees, fountains).

(C) Resources, n:
(V1) Inquiry

(C) City

(C) City

NI)Aesthetic
perception

C) City

.V1 Aesthetic

perception
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COURSE GOALS

ART

5.211 City planning

The student knows characteristics of I U H K3 7 3a (C) Expansion

proposed plans for new cities (e.g.,

linear, underground, floating, climate
controlled, multi-level).

K4 3b

4a

4d

(V1)Innovative-

ness

The student knows ways in which modern
city planning can preserve the tradi-
tional atmosphere of the city (e.g.,

new subway in Mexico City).

U H K3

K8

7 3a (C) Expansion
(VI)Cooperatiori

with others

The student knows characteristics of
historical city'planning ideas (e.g.,

U H K3 7 (C) Expansion
(VI )Creativity

Paris; Washington, D.C.; da Vinci's
ideal city; Brasilia; Machu Pichu,

Peru).

file student knows that complex problems I U H K3 Social char

ere inherent in the growth and decay of K4 7

:ities (e.g., change in central city,

irban renewal).

she student knows that current consider-

etions of city planning include: (a)
eliminating visual blights (e.g., poles

wires, signs); (b) community movement

U H K3 7 4a
4d

(C) City

(C) 'Transports

tion

Recreation.

System (e.g., bridges, underpasses); (c)

pedestrian movement systems (e.g., sub-
gay, people movers); (d) textural treat-

Rent to visual environment (e.g.,
diversity, create a mood, tactile res-
)onse, visual enjoyment); .(e) recreation

Ise (e.g., creative playgrounds).

nne student knows that the visual
experience of a city depends upon the

U H K8 l (V1 )Aesthetic

perception

Lndtvidual's point of view (e.g., a

seaman, an aviator, a poet, an indus-
:rialist).
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5.212 Landscape

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to landscape in art (e.g., card catalog:

"Landscape Architecture," "Landscape
Gardening," "Roadside Improvement";
Reader's Guide: "Landscape Architec-
tut-" "Landscape Gardening," "City
Gardens"; periodicals: Horticulture,
Utter homes & Gardens; area and build-
ing audio-visual catalogs: "Landscape
Art," "Landscaping").

The student knows ways iu which features
of the natural environment can be used
to enhance the man-made environment.

The student knows ways in which the
elements and principles of design are
applied to landscape architecture (e.g.,
fences and hedges lines and shapes;
plantings color; growth patterns
unity and balance; use of trees and
plants to develop proportion and perspec
tive.

(C) Resources, o

(V1)Inquiry

The student knows ways that development
and use of awareness can affect the way
man integrates man-made features into
the natural environment (e.g., signs and
buildings along freeways).

The student knows ways in which landscve
arrangement affects the psychological
and physical ambiance of the man-made
environment (e.g., natural forms are
visually stimulating and pleasing, trees
and plants refresh and cool the air).

(C) Environmentz

influences



. Art and Design _i_n Environments

5.2 Man-Made

5,21 Environment

5.212 Landscape (Cont.)

I U H K8 2b

2c

3

3a (C) :Altural

values
The student knows ways that cultural
values are reflected in landscape
architecture (e.g., Japanese gardens -
miniatures of natural contrast;
European formal garden - repetition of
architectural forms; Spanish courtyard -
enclosed within dwelling as air-
conditioning; parks and playgrounds in
the inner city) .

the student is able to plan a landscape
lesign which utilizes artistic princi-

U H P35

P62

7 3b

4a
2les. 4d

5a

ilia student knows career opportunities

i! landscape design (e.g., city planners,

P I U H K6 7 3b

4d
(C) Careers,

Ilayground planners, environmental
:elated occupations).
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'207

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to interiors in the design for living in
art (e.g., "Interior Decoration,"

"Furniture," "Design, Decorative,"
"Mirrors"; Reader's Guide: "Interior
Decoration," "House Decoration,"
"Furniture, American," "Antiques"; area
and building audio-visual catalogs:
"Furnishings,Home," "Furniture,
Colonial," "Interior Decoration,"
"Interior Design"; periodicals: House
Garden, Sunset, House Beautiful).

The student knows ways in which various
cultures are reflected in interior
design (e.g., Japanese simplicity,
Baroque opulence, Shaker austerity).

The student knows the function of the
following features of interiors: (a)
ceilings, floors, walls; (b) windows,
doors, and other openings; (c) built-
ins and movable items.

The student knows ways in which the
following considerations apply to inter-
ior design: (a) floor plans and traffic
patternS; (b) function of individual
.spaces (e.g., offices, reception rooms,
cafeteria, living room); (c) scale and
proportion (e.g., furniture, room size,
counters, doorways).

The student knows psychological and
physical effects of design arrangements
in interiors (e.g., warm-cool colors,
soft-hard textures, large-small spaces,
use of plants for color, shape, and
environmental refreshment).

Resources,
art

(V1 ) inquiry

(C) Cultural

patterns

(C) Emotional

health
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ART

Interiors (Cont.)

The student knows ways in which interior I U H K4 2a 4a culLur,11
design has developed historically and
culturally in response to man's need for
comfort and visual pleasure (e.g
tapestries, hangings, banners in medie-
val Europe to cover stone walls and
identify family symbols; stained glass
windows in churches; teepee paintings

and sand paintings for identity and
religious purposes; colonial wood and
brick ornamentation used to imitate
architectural features of European
palaces).

K8 3 4d patterns

Che student knows ways in which techni- P I U H K6 7 4d
./al skills in art are useful in interior
lesign (e.g., textiles, ceramics,
Furniture construction, upholstering).

Che student knows ways in which the
levelopment and use of awareness can
ontribute to selecting, changing, and
arranging interiors (e.g., individual

P1UH K6

'.s: aware of the effect of interiors
aid need for change; creative problem
;olving applied to interior design).

lie student is able to create a room P I U H P76 7 3b
Iesign applying his skill and knowledge 4a
& interior design. 4d

5a
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.22 Architecture

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materials related
to architecture in art (e.g., card
catalog: _"Architecture," "Architecture,
American," "Church Architecture";
Reader's _Guide: "Architecture,"
"Domes," "LibraryArchitecture,"
"Orchestra Shells"; periodicals:
Architectural Forum, Architectural.
Record; area and building audio-visual
catalogs: "Architecture, 18th Century,"
"Architecture, Glass," "Architecture,
Neoclassical").

The student knows that architecture as
the art of building crystallizes in
visual form a problem of strength and
space.

The student knows that architecture
includes the following characteristics:
(a) physical requirements, (b) style,

function.

The student knows the function of the
golden rectangle in historical and
contemporary architecture.

The student knows the chief characteris
tics of his local historical buildings.

PIUH

U H

I U

U H

PIUH

K6

G2

K2
1

2a

3

4
7

K3 4

K7

K3

4

6

(C) Resources,
(VOInquiry

(C) Adaptation
(C) Space

a I
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5.22 Architecture (font.)

U H

U H

K3

P44

P45

6The student knows that there is a wide
range of shelters other than buildings
(e.g., arcades, awnings, porches, bus
stops, gazebos).

The student is able- to compare the
variety of images given by many kinds
of structures (e.g., pagoda, cathedral,
castle, igloo, skyscraper, temple).
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COURSE GOALS

5.221_2hy21E!1 Requirements

The student knows the functions of the
physical requirements of architecture:
(a) spanning, (b) enclosing, (c)
supporting.

The student knows ways in which walls
cOntribute to the following: (a) span-
ning, (b) support,'(c) enclosure.

The student knows ways in which the post
and lintel system of architecture con-
tribute to the following: (a) spanning,
(b) support, (c) enclosure.

The student knows ways in which the
arch and vault system of architecture
affect the following: (a) spanning,
(b) support, (c). enclosure.

The student knows ways in which the
truss system of architecture affects
the following: (a).spanning, (b)
support, (c) enclosure.

The student knows ways the design of
columns for architectural support were
affected by (a) culture, (b) function,
(c) available materials.

The student knows the ways in which the
kinds of support affect the kinds of
space. created in an architectural struc-
ture (e.g., arch makes possible extended
space between supporting columns, post
and lintel is often box-like, cantilever

makes possible the variety of spaces in
modern building).

1

2a

3

7

Technology

(C) Space

Space

(C) Culture

(C) Environment

(C) Environment
(C) Culture

(C) Space
(V1)Aesthetic

perception
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ART

COURSE GOALS

5.221 Physical Requirements (Gant._)

The student knows ways the function and I U H K8 1 (C) Form

form of each of the following architects

tural structures are related: (a) arch,

(b) vault, (c) dome.

2a (C) Function

(C) Harmony

The student knows reasons for including I U H K7 1 2.11 (C) Environmen.

openings in architectural structures 2a 2.12 (C) Culture

(e.g., cultural, religious, practical). 3 (V1)Aesthetic
6 perception
7



ART

5. Art and Design in Envlronnent
5.2 Man-Made
5.22 Architecture

I 3

5 222 'r es of Architecture

,

The student knows architecture is classi-.
fled by historical period and geographic
location.

U H K3

K5

2b

3

The student knows the symbolic ways in P 1 U H K2 1 (C) Culture
which architectural features have been K3 2b (C) Civilization
used in various cultures (e.g., Moorish,
Gothic arches; Russian, Byzantine,
Baroque domes; pagoda, pitched roofs;
stained glass windows).

K7 3 (C) Symbolism
(VI )Respect for

cultural

heritage

The student knows %gays roof design is P I U H K8 2a 1.

affected by: (a) climate, (h) available
materials, (c) interior spacL.

2.

5.2221 Historical

The student knows major architectural P I U H K3 2b (C) Cultural
structures typical of major historical
periods (e.g., pyramids of ancient

K6 3 patterns

Egypt, aqueduct and coliseum of Rome;
Gothic cathedrals).

The student knows that eclectic archt- I U H K3 2b
Lecture utilizes characteristics of
various historical styles (e.g.,

K8 3

California missions, Mexican baroque,
carpenter Gothic, antebellum).

The student knows Gothic characteristics
found in architecture (e.g., pointed

arches, vaults, buttresses, clerestory).

I U H K3 1

3

4

(C) Culture

(Vl)Respect for

cultural

heritage
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COURSE GOALS

ART 21!4.

5.2222 GelnEEOILL

t______

The student knows characteristics of
the architecture of major geographical
regions (e.g., Chinese, Mayan, Scandi-
navian, British, Dutch).

I U H K3

The student knows architectural styles I U H K5 1 4a (C) Culture
that are uniquely American (e.g., sky- K6 2b (V1 )Respect fc
scrapers, Frank Lloyd Wright's strut- 3 cultural
tures, shopping centers). 6 heritage
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5,22 Architecture

COURSE GOALS

5.223 Function

The student knows ways in which the
design of architectural structures is
affected by the following: (a) man's
needs, (b) environment, (c) materials,
(d) beliefs.

The student knows that principles and
elements of art apply to architectural
design.

5.2231 Home

The student knows that home architecture
is influenced by: (a) use, (b)
materials, (c) location.

The student knows characteristics of
various home architecture styles (e.g.,
teepee ornamentation, Swiss chalet,
hacienda courtyard).

5.2232 JCommunity

The student knows ways in which archi-
tecture is affected by community func-
tions (e.g., education, business and
industry, recreation and pleasure,
government, religion).

The student knows ways in which community
architecture is affected by the follow-
ingt (a) functional definition of space
(e.g., religious observations, business);
(b) community desires (e.g., amphi-
theaters, baths, aqueducts); (c) cosmic
belief (e.g., stonehenge, pyramid,
labyrinth, cathedral).:

P I U

I U

PTUH

PIUH

PTUR

P 1 U H

K3

K8

K2

K6

K8

4

K6

K7

K8

K8

1

2b

3

2b

2c

3

7

1

2a

3

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

3

2b

2c

3

(C) Environment

(C) Human needs

(C) Environment

(VI)Aesthetic

perception

C) Location

C) Environment

C) Cultural

patterns

C Community
C City
C Cultural

values
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216

COURSE GOALS

5.2232 Community (Cont._

The student knows that the development
of cantilever construction, reinforced
concrete, and structural steel made
skyscrapers possible.

The student knows architectural trends
which have developed since the Industrial
Revolution (e.g., skyscrapers, shopping
centers, factories, subdivisions,
multiple dwellings).

The student knows characteristics of
recreational and cultural architecture -

(e.g., coliseums, auditoriums, astrodome
movie theatres, stadiums, museums,
fountains, and cultural centers).

The student knows educational structures
have evolved in form corresponding to
societal changes (e.g., one room school-
house, multiple-storied or modular units
college and university complexes)

The student knows that the values and
traditions of a nation are often reflect
ed in the design of its official govern-
ment buildings.

The student knows the symbolic meaning
of various types of religious architec-
ture (e.g., synagogue, cathedral).

(C) Environme

(C) Environn-

(C) Culture

(V1)Respect f

cultural.

heritage

(C) Environme

(C) Culture
(V1)Respect

cultural
heritage

(C) Environmc

(C) Society

(C) Cultural
change

(VOReSpect f
cultural

heritage

(C) Environme
(C) Culture

(Vl )Aesthetic

perceptic

(V1)Respect
cultural

heritage

(C) Culture

(C) Environme

(C) Symbol
(V1)Aeathetic

percept-dr

(VORespeet f
cultural

heritage
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ART 917.

5.231 Industrial- _--

The student knows the location and use I U H K6 6 3a
of print and nonprint materials related
to industrial design in art (e.g., card
catalog: "Design, Industrial"; Reader's

7 4a

4d

Guide: "Design, Industrial," "Design-
ers," "Furniture DeSigners," "Auto-
mobilesDesign"; periodicals: Design,
Fortune, American Artist; area and
building audio-visual catalogs:
" "Design, Engineering, "" "Design,
Industrial").

The student knows that prior to the P I U H K6 2b
Industrial Revolution functional and
decorative items were made by hand..

3

The student knows that when mechanica1
methods of making functional and
decorative items were developed,
prototypes still had to be designed.

P I U H K4

The student knows ways in which histor
cal and cultural values affect induct-
vial designs (e.g., Danish modern
furniture and household items, early
industrial products, imitated hand-
crafted products).

I U H K8 2b

3

The student knows that in industrial
design, function is a more important
criterion than aesthetic appeal.

the student knows that synthetic

naterials are used in machine-made

P I U H

I U H

K9

K7 1

2b
)ejects designed to imitate handcrafted
)bjects using natural materials (e.g.,
?laster cast made to imitate hand-carved
400d and stone, plastics made tolook
like hand-tooled metals).

(C) Resources,
or

0/1 Inquiry

(C) Techno logy

Cultural
patterns
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COURSE GOALS

ART

5.231 industrial (Cont.)

I U n

I U H

K4

K8

K6

K7

3

5

2b

3

On0

Thu student knows the influence of
compositional forms on industrial

design (e.g., Calder shapes used in
surface patterns, supergraphics taken
from Pop Art and 20th century calli-
graphic forms).

Mc student knows the application of
various art techniques to industrial
proeesses (e.g., functional and
Jecorative lighting design; ceramic
nold and glazing techniques used in
lrochiction of china, porcelain, and

'rockery; textile techniques such as
:eaving and dyeing used in making of
fabrics) .

rho student knows considerations
locessnry for intelligent consumer

I U H K6

K8

7

- election (e.g., ability to determine

luality and need in terms of.crafts-
uinship. and design) .

'lie student knows ways in which the P I U H K8 3 (VI)

lements and principles of art are ap-
died to industrial design (e.g.,

7

'color- for appeal and coding, balance

or function, scale and proportion for
,asy use).

Aesthetic
percept-it

Aesthoti

perccplA
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COURSE COALS

Fashion

The student, knows the location and use
of print and non-print materials
rolatcd to fashion design in art

.g., card catalog: "Fashion,"
"Costume," " "Clothing and Dress,"
"Fashion as a Profession"; Reader's
Guide: "Jewelry," "Costume Design";
Periodicals: Seventeen, Vogue,
Glamour, Mademoiselle; area and
lit11711a76 aTITE=TETEir catalogs:
"Fashion Design," "Fashion Drawing
"Jewelry Making," "Clothing Design

Mc student knows fashion design
includes work with garments, orna-
mentation and jewelry.

The strident knows that "fashion"
refers to the prevailing style during
a particular time (e.g., dress

Th,. student knows the nuances of the
following synonyms for fashion:
style, mode, vogue, fad, rage, craze.

student knows fashion design is
d by the following: a) purpose

'unction, b) materials, c) proses-
l) social values of period.

The student knows that the composition
and language of art apply to fashion
design.

50d n 7. Garments

The student knows how textile and
cloth techniques can be applied to-
!,arments.

P I U H

P I U H

I 11 11

U

I II H

I U H

K6
'Ilesourceo,

art

(V1) Inquiry

K3

K2
Culturnt
patterns

) Social

change

Social
change

Ki

K8

K6

K6
K7

Technology
Social
change
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5.232

t:1 .2 3

and Design in Environments
Fm-rade
objects

Fashion

COURSE COALS

'ont.)

The student knows that the design
and style of an individual's clothing
reflects the following: a) his
identity, b) his culture, c) his
environmental needs.

The student is able to select fabric
and garments aethetically appropriate
to his needs.

ART 220.

The student is able to use knowledge
of textiles to create a fashion design.

The student is able to coordinate
fabric, pattern, and design to produce
a fashio illustration.

The student knows that careers in
fashion demand knowledge of: a

design, b) drawing, c) clothing
textiles.

The student knows decorative technique
useful for cloth and textile garments
(e.g., tie-dye garments, dyeing fibers
for weaving and macrame', tooling
Leather, combining non-fabric materi-
alsshells, beads, buttons).

2322 Ornamentation and Jewelry

Thn stunent knows jewelry is a throe-
dimensional sculpture used for
personal adornment.

U H

PIUH

U H

H

U H

P U H

K8

P33
P45

P76

P76

K8

K6

K2

K3

2b
2c

5
6-
7

lb

3b

4a
4d
5a

4d
5a

3b

4a
4d

L;ocial

change
(V1)olf-est0(

(C) Culture
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Ornamentation d Jewelry

I U H

P I U H

I U H

P I U H

P I U H

K6

K3

K6

K8

K7

7

2b
2c
3

2b
2c

3

2a

2a

2.121
2.231

(V1)Aesthetic

discrimina-
tion

(V1)Creat ivity

Cont.

Me stufient knows that the composition
:And 18nguac e of art may be applied to
ornamentation and jewelry.

Tho stu6e_t knows that jewelry can be
Ul functional and decorative.

h It knows ways in which
jewelry and ornamentation have
developed historically (e.g., tayan--
skill and elegance, Egyptian-- stone-
cutters and goldsmiths).

The student knows that jewelry and
ornamentation can be made of the
rollowing; a) metal, b) wood, C)
beads, d) gems, e) synthetics,
r) papier-mache, g) clay, h) found
objects, i) cloth and textiles.

The student knows ways in which
jewelry can be made (e.g., casting,
assemblage, enameling macrame) .
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COURSE GOALS

ART

(

Commercial

Tie student knows the location and
!Ise of print and non-print materials
related to commercial art (e.g., card
catalog: "Commercial Art," "Adver-
tiAngl Art in," "Cartoons and

P I U H K4 6 (C) '--

art

fl)Ino

u -eatures," "Packaging"; Reader!s
"tom: "Art, Commercial," "Television
Adverti_sing," "Packaging"; Periodicals:
Ctraphic, Design; area and building
udio-visual catalogs: "Commercial
Art," "Packaging Design," "Advertising,
(wt")

.-J, knows that the function
or c,c riruerc ial art in advertising is

to attract attention to, provide
information about, and create desire
for a product.

I II H K7 (C) Cul
(V1 ) Int,

Ile student knows ways in which the I U H K7 1 3b 4.1 Genii

followirc techniques have been K8 3 4a 4.8317 tioi

adapted to commercial art design: 4d 4.8341
a) photography and file, b) print- 5.221
Takes, c) industrial design.

rho student knows some of the major I U i K4 1 2.14 (C) Cul'
listorical developments in commercial K6 2b 5.221 pat
xrt (e.g., illustration and typeface 3 (C) Tee
Dogan developing with the invention
)f rxrinting during the Renaissance,
)castors and bulletins began being

(V1

cull

her:

1_80 extensively in late 1800, pack-
sting developed with industrial design).

he student knows the classifications I U H K5 1
)f the major commercial art forms: 2b
0 signs and symbols, b) illustration 3

Und cartooning, e) package design,
1) Lelevision advertising.
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COURSE GOALS

oercial :wont.)

The tw1 ni know same of the major
.rt ),)]s and philosophies which
have influenced commercial art (e.g.,
Hauhaes, Pop-Op) .

The litudo knows ways in which art
techniques are applied to the develop-
ment of commercial art designs, (e.g.,

Calligraphysigns and symbols,
drawingillustration and cartooning,
sculpture and textilespackaging,
photo-filmT.V. advertising).

The oLudent knows commercial
Lerminology (e.g. , layout, d
copy).

-t

:Audent knows o iortunities in
cummercial art as a career.

The student knows areas of speciali-
zation in commercial art (e.g.,
fashion, cartoon, layout, industrial
greetirk; cards).

ART

I Ii Ti H

IIJII 3.312
4;12
4.22
4.41
14.8314
4.83141

(C, -0 -4 art



Art and Deo r,n in f vironments
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224.ART

COURSE GOALS

-.JAI Sig -bols

The student knows the function of I U H ,ommuni.ca-

billboards, store signs, and direc- LIM
ICSt, Tonal signs.

iTL student know that a properly U

desiOled sign not only fulfills its
function) but is appropriate in
style and tone to the thing it re-

presents.

The sttlrlerlt knows ways in which letter l U

forms are adapted to serve the function
or a sign.

Tho student knows ways in which the

following contributet to well designed,
functional signs: a) simplicity,

isolation, c) good lettering de--
sign, d) eye-catching color and

pattern.

The student knows the function of I U H

the following: a) symbols--convey
an idea (arrow for one-way), b) logos--

identify a company or organization
(letterhead), c) monogram--abbreviates
a signature or initials, d) trade-
markssymbolize a product or
service.

onmunica
Lion

ymbols
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5.24 Commercial

COURSE GOALS

ART

.'1,2 Cllustrations and Cartooning

,

The student knows the function of 1 U H K4 1 2a 4.12
illustrations and cartoons. K7 3 4.22

ThP student knows the functional U H K3 1 (C) Communica-
consideraf.ions of the major types of N7 3 tion
Lllustrations (e.g., scientific

illustration--precision and exactness
of detail and prr7ortion; narrative

illustration--creJte a mood; diagrams--
simplicity and clarity).

K8

The student knows characteristics of I U H K3 1 (C) Communioa-
major types of cartooning (e.g.,
political--exaggeration of physical
features of politicians; caricature
and analogy--Thomas Nast, Boss Tweed
cartoon; comicssituation and draw-
ing style--Parker and Hart, B.C.
and Wizard of Id).

K4
K8

3 tion

The student knows some of the uses I U H K7 1
of commercial illustration (e.g.,
fashion, magazine articles, books,
greeting cards).

3
6
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COURSE GOALS

5.24- Package Design

I U H K3

K8

The student knows some of the -c-

tionall considerations of packaging
(e.g., protect the product in transit
and handling by the consumer along
with-the other functional consider-
ations of commercial art).

The student knows ways in which the
product affects packaging shape, size,
and design.

I U H K8

7

The sLudent knows ways in which two- I U H K6 1

and three-dimensional design consider- KB 3
ations apply to packaging (e.g., colors,
forms and textures can create intuitive
feeling of need and attract attention).

7



Art and Desi n in Environm-n
an-Made

5.2L Qammercial

ART 221.

1 Pelevi ision Advertisin

The student knows commercial art
problems unique to television ad-

I U H K4
KB

1
3

4 ,

vertising (e.g., motion added to
other functional considerations of
commercial art; the power of moving
images in terms of attracting and
holding attention).

7

:fte student knows major design
nsiderations of television

I U H K7
K8

I )4.8341

heed to come across in black andhid as well as color).
7

The student is able to use commercial I U H P62 2a 3b
art techniques to do the following; P63 5 Lis
a) sell a product, b) convince people
or the validity of an idea, c) create
a need, d) sell a service.

P66
P76

7' )4b

5a

The student knows that the demand for
commercial artists increases as new
products, processes, services, and
ideas are created.

H G2
K8

7 Cultural
patterns


